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Abstract
The Benjy section of William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury presents reader’s with 
a shattered chronology. Meaning, in the original, arises from the reader s internal 
creation of a linear chronology, the internal linking of discreet Events into larger 
Sequences of Events. Applying color to the section along chronological lines allows for 
the reader to assemble a more coherent chronology of the section internally by allowing 
for more easily intuited links. Transforming the Benjy section into a hypertext 
incorporates the links between Events directly. These three variations, black and white 
print, color print, and hypertext all demonstrate and highlight different aspects of the 
section’s inherent complications, as well as demonstrating that the original text s 
abandonment of traditional narrative time was a serious and direct challenge to the 

medium of print itself.
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Introduction***

The Benjy section of William Faulkner’s The Sound and The Fury abandons 
traditional narrative form and structure. The first person stream-of-consciousness 
narrator is Benjy, a 33 year old “idiot” (Blotner 44) with no perception of causality, no 
language, and most importantly, no sense of serial chronology. This narrative 
perspective challenges the ability of the print medium to communicate meaning, in that 
traditional narrative technique presents events in a chronologically linear way.
Traditional narrative time establishes the world of the text on the page, presenting a 
serialization of time and an account of movement in space that the reader translates into 
meaning. By shattering the chronotope, Faulkner leaves readers seriously challenged as 
to a means of locating meaning in the text. The abandonment of linear time in the section 
forces the reader to actively work to return the section to some sort of understandably 
recognizable chronological linearity. We cannot understand the section without first 
establishing a chronology that resembles that which we experience ourselves.

We experience the world as a function of the serial passing of time. We live on a 
time line, moving through moments that become the past as they fall behind us, as we in 
the process, move through the present into the future. The metaphors are all linear. Our 
efforts to understand the Benjy section, then, are attempts to return the chronology of 
Benjy to one that we can understand, to one that approaches some sort of linearity. 
Without the shuffling of the discreet Events of the section into some sort of linearity that 
resembles our own experience with/in time, the section can have no meaning.



This return to order occurs internally, in the mind of the reader. By placing these 
Events into a linear series of progressive movements through time that resembles our 
own experience, we can understand how the Events of the section combine to form what 
we would normally call a narrative, or a serial account of movement through time. We 
are no more able to view the Events of the section a whole than we are able to see all 
the stars in the night sky at once. We must focus. The unconscious, unstated need 
engendered by the Benjy section is the need to connect this Event to that one. In the 
original Benjy section, there is no means of establishing these links external from the 
reader. Such connections, such a space, are internal -  and the abandonment of linear 
time creates the need for this internal space. Readers repair the shattering of narrative 
time, personally, in order to reach any sort of understanding of the section.

In addition to the abandonment of linear time in the section, the significance of 
the alterations to print’s appearance throughout the section additionally challenge reader's 
understanding. In order to indicate to the reader that there has been a shift, however 
subtle, in Benjy’s consciousness, Faulkner uses alternating italics and roman font 
(Blotner 47) in order to indicate that something has occurred, that there has been 
movement of whatever kind in Benjy’s consciousness. This alteration is an attempt to 
force print to carry meaning as an object in and of itself. Traditional print is serially 
presented linguistic signifiers, literally marks impressed onto a page. This serial, 
monolevel mode of communication iss not in and of itself able to meet the challenge to 
narrative form that is the Benjy section. Faulkner attempts to manipulate the medium to 
communicate on additional levels, and understanding this manipulation is difficult.
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Using the structural theories of Levi-Strauss, I plot the Benjy section according to 
its component chronological sequences. Following the application of color to this graph 
of the section and the return of the text to its traditional printed form, the resulting text 
resembles not the unified text Levi-Strauss sought but the plural text Roland Barthes has 
theorized. The colorized edition of the Benjy section as well as the subsequently 
produced hypertext edition of the Benjy section both shatter print’s control over the 
reception of the text by providing multiple reading pathways through the text. In doing 
so, these two new perspectives on the Benjy section serve to elucidate and highlight the 

internal complications of the original.

Throughout his lifetime, Faulkner expressed his desire to use different colored 
inks in the Benjy section in order to delineate the various time periods Benjy encounters 
on the page (Blotner 44). The subjective nature of the reading experience and the need 
for print to carry additional meaning in the Benjy section are related. Meaning emerges 
in the section from the internal linking of discreet Events into larger Chronological 
Sequences. The application of color externalizes these links and allows for easier and 
more intuitive connections between disparate Events. Adding color onto print, increasing 
the signification function of the medium itself, eases the burden placed on the reader by 
Faulkner’s chronologically shattered narrative. The further translation of the section into 
hypertext directly incorporates these links, completely freeing the reader from the need to 
conceptualize the entire system of Events in order to link individual Events into 
Chronological Sequences.



The Benjy section presents readers with a complicated chronology. Each small 
segment is itself in traditional narrative form, presenting words and images serially, in a 
localized instance of concretized chronological time. In Chapter One, I will explore the 
critical history surrounding William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury. Such an 
exploration will establish that the most useful approach to the section is to establish the 
internal concretized chronological segments (Events) and assemble them into larger, 
overarching Chronological Sequences. Many critical examinations of the Benjy section 
operate under the assumption that by returning the Benjy section to an understandable 
chronology, by assembling the small, locally concretized chronological segments into 
larger understandable narrative events, it is possible to determine the section’s meaning. 
Noel Polk and Stephen Ross’s Reading Faulkner: The Sound and the Fury dissects the 
Benjy section into its component Events. My exploration of their text establishes its 
presentation as limited in its usefulness by the print medium, in the same way that print 
limits the presentation of the original Benjy section. Additionally, their text is an attempt 
to return the text to an understandable chronology, to create, externally, a detailed 
schematic of the internal space I argue for as necessary for an understanding of the 

section.
In Chapter Two I establish Faulkner’s oft-expressed desire to see the Benjy 

section published using different colored inks for the varying time periods Benjy 
encounters. I produce such a colorized section using the chronological division of the 
section as established by Ross and Polk, before exploring the resultant additional changes 
to the text brought about by this application of color. The colorization of the text has
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additional radical effects on the reading of the section. Rather than clarifying meaning, 
color, while aiding the establishment of links between Events, problematizes meaning by 
providing multiple reading pathways through the text

Chapter Three centers on hypertext’s ability to highlight the internalized 
connections required of the reader by the Benjy section. Hypertext directly and literally 
demonstrates these connections externally, on the computer screen, as links between text 
boxes. Hypertext links provide multiple pathways through a text, rather than the one path 
as dictated by the original edition’s black and white print medium. Just as color gave a 
sense of intuited multiple pathways through the section, the translation of the Benjy 
section into hypertext results in a very real multiplication of reading pathways. Similarly, 
just as the ability to intuit connections between Events in the colorized Benjy section 
lessened the burden placed on the reader by the abandonment of traditional narrative 
form, so too does hypertext further assume this burden by directly indicating the 

existence of links.
The original text attempted to escape print’s linearity by shattering the narrative, 

abandoning chronology, and altering print’s appearance. Hypertext completely escapes 
print’s linearity by figuring each small, localized instance of chronological time as a text 
in itself, and presenting thesetext boxes a non-hierarchical order. It is the reader who 
chooses the pathway through the Events of the section.

Color and hypertext both demonstrate the existence of links of some sort in the 
original text, in that, in the color and hypertext editions, such links are literally, 
graphically present. These new editions are the same text presented in different media,
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and the fact that each highlights differing aspects of the original is a sign of the difference 
in media, not differing texts. The application of color to the printed text and the creation 
of a hypertext edition do not, in and of themselves, alter the text or create links between 
Events. Rather, these alterations to the presentation of the section demonstrate the degree 
to which the reader functioned as a participatory agent in the original print edition. By 
challenging print’s ability to carry meaning, by altering the text’s appearance to carry a 
greater burden of additional meaning, the Benjy section challenges the print medium.
The application of color and hypertext to the Benjy section take up this challenge and 
explore the section in media other than the original, in the process establishing the 
complexity of Faulkner’s original black and white print edition of the Benjy section.
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CHAPTER ONE 
The Benjy Section in Black and White

***

Time Unifies the Text 
Major critical concerns with The Sound and The Fury are the composition and 

unity of the four separate sections when explored as a whole, as well as the internal 
composition and unity of each of the four sections independently. As Olga Vickery put 
it, “In any discussion [of the novel’s structure] the controlling assumption should be that 
there are plausible reasons for the particular arrangement of the four sections” (278).
Such an unspoken assumption underlies much of the criticism of the novel. The text is 
composed of four distinct, unique, mutually unintelligible sections whose meaning only 
becomes clear in conglomeration. We can understand the whole, it is assumed, by 
studying the parts in their relationships to each other, and by studying the parts of the text

in isolation.
The dating of the novel’s four sections -  respectively April Seventh, 1928, June 

Second, 1910, April Sixth, 1928, and April Eighth, 1928 -  immediately locates time as a 
central organizing force in the novel. The division of the novel into these four 
chronological time periods lays the foundation for the use of time as a means of further 
exploring the text. This is a text of time,these headings seem to say, and to understand 
this novel, you must understand and appreciate how time functions in it. Jean-Paul 
Sartre, in his famous discussion of time in Faulkner s novels, defined the critic s task as 
establishing the relationship between an author’s technique and his metaphysics, and that
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clearly “Faulkner’s metaphysics is a metaphysics of time” (265). An exploration, then, of 
the relationship between Faulkner’s technique and his metaphysics promises, therefore, to 

offer insights and avenues into the text.
Faulkner, in his private letters and public speaking engagements, discussed his 

attempt to instill his works with time, to create a fiction that represented the “metaphysics 
of time” recognized first by Sartre and the object of so much critical attention since. 
Malcolm Cowley remembers how, in 1948, Faulkner paced a room as he explained his 
writing as the attempt “to put everything into one sentence -  not only the present but the 
whole past on which it depends and which keeps overtaking the present, second by 
second” (Cowley 112). In another statement given at The University of Virginia,

Faulkner elaborated:
To me, no man is himself, he is the sum of his past. It is a part of every
man, every woman, and every moment. All of his and her ancestry,
background, is all a part of himself and herself at any moment. And so a
man, a character in a story at any moment of action is not just himself as
he is then, he is all that made him, and the long sentence is an attempt to
get his past and possibly his future into the instant in which he does

something. (Gwynn 84)
These comments serve as a useful starting place from which to approach both the overall 
structure of TSAF and the internal structure of each of the four sections. What unifies the 
text is time — the passing of time, the shattering of time, time s repercussions welling up 
from the past and sweeping away the present and in the process annihilating any future.
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Sartre, in the same essay mentioned previously, describes Faulkner’s characters as 
looking backwards while riding in an open car. The future is not visible and does not 
exist for them. The present is a vague blur to the sides, and events only become visible 
when they are past, when there exists “perspective” (267). All action arises, then, not 
from an expectation of what is coming, but from an appreciation or contemplation of 
what has happened. Faulkner’s creation of four characters who differ perhaps most 
markedly in their relation to time, his telling of a past through his characters lives as 
lived in the present and influenced or created by this past, is a manifestation of his desire 
to figure any person, fictive or not, as the sum total of his past as it manifests in the 
present, in “the instant in which he does something” (Gwynn 84). Faulkner s 
metaphysics and his technique intertwine in this novel to produce a repetitive circling 
around the same moments in time, and the experience of the novel lies in watching how 

the same events alert and reflect in time in each character.
In the “Introduction” written for the Random House1 edition of TSAF, Faulkner 

described the genesis of the novel as the image of Caddy standing, wet, above the crying 
Benjy (230). This image alone was not enough to tell the story, as he needed to write a 
description of “that dark harsh flowing of time sweeping her [Caddy] to where she could 
not return to comfort him [Benjy]” (230). Faulkner saw “Dilsey to be the future and 
Benjy to be the past” (230), literally labeling these characters as functions of time, as one
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of time’s three directions. In other words, he saw the work even in its formative stages 

terms o f time.
TSAF is comprised then of four instances where “something” is done, where the 

past manifests into four separate characters who interact with and are formed, in part, by 
their relationship to time. Each character is “all that made him” (Gwynn 84), a unique 
past manifesting into the present as a unique series of events, memories and experiences. 
Such a view of the novel places time as central to the text as a whole and to each section, 
and validates the exploration of time in the novel as a whole and in each section 

individually.
Bernhard Radloff, in “The Unity of Time in The Sound and the Fury, ” argues that 

the differing nature of the main characters relationship to time, or more specifically, to 
time’s three directions -  past, present, and future largely forms the novel (56). Benjy is 
entangled in the present. Quentin is overwhelmed by the past. Jason rejects the past and 
looks to the future, in the process destroying his present. Dilsey exhibits a harmony with 
time that essentially conflates the relationship to time in the first three sections, creating a 
harmonious whole. In other words, the first three sections each distort a central direction 
of time (past, present, future) while Dilsey alone possesses a relationship to time that 
embraces all three directions in a temporally “normal” way (56-68). According to 
Radloff, “Time becomes the common horizon in terms of which the world of the 
Compsons is intelligible” (62). Radloff s detailed structural analysis of time’s 
manifestations in the text is, then, an analysis of Faulkner’s “metaphysics of time” (Sartre
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Additionally, Radio ff comments on the critical search for temporality in the text, 
noting that the unspoken assumption underlying such a search is that the temporal is 
normal and the atemporal therefore deviant (59). Sartre similarly comments on the urge 
to “reestablish” the novel’s chronology, illuminating his point by attempting a brief 
retelling of the story in order to demonstrate the result o f such a misapplication of the

temporally normal on to Faulkner’s work:
Jason and Caroline Compson have had three sons and a daughter. The 
daughter, Caddy, has given herself to Dalton Ames and became pregnant 
by him. Forced to get hold of a husband quickly.. .  (265).

This brief retelling strips the novel of time’s complication and lacks any but the most 
cursory resemblance to the text that is TSAF. Removing time’s complications is as an 
immediate gross simplification of the text, of the “story.” To remove these complications 
is to tell a different story. The complex interplay between each section s controlling 
consciousness and time constitutes the manifestation of Faulkner s metaphysics, of his 
technique. What differentiates each section most markedly is that section s, that 
character’s relationship to time, and the need to understand these relationships challenges 
us as readers. Meaning, if I may for the moment use such a problematic term, comes 
from this understanding -  which is implicit in the text but of necessity assembled and
distinguished in the consciousness of the reader.

Meaning in the text arises from the complex interplay and shifting, back and forth 
between pages of each section, back and forth between sections, as one reads the text. 
Each section, each detail, each event alone, is arguably unintelligible but when examined
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in relation to the novel as a whole, when explored in relation to its orientation to time, 
detail and event begin to emerge from the darkness. Time becomes not so much a 
stream which carries things off [but] a clearing which gathers things together and 
establishes their relations” (Radloff 61). This clearing, this space where meaning resides, 
does not exist in the text itself. Rather, as Olga Vickery writes, “Faulkner forces the 
readers to construct the story and to apprehend its significance for himself (280). In 
other words, Faulkner forces the reader to become this clearing where things are gathered 
in order for their relationships to be seen. Faulkner forces the reader to ingest and 
incorporate the complicated manifestations of time, to explore the story as it is presented 
on the page, not the story as told by Sartre, in order to establish the relation between these 
manifestations of time, to make sense of their chaotic movement. Such sense, subjective

and uncertain, is then “meaning.”
The subjective nature of such meaning, the fact that Radloff s clearing is resident

in the reader, is central to the experience of this text. Similar to the work of other
modernists, Faulkner has created a text where meaning is not implicitly located on the
page. Other modernist novels can be retold along the lines of Sartre’s retelling of TSAF,
with similarly flat results. W oolfs To the Lighthouse might become: “A family plans a
trip by boat to the lighthouse visible from their holiday house. Various factors intrude on
these plans and ultimately the journey is completed.” Joyce’s Ulysses might become:
“The story of one day in Dublin.” In these texts, as in TSAF, to ‘ tell these stories, to
distill them to simple event, plot, action and reaction, misses one facet of the text -
namely that these texts exist as printed marks on paper, bound into books, and that this
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physical manifestation imposes limitations on the works themselves that are approached

by the artists as problems of technique.
Faulkner repeatedly expressed his vision of TSAF using different colored inks for 

the Benjy Section — an attempt to force print to carry more than its traditional load of 
meaning, a technical solution to the manifestation of his metaphysics in print. Technical 
and Financial limitations restricted the publishing industry’s ability to realize this 
conception of the Benjy section, and Faulkner eventually “settled” on the alternating use 
of italics/roman font use as a means of forcing print to carry meaning both as signifier 
and by its appearance. Faulkner’s concern with the limitations of print as a medium is 
evidence of his awareness of the “story” as a p  object. Rather than accepting the 
Victorian conception of novelistic “reality,’ Faulkner and other modernists challenge, 
implicitly and explicitly, the physical medium of print as a mirror for “reality” at all.

In such texts, meaning, significance, the “work” or as Foucault calls it,
resides, in a much more obvious way than in traditionally narrated texts, not on the page, 
in the author’s words, but in the reader, in Radloff s “clearing.” Order is imposed and 
established out of the complex interplay of words and images, as recreated and assembled 
internally. The complicated manifestations of time emerge as “meaning” in an internal 
understanding of the novel that is an internalization of a series of events that we accept as 
our own, in that it is only internally that we can assemble this complicated structure into 
something that might be called “meaning.” In TSAF, the structuring of the text as four 
interrelated tellings of what Faulkner called “the same story told four times” (Gwynn 81) 
places the responsibility of recognizing this structure’s significance, of determining just
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what the “story” is, completely with the reader. The repetition of events, details, words, 
etc. is a repetition in time, reflecting and reverberating like the ripples of a stone in a 
pond throughout the text. The overall cohesion and intelligibility of the novel rest on the 
cumulative effect of each section’s relationship to time, the accretion of significance for 
the reader as each section in turn renders the others intelligible, as the passage of the 
chronological time of the novel gradually emerges from the chaotic chronology that is the 
novel. The assembling of the novel’s four sections occurs in the reader’s consciousness. 
This act of establishing relations, of determining time’s role in the text and using time to 
impose a marginal order on the text produces, in the reader, the “story.” As with 
Duchamp’s “Nude Descending a Staircase,” the text is a simultaneous representation of 
movement in space and time, and we, as readers, are the canvas upon which these 

movements are painted.
Time Divides the Text 

Cheryl Lester argues that TSAF should be seen as consisting of a whole that in 
itself is comprised of the “freeplay” between each of the four sections and that 
“understanding” the text relies on the interplay between the four sections since the 
sections in isolation are not fully intelligible (141). She asserts that studies proceeding 
from section to section as well as those that concentrate on one section alone, give the 
mistaken impression that the significance of the novel is the sum of independently 
meaningful parts, individually calculated and added up” (141 emphasis mine). A reading 
of the novel as a movement from obscurity to clarity through four independently 
meaningful parts denies that the “discomfiting absence of meaning” m the text is only
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ameliorated by the “play of relations among the individual sections” (142). In the terms I 
am establishing here, the reader intuits the connections needed to ameliorate the 
“discomfiting absence of meaning” Lester describes by the process of establishing an 
internal “version” of events in the novel. Each section informs and alters the significance 
of detail from other sections, and this “play of relations” leads to meaning for the reader 
not implicit on the page. Thus, meaning arises from the untangling of time both within

each section and within the overall text.
Similarly, Cleanth Brooks sees meaning in the novel as a “progression from 

murkiness to increasing enlightenment” with “enlightenment” gradually reaching the 
reader as part of the “cumulative effect” of the repetition of detail in the various 
perspectives of each section (104). Detail accumulates into whatever meaning and 
significance the text can be said to possess or produce. The connections made by the 
reader, between each section as well as between the Events that comprise each section,

eventually form a critical mass.
The text is literally composed of four separate but ultimately intertwined sections,

linked and created by the manifestations of time. Each section part o f a whole, and
“there are plausible reasons for the particular arrangement of the four sections” (Vickery
278). Similarly, each section can usefully be explored as a whole, in that each section
represents a unique manifestation of time. Each section s internal story contributes to
the “meaning” of that section as assembled by the reader, just as each section then
contributes to the internally assembled “meaning” of the text when taken as a whole. Just
as the novel as a whole is graphically divisible by time, so do the varying manifestations
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and directions of time present a very “plausible reason” for the overall structure o f each 

section.
Study of time in these “texts,” in the sections in isolation, is a means of 

approaching their complexity in that given time’s centrality to the overall text, an 
understanding of each section’s chronology promises, at the least, to allow a deeper 
exploration of the meaning emerging from the “freeplay” between events and details of 
each section. As Vickery argues, we should act under the assumption that there are 
“plausible reasons” for the organization of the novel. I argue that the most plausible 
reason for the structure of each section both as part of the overall composite novel and 
individually is the manifestation of Faulkner’s metaphysics of time as literary technique.

Time in Each Section
Time as a central means for approaching the novel is most obviously evidenced 

by the four section titles. Time as a mean of dividing and exploring each of the sections, 
internally and independently, is also largely foregrounded in each section. Benjy is 
clearly lost in time. Quentin, from the section’s first sentence, is “in time (Faulkner 48). 
Jason’s obsession is to beat time, to control it (152). Dilsey, with her automatic 
correction of the clock’s incorrect sounding, is clearly well grounded (in a way the others 
are not) in her relationship to time (171). The novel’s characters are enmeshed in time, 
and they differ primarily in the ways in which they react to their temporal boundaries.

Cleanth Brooks, in “Five Perspectives on The Sound and The Fury" explores the 
text along five thematic threads common to each section, one of which is time. Brooks 
analyzes each section independently and then interprets the overall text by the varying
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relations to his five criteria (105). According to Brooks, Benjy is unconscious of time, 
Quentin is “obsessed with time,” Jason is “harried by time,” while only Dilsey presents 
us with a “proper notion of time” (107). In a famous image, Brooks argues that the 
“sense of enlightenment” the reader gains through movement from one section to the next 
“comes simply from the fact that we are traversing the same territory in circling 
movements, and the cumulative effect of names and characterizations begins to dramatize 
for us with compelling urgency a situation we have come to accept as our own (105, 
emphasis mine). By accepting the situation as our own, we have, in Brooks’s conception 
of the novel, assumed the burden of assembling meaning internally.

Circling implies space, as well as a center. I believe we can usefully think of time 
functioning in TSAF in the following manner. Central to the novel is the image of 
Caddy, absent from the text, missing her own section but central to each of the four 
characters. Each of the characters is defined, in part or in whole, by their relation to 
Caddy, the woman/girl-child who represents Faulkner s attempt to manufacture the 
sister which I did not have and the daughter which I was to lose” (Faulkner 230). Caddy 
is the novel’s (missing) center and each of the characters circles her, pinned to her by the 
thread of time. We can imagine an analog clock face, with Caddy the axis around which 
the clock’s hands rotate in time. As they move at different rates (and indeed, as if this 
clock were broken, in different directions), the circles inscribed by the moving hands 
overlap, diverge, meet again, and again diverge. The circles inscribed by each hand 
combine to form “meaning” and indicate, by their movement, by their circling, the 
existence of their shared axis. Such a conception allows for the exploration of a
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particular section to be seen as that area of the overall novel, or overall clack face, 
covered by that section s movements around the center, in time.

Time in the Benjy Section 
The complicated relationship of Benjy to time literally creates the text that is the 

section. The primary distinguishing characteristic of the narrative in this section is the 
fluid relationship Benjy has to time, his constant slipping between one time and another, 
his coexistence in all times equally. Benjy cannot distinguish memory of event from 
event in the present, with the result that time, as a series of successive “nows” does not 
exist for him. Benjy is the manifestation of Faulkner’s view that a character is the sum 
total of his past and present, rolling through this moment that is the ever disappearing 
“now” and becoming in the process the past.

Since the novel’s publication, critics have attempted to delineate the limits of the 
circle inscribed by Benjy’s movements through time, as well as to ascertain the events 
that constitute this movement. A detailed summary of such attempts, from the 
introduction to the most recent and perhaps most exhaustive, Reading Faulkner: Thg 
S ou nd  and  The Fury, by Stephen Ross and Noel Polk, gives an indication of the difficulty 

in claiming to understand the internal chronology of the section:
[In 1941] Joseph Warren Beach identified seven divisions; in 1949 
Sumner Powell found fifteen time levels; in 1952 Cleanth Brooks 
distinguished eleven (“Primitivism”) and Carvel Collins thirteen (Interior 
Monologues”); in 1954 Olga Vickery noted only four “extended episodes” 
(32); in 1958 George R. Stewart and Joseph M. Backus noted thirteen;
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finally, and most elaborately, in 1964, Edmund Volpe identified sixteen 

levels. (5)
Attempts to delineate the Benjy section have been based both on information coming 
exclusively from TSAF as well as on the entire body of related works that Faulkner 
created centered around Yoknapatawpha County. Interestingly, Stewart and Backus s 
article, an early but influential approach to the section’s internal structure, was entitled 
‘“ Each in Its Ordered Place’ -Structure and Narrative in the Benjy Section of The Sound 
and The Fury."Their use of the final words from the novel in their title evokes for us the
instant where Benjy is reassured by the reappearance of the world moving “from left to 
right” with the town buildings returned to normalcy “each in its ordered place’ as Luster 
returns the wagon to its traditional path (Faulkner 199). This image locates their essay 
and all such attempts to delineate and determine the extent of the circle inscribed by 
Benjy’s movements through time as at least partially grounded in the assumption of the 
temporal as normal, as well as attempts to return narration to its regular conventions, to 
return print’s traditional function of conveying linguistic significance left to right, each in 
its ordered place. Such attempts, however, regardless of their genesis in the urge to 
reestablish order from seeming chaos, usefully serve to demonstrate the section s unity as 
a whole, by their demonstration of the overall solidity and completeness of Benjy s small

circle.
There are plausible reasons for TSAF’s organization, as well as for the overall 

structure of each section, independently. The attempts listed above all approach the 
Benjy section with the stated goal of establishing the section’s chronology -  with the
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underlying assumption being the centrality of the function of time in the section to an

understanding of its overall dimensions.
Time Divides the Benjy Section 

Ross and Polk present their work as an annotated cross-referencing that relies 
heavily on their readers’ familiarity with the Benjy section, and the whole novel, for its 
utility. The narrative is not presented in its entirety. Rather, at each shift in Benjy’s 
consciousness as well as at each point that they feel requires or rewards deeper 
examination, they insert annotation, commentary, and explanation.

They divide the Benjy section into fourteen Chronological Sequences, each of 
which comprises numerous events, basing this division of the section independently, on 
TSAF as a whole, as well as on the entire body of Faulkner’s related works. Ross and 
Polk establish a chronological time for each Chronological Sequence, which in turn 
consists of a series of Events. For example, they establish the Chronological Sequence 
“Caddy’s Wedding -  April 25, 1910” as containing of five Events, scattered throughout 
the section. In order to guide the reader from Event to Event within the same 
Chronological Sequence, they apply a code in square brackets indicating by page and line 
number the next Event within that particular Chronological Sequence. Below is a partial 
reprinting of their entries for the first two shifts in Benjy’s consciousness. The numbers 
beginning each entry are page and line numbers. They date the chronological changes as 
April 7, 1928 to December 23, 1928, and back again.
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3:1 Through the fence The first words of the novel find one of the 
Compson brothers behind a fence which has an enormous symbolic value in the novel, 
suggesting the degree to which The word “fence” appears seven times on the
first page (Bleikasten, Failure 81). [1-7 April 1928]

3 : 1  i Benjy Compson is the “narrator” of this section; he is a severely 
retarded man, often called an “idiot” by the novel’s commentators. [ . . .]  . . .  it is 
reasonably clear that Faulkner did not intend Benjy as a clinical case study of a 
psychiatrically-defined “idiot.”

[several entries omitted]
4:22 You snagged on that nail again. Cant you never crawl through here 

without snagging on that nail See 4:20. These sentences confirm Benjy s 
constant conflict with fences as sexual boundaries.. .  [ . . . ]  . .  .from his slipping through 
the open gate and attacking the Burgess girl. [1 ->6:30]

4:25 Caddy uncaught me and we crawled through This, the novel’s first
time shift, indicated by italics, demonstrates Faulkner’s . . .  [ . . . ]  . .  .we can finally 
understand the connection between the golfer’s commands to the caddie and Benjy s 
subsequent moaning. [2- 23 December 23, 1908]

[several entries omitted]
6:29 asleep [2 ->7:1]
6:30 What are you moaning^ about. said_______ [1<—4:24]____
(Ross and Polk 8-12)

Ross and Polk provide, as the above small excerpt from their work establishes, a 
great deal more than simply a division of the Benjy Section into component 
chronological segments. They also comment, extensively, on character, theme, 
significance of event, etc. Their work is written as a reference work for those already 
greatly familiar with the work, as the entry for line 4:25 indicates by its reference to

Benjy’s later attack on the Burgess girl.
Their text is a difficult one to follow, requiring as it does extensive dedication as 

well as a fair level of familiarity with the text. For my purposes, I include this excerpt in



order to demonstrate the difficulty Ross and Polk encounter when attempting to unravel 
Faulkner’s tapestry. I argue that this difficulty is located both in the Benjy section itself 
and in the medium in which both the original text and Ross and Polk’s work was 
produced: i.e. print. In other words, Ross and Polk were no more able to create a fluid, 
intuitively understandable representation of Benjy’s consciousness in print than was 

Faulkner.
The utility of their deconstruction of the section, their unraveling of Faulkner s 

tapestry into its component threads, is limited by its presentation as a black and white 
printed object. As previously stated, Faulkner wanted to use different colored inks to 
represent each of the differing threads in the section (Blotner 44). In this way, the 
medium of print could be manipulated to meet the challenge to print’s limitations that is 
TSAF. My next chapter explores the realization of color’s application to the Benjy 
section. What I hope I have established here is time’s centrality to the text as a whole, as 
well as the validity of the Benjy section’s divisibility by time as evidenced partly by the 
unconscious assumption underlying past approaches to the section based on just such an

internal chronological division.
The Benjy section, and TSAF as a whole, can be viewed as a challenge to print’s 

physical limitations as well as a challenge to the traditional accepted way of receiving a 
printed narrative. This challenge manifests itself primarily in the novel’s abandonment of 
temporal linearity. Attempts to unravel this challenge can be seen as attempts to re
establish the temporal as normal, to return print back to its traditional form, with meaning 

coming “left to right ... each in its ordered place.”
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CHAPTER TWO
The Benjy Section in Color 

***

“The Way It Ought to Be”
“I’ll just have to save up the idea until publishing grows up to it.” (Blotner 44)
The above quotation is from a letter Faulkner wrote to his editor and friend, Ben 

Wasson. The idea is to publish the Benjy section in different color inks, just one of the 
many instances where Faulkner expressed this desire throughout his lifetime. Wasson, 
years later, remembered Faulkner explaining his reasons for wanting to publish so radical 

a text:
If I could only get it published the way it ought to be with different color 
types for the different times in Benjy’s section recording the flow of 
events for him, it would make it [the Benjy section] simpler, probably. 
(Wasson 90, emphasis mine)

In 1933, some years after the novel’s original publication, Random House expressed 
interest in publishing a limited edition of the text using different colored inks, with each 
of the 500 copy press run signed by the author. Faulkner took his only copy of TSAF, 
underlined the Benjy section in different colored inks (although the number of colors 
used is unknown), and sent the book to Bennett Cerf at Random House. The project was 
eventually abandoned, and the copy of the book was lost (Blotner 71). Faulkner s

2 This was Faulkner’s only copy. As Faulkner later said, when he wrote the two different introductions to 
the novel he did so without a copy o f the novel (Blotner 205). This inability to reference dates, etc. led to
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comments and letters firmly establish his dissatisfaction with the Benjy section as it 
existed in his lifetime, in a black and white print version, while additionally establishing 
that he saw a colorized version as “the way it ought to be.” The alternating use of italics 
failed to do justice to the section’s complexity. Ben Wasson, Faulkner’s editor for TSAF, 
tried to “do something about the italics” (Wasson 97) when setting the type for the first 
galley proofs. From Faulkner’s written reply to Wasson after his review of the proofs, it 
appears that Wasson set the galleys using alternating italics white space in an attempt 
to load an additional layer of signification onto the text, in addition to that added by 
Faulkner’s use of italics. Faulkner objected to Wasson’s insertion of white space, saying 
that white space did not clarify matters any (as opposed to his original use of italics) and 
that “there are more than four dates involved.” He then went on to list seven dates off 
the top of his head” in order to prove to Wasson that setting the text as if  there were a 
definitive category or time attributable to a certain state of the text (italicized or roman, 
separated by white space or not separated) allowed for only four such times, and that 
setting the text in this way therefore “explodes itself’ in the face of the text s

complications (Blotner 44).
Faulkner’s original use of roman/italics and Wasson’s insertion of white space 

were both attempts to use print -  the physical medium of ink impressed into paper -  to 
represent the many levels or states of Benjy’s consciousness, to layer additional meaning 
on print above and beyond its function as a linguistic signifier. In other words, they were
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attempting to force print to carry meaning both as language and as an object whose 
appearance carried meaning in and of itself.3 Just as a stop-sign s meaning is composed 
of an overall composite consisting of the word “stop, an octagonal shape, and (in 
America) a red color, Faulkner and Wasson were searching for a way to alter print 
physically so as to form a variety of composite meanings, each indicating a different state 
of Benjy’s consciousness and each composed of a unique composite alteration in print s 

appearance.
Faulkner described the Benjy section as his attempt to capture “that unbroken- 

surfaced confusion of an idiot which is outwardly a dynamic and logical coherence 
(Blotner 44). Benjy’s transitions within time present an “unbroken surface that is, in 
and of itself, a shattered presentation of reality and a direct challenge to the capabilities of 
print to reflect reality. Faulkner challenged both the notion that print functions only as a 
carrier of linguistic significance and the sense that traditional narrative structure (in and 
of itself largely determined by print’s form and limitations) somehow represents the 
correct “mode” of receiving a “story.” Italics use and white space both failed to realize 
this challenge, in that black and white print as a medium cannot be sufficiently 
manipulated to approach the complexity of the section to reflect Benjy s inward 
confusion smoothly, to, in essence, escape print’s inherent limitations.

Ultimately, the text is composed of printed marks on a page, and Faulkner s 
challenge to the ability of these printed marks to carry complicated composite meaning —

3 While language as language is said to produce meaning subjectively, print as object is in Faulkner s text 
carrying an additional load of meaning beyond its traditional burden of linguistic significance. Meaning
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to the unquestioned mode and method of receiving these marks that is “reading” as we 
know it -  surpassed the capabilities of the printing industry of his day and arguably of 
the medium itself. The resulting use of alternating italics in which the section was 
originally published resulted in what Faulkner called a “pretty rough form” (Blotner 44), 
essentially a compromise that was the best available alternative to realizing the section in 
color, “the way it ought to be” (Wasson 90). Faulkner attempted to force print to operate 
both as language and as an object whose shape, size, color and aspect all combined to

form its overall composite “meaning.”
Isolating the Elements 

The alternating use of italics fails in the Benjy section because it is a two-part 
switch, seemingly indicating to the reader that there has been a change in Benjy s 
consciousness from one time or place to another and then back again. Wasson s attempt 
to add white space, to double the number of possible combinations, does not approach a 
level of signification commensurate with the section’s internal complexity. Even the 
most cursory reading of the section shows immediately more than the convoluted 
representation of just two, or even four chronological periods or events.

My addition of a separate color to each of the events through which Benjy s 
consciousness wanders manipulates print into a sufficient variety of forms so as to carry 
the additional layer of meaning needed to reflect the multi-temporal nature of Benjy s 
experience with time. This composite meaning is brought about because color, when 
added to the text Faulkner created, allows Faulkner’s text to be explored in a new way, in
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a new medium, one where the appearance of the marks on the page carries meaning 
above and beyond the significance of the language communicated by those marks.

Meaning located in a text but independent of the language of the text itself is what 
Claude Levi-Strauss explored in the “Structural Study of Myth. Levi-Strauss argued 
that meaning, in myths, resides not in 1 the isolated elements which enter into the 
composition of a myth, but only in the way those elements are combined” (871). These 
isolated elements contribute meaning to the text in two ways. They contribute meaning 
when read in the received fashion, each element experienced as transmitted along the 
diachronic axis of meaning, serially, the axis followed by reading in the traditional 
Western sense. However, these elements can also be explored along the lines of the 
“relations between elements” (872). His plotting of presents the myth so that it
is possible to see both the diachronic axis, where the myth is received left to right, top to 
bottom, and the synchronic axis of meaning, where meaning resides and emerges from 
the composite effect of these same isolated elements when read vertically, or in columns 
established by characteristics of each item in the same column. The table below is a 

partial reprinting of Levi-Strauss’s plotting of Oedipus.

Cadmos seeks 
his sister 
Europa, ravished 
by Zeus Cadmos Kills 

the dragon
The Spartoi kill 
one another Labdacos = lame (?) 

Laios = left-sided (?)Oedipus kills his 
father, Laios

Oedipus kills the 
Sphinx

Oedipus married 
his mother, 
Jocasta

Oedipus = swollen-foot (?)

(Levi-Strauss 840)



The first column demonstrates blood relations that are over-emphasized, the second the 
inverse, or underrating ofblood-relation, etc. (875). The composite meaning of each 
column emerges from a synchronous reading of all the elements in that column, and the 
aggregate of these composite meanings leads, for Levi-Strauss, to the myth’s real or 
culturally independent meaning. In this way, Levi-Strauss sought to locate meaning 
independent of the narrative content, independent, in a way, of the myth itself.

The location of meaning in myths through repetitive thematic elements bears a 
resemblance to the location of meaning in the Benjy section through repetitive images, 
dates, and events. In Chapter One, I established both TSAF as a whole and the Benjy 
section in particular as divisible by time. Levi-Strauss’s use of repeating thematic events 
to locate meaning supra to or independent of the language of the text provides a useful

approach to the Benjy section.
Faulkner’s use of italics was, as previously discussed, an attempt to add meaning 

to the text above and beyond the language of the text itself, to manipulate the appearance 
of the text to carry additional meaning independent of print’s function as language. Levi- 
Strauss’s plotting of Oedipus is similarly rests entirely on the belief that meaning in a text 
is independent of the linguistic component of the text itself.

Sartre’s establishment of Faulkner’s metaphysics as “a metaphysics of time” 
allows for a plotting of the Benjy section that uses, instead of Levi-Strauss s the repeating 
thematic elements, elements isolated along chronological lines. The plotting of 
chronological segments as the “isolated elements” (Levi-Strauss 875) of the 
diachronic/synchronic plot repeats the division of the section into its component
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chronological parts as undertaken by Ross and Polk, and others described in Chapter 
One. A plot of the earlier excerpt from Ross and Polk’s chronological division of the 

section is presented below.
Benjy and Luster 
wander in the 
pasture while 
men play golf.

Benjy moans, 
and Luster gives 
him a jimson 
weed
Luster chides 
Benjy for 
moaning. 
Outdoors, by the 
carriage house.

Caddy and 
Benjy are 
outside, in the 
cold.
Versh takes 
Benjy outdoors. 
Caddy appears at 
the gate.
Caddy brings 
Benjy back 
indoors before 
taking him out 
again. Benjy and 

Mother in the 
carriage driven 
by TP.

This graph of the Benjy section allows the text to be read in the traditional manner, from 
left to right and top to bottom. However, it is also possible to read the text in a new way, 
along the synchronic axes of the vertical columns representing each Chronological 
Sequence. Such a plotting of the Benjy section immediately lends itself to what seems 
the next logical step: applying color to the text by colorizing each column of the plot of 

the Benjy section.
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Benjy and Luster Caddy and
wander in the Benjy are
pasture while outside, in the
men play golf. cold.

Versh takes 
Benjy outdoors.
Caddy appears at 
the gate.

Benjy moans, Caddy brings
and Luster gives Benjy back
him a jimson indoors before
weed taking him out
Luster chides again.
Benjy for carriage driven
moaning.
Outdoors, by the 
carriage house.

Print’s linear diachronic axis is still present, allowing for a reading of the text from left to 
right, top to bottom. The line traced by the movement of the eye can be imagined as a 
thread, linking each passage into a serial presentation of language as determined by the 
limitations of print. The colorized Benjy section differs from Levi-Strauss’s plotting of 
Oedipus in that, when this thread is straightened, when the text is returned from the above 
plot to its “original” print form, the colorized version results in a two-dimensional printed 
text where it is possible to identify the individual elements of each column in the 
synchronic axis and to distinguish connections between these elements based on their 
shared color. Colorizing each element of the vertical column and returning the text to 
traditional form allows print to reflect the variable states of Benjy’s consciousness.
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The Application of Color
My use of Ross and Polk’s chronological division of the Benjy section allows me 

to focus on the effect of the application of color to the text rather than entering into the 
unanswerable debate concerning the chronological division of the section itself. Their 
concern was the establishment of the internal chronology of the section -  the 
determination of how the section functions as a whole, when examined in light of the idea 
that a “whole” consists of an understandable linear narrative. I rely on their extensive 
scholarship in this area as the foundation for my own work, in that their concerns usefully 

support my own.
In order to avoid entirely the relationship and significance of a particular color to 

the events within a particular Chronological Sequence, I assigned color alphabetically to 
each chronological “column” in a progression beginning black, blue, cyan, etc. In that 
desktop publishing has essentially removed reasonable limitations as to the number of 
colors available for my project, I assigned one color each to the fourteen differing 
Chronological Sequences. I then straightened the thread linking each item in the plot and 
returned the narrative to print’s left to right, top to bottom paradigm. The Appendix to 
this essay is. then, Ross and Polk’s chronological division of the Benjy section , with

4 The “artistic” choice of a particular color’s relationship and assignment to a particular
Chronological Sequence based on some sensed “appropriateness” seems impossible to determine, given the 
loss of the text Faulkner himself had underlined, as described earlier. Even were this text to come to light, 
however, there would still be questions concerning color assignment to each section, in that Random House 
had almost assuredly limited the number of colors. In another letter to Ben Wasson regarding the 
colorization project, Faulkner asked, “How many different colors am I being limited to? seemingly 
indicating that he would alter the number accordingly. See Blotner, Page 71.



changes to the text resulting from and demanded by the application of color as described

in the following sections.
The chronological division of the section and the colorization of each element 

from the same column of synchronous time creates a text that allows and indeed invites 
reading of the text along these difficult-to-locate synchronous columns. In the colorized 
text, the link between sections of the same color, between isolated elements from the 
same columns, is visceral and immediate. These links create multiple pathways through 
the text, allowing the reader’s experience of Benjy’s meanderings more freedom than in 

the original text.
The Two-Position Switch Reexamined 

The primary textual effect of the application of color to the printed text is the 
removal of nearly all italics from the section. The need for alternating italics/roman font 
as a means of indicating a shift in Benjy’s consciousness no longer exists for the most 
part. Where the text requires the use of this textual layering, its meaning is much more 
exact and direct. In the original, meaning resided in the language itself, the significance 
of the words, sentences, etc., as well as in the use of the two-position switch of 
alternating italics/roman font as discussed earlier. The change from italics to roman 
indicated that something had happened, the nature of which was essentially unknowable 
until further study or rereading revealed and explicated event and chronology.

Color more successfully loads an additional layer of meaning, above and 
independent of language, onto print. Color creates a print, two-dimensional text that 
allows the synchronous columns of Levi-Strauss’s structuralist approach to be seen in
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traditional print form. Color change performs the role of italics/roman font change in the 
original text more completely and thoroughly, making a concurrent change from italics to

roman redundant and arguably misleading.
A sample excerpt from the section will demonstrate this point. The first three font 

changes in the original text, the first three shifts in chronology as delineated by Ross and 
Polk and previously plotted and colorized, are excerpted below as originally published.

1 “Wait a minute.” Luster said. “You snagged on that nail again. Cant you never
2 crawl through here without snagging on that nail.”
3 Caddy uncaught me and we crawled through. Uncle Maury said to not let
4 anybody see us, so we better stoop over, Caddy said. Stoop over, Benjy. Like this,
5 see. We stooped over and crossed the garden, where the flowers rasped and
6 rattled against us. The ground was hard. We climbed the fence, where the pigs
7 were grunting and snuffing. I  expect they ’re sorry because one o f them got killed
8 today, Caddy said. The ground was hard, churned and knotted.
9 Keep your hands in your pockets, Caddy said. Or they '11 get froze. You dont

10 want your hands froze on Christmas, do you.
11 “it’s too cold out there. “Versh said. “You dont want to go out doors.”
12 “What is it now.” Mother said. (Faulkner 3)

The first shift from roman to italics occurs at lines 2-3, indicating to the reader that 
something has happened. The reader learns or intuits a change of some kind in two ways: 
by the narrative itself (the sudden introduction of a new character, Caddy, at line 3, and 
the disappearance of Luster) and by the shift in font from roman to italics, the attempt to 
manipulate print’s appearance to carry significance in and of itself. Ross and Polk 
establish the shift at Lines 2-3 as reflecting a change in Benjy’s consciousness from April 
7, 1928 to December 23, 1908. Italics continues for eight lines, and the next shift, from 
italics back to roman, occurs at Line 10. Ross and Polk establish this shift as a change 
from one Event to another within the Chronological Sequence of December 23, 1908.



The setting of Event 1, which is not fully excerpted here and which ends in the 
above excerpt at Line 2, is obviously outdoors. At the end of this first sequence, at Lines 
2-3 above, with the first shift in font, Luster, the character that dominates this first event 
sequence, is missing. There is a new character, Caddy. The reader at this exchange in 
the original text has then two “facts” -  one, that the font has changed from roman to 
italics, and two, that character and setting have also changed.

The next shift, from italics to roman, occurs at Line 11-12. The first line of this 
new section reintroduces Luster while at the same time firmly placing this new section 
indoors. There is no logical transference from outdoors to indoors, from Event 2 of this 
small excerpt (Lines 3-10) to Event 3 (Lines 11-12). Furthermore, the clear change in the 
location, from the “outside” of Event 1 (Lines 1-2) to the “inside” of Event 3 (Lines 11- 
12), prevents readers from directly associating this return to roman font as a direct return 
to Event 1, which the return to roman font might have otherwise logically invited.

As Faulkner argued to Wasson, he feared that the alternating use of italics/roman 
would create the impression that the alternating italics indicated a shift between no more 
than two states. When Faulkner returned the galleys for TSAF to Wasson, he commented 
that he had added italics where “the original seemed obscure on second reading (Blotner 
44), thus establishing firmly his sense that italics use did not efficiently carry clear and 
concise meaning, that this alteration to print did not effectively load consistent and 
concise meaning onto print as an object. The excerpt examined above — with the clear 
shift from outdoors to indoors occurring at this critical first return to roman font -  this 
first attempt to carry meaning by the text’s appearance, was in part deliberately
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constructed so as to prevent an immediate assumption on the part of the reader that this 
return to roman font was a return to Event 1, the previous use of roman font. Faulkner’s 
recognition of print’s limitations arguably prompted his use of italics and language in 
conjunction, resulting in the explicit reference to “outside” immediately after the change 
in font as a means of indicating that this return to roman font was not a return to Event 1.

The application of color to the above excerpt introduces unexpected 
complications. The excerpt below follows the addition of color based on the 
Chronological division of the section (See Color Key, Appendix, A -l) and retains the 
original italics/roman font use.

1 “Wait a minute.” Luster said. “You snagged on that nail again. Cant you never
2 crawl through here without snagging on that nail.”
3 Caddy uncaught me and we crawled through. Uncle Maury said to not let
4 anybody see us, so we better stoop over, Caddy said. Stoop over, Benjy. Like this,
5 see. We stooped over and crossed the garden, where the flowers rasped and
6 rattled against us. The ground was hard. We climbed the fence, where the pigs
7 were grunting and snuffing. I  expect they 're sorry because one o f them got killed
8 today, Caddy’ said. The ground was hard, churned and knotted.
9 Keep your hands in your pockets, Caddy said. Or they get froze. You dont

10 want your hands froze on Christmas, do you.
11 “It’s too cold out there. “ Versh said. “You dont want to go out doors.”
12 “What is it now.” Mother said.

At the first shift (Lines 2-3), instead of one change to the text’s appearance, there are now 
two. The font has changed from roman to italics (as in the original text) as well as from 
black to blue. As before, the narrative obviously changes location, but what is important 
here is that the application of color has doubled the additional potential layers of meaning 
carried by print as object, above and independent of language, a doubling not supported 
by the “story” itself. The chronological division of the section establishes only one shift



here, from the black (April 7, 1928) to blue (December 23, 1908). Therefore, color has 
here resulted in a redundant layering of meaning onto text as object.

At the second shift, Lines 10-11, rather than the redundant additional meaning 
discussed above, color adds significant additional meaning not present in the original 
text. As stated, at the first exchange at Lines 2-3, both the color change and the change in 
font indicate the same something,the shift from Event 1 to Event 2. However, at Lines

10-11, color and font carry independent meaning.
Ross and Polk establish a shift from Event to Event at Lines 10-11, without a shift 

from one Chronological Sequence to another. In other words, Benjy moves within time, 
but he remains within the same larger Sequence as the preceding section. The change in 
font from roman to italics at Line 10-11 indicates then a shift from Event 2 to Event 3, 
while the continuation of the font color indicates that there has been no change in the 
overreaching Chronological Sequence. The continuation of blue allows for an intuitive 
perception that Events 2 and 3 share some relationship differing from either of their 
relationships to Event 1. To use the terms established earlier, Events 2 and 3 are from the

same synchronic column.
At this point the application of color alters the reading experience of the section

for the first time. Italics in the original text was an additional function of print s
appearance that communicated meaning at one layer only -  something has happened.
The closer connection that now intuitively exists in the new text between Event 2 and
Event 3, their containment within the larger overall layer of meaning added to the text by
the continuation of blue, is not intuitively present in the original. This increased layering



of meaning onto print as a function of its appearance allows a reader to recognize that this 
return to outdoors is not a return to Event 1 (line 1-2). Rather, the outside in Event 3 is 
in some way related to the “inside” of Event 2 (Lines 3-10) and this connection is 
indicated by the continuation of blue over the demarcation line of the font change.

To return to the first roman/italics shift (Line 2-3), in the colored text there are 
seemingly also two somethings occurring at this juncture, a change in font and a change 
in color. Contrary to the significant doubling of meaning discussed in the previous 
paragraphs, at this exchange only one layer of meaning is carried by print as object. In 
the original, the change from roman to italics carried this meaning. After the addition of 
color, the doubling of color and font change at this juncture doubles the layering

of meaning onto print, above the narrative.
This logical re-examination of the effects of the addition of color calls for a 

reassignment of the italics/roman font use in this instance (Lines 2-3) so that 
italics/roman font use functions in a consistent manner, rather than, as seen here, 
duplicating meaning already communicated by a change in color. By reversing 
italics/roman assignment throughout the following blue Event, one of the Events that 
comprise the Chronological Sequence of December 23, 1908, the significance carried by 
each shift in font and each change in color (or continuation of color) becomes consistent. 

The resulting text follows:
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1 “Wait a minute.” Luster said. “You snagged on that nail again. Cant you never
2 crawl through here without snagging on that nail.”
3 Caddy uncaught me and we crawled through. Uncle Maury said to not let
4 anybody see us, so we better stoop over, Caddy said. Stoop over, Benjy. Like this,
5 see. We stooped over and crossed the garden, where the flowers rasped and rattled
6 against us. The ground was hard. We climbed the fence, where the pigs were
7 grunting and snuffing. I expect they’re sorry because one of them got killed today,
8 Caddy said. The ground was hard, churned and knotted.
9 Keep your hands in your pockets, Caddy said. Or they’ll get froze. You dont

10 want your hands froze on Christmas, do you.
11 I t ’s too cold out there. “Versh said. ‘‘You dont want to go out doors.
12 “What is it now. ”Mother said.

The reversal o f the italics/roman shift limits the significance of each textual marker (that 
is to say either color change/continuation and font change) to one something only. In this 
instance, at Lines 2-3, the color change indicates the first shift, with the narrative leap

reader one something. The next shift, at Lines 10-11, indicates with the change in font 
from roman to italics again only one something, a shift from one Event to another, while 
the continuation of color indicates the continuation of the overall Chronological 
Sequence.

The logical application of the two-position switch of italics use, the removal of 
the doubling of meaning brought about by the application of color to the original text,

changes from blue back to black. In the original text, this shift is indicated solely by use
of italics:
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1 “Did you come to meet Caddy.” she said, rubbing my hands. “What is it.
2 What are you trying to tell Caddy.” Caddy smelled like trees and like when she
3 says we were asleep.
4 What are you moaning about, Luster said. You can watch them again when we
5 get to the branch. Here. Here ’s you a jimson weed. He gave me the flower. We
6 went through the fence, into the lot. (Faulkner 5)

Applying color and carrying forward the italics/roman font reassignment argued for in the 
previous paragraphs, this exchange becomes:

1 “Didyou come to meet Caddy. ”she said, rubbing my hands. “What is it.
2 What are you trying to tell Caddy. ” Caddy smelled like trees and like when she
3 says we were asleep.
4 What are you moaning about, Luster said. You can watch them again when
5 we get to the branch. Here. Here’s you a jimson weed. He gave me the flower. We
6 went through the fence, into the lot.

Where the original text signified the exchange at Lines 3-4 by the use of roman/italics, 
the new text indicates this shift by the change in color. The reassignment of italics use 
argued for in the previous exchanges has resulted in the reversal o f italics use in the 
section ending at Line 3. It will be noted, however, that Lines 4-6 return to roman. 
Arguably, following the logic from the preceding paragraphs, this return to roman font, 
when coupled with the corresponding color shift, indicates two somethings. However, I 
argue that in this instance the change in font does not carry an additional layer of 
meaning.

The primary signifier of change in the new colorized text is clearly the change in 
font color. Color draws the eye. Color is a much more radical font change than 
alternating roman/italics font. The visual dominance of alternating colors determines that 
a change in font color is the first layer of textual meaning (loaded onto print as object)



indicating to the reader that something has happened. When there are multiple Events 
from the same Chronological Sequence without the intrusion of Events from other 
Chronological Sequences, the use of italics as an additional layer of meaning becomes 
necessary to indicate a change within a Chronological Sequence. When Benjy shifts in 
the first excerpt from one Event on December 23, 1908 to another Event from the same 
Chronological Sequence, italics indicates this shift. Roman font represents, in the context 
of each unbroken color or Chronological Sequence, the base, or rest, position.

All color sequences therefore begin in roman. When additional shifts occur in 
Benjy’s consciousness that do not take the reader to a new Chronological Sequence 
(which would be represented by a color change) but rather to a different Event within the 
same overreaching Chronological Sequence, these second-level shifts are indicated by the 
two-part switch of italics/roman. For this reason, at the change in Chronological 
Sequence at Lines 3-4 in the above excerpt, color changes to reflect the change in 

Sequence and font returns to base, or rest, position.
Following this logic, textual rearrangement of the italics/roman assignments 

throughout the Benjy section is relatively straightforward. The primary indicator of 
change at each shift from Chronological Sequence to Chronological Sequence becomes 
the change in font color. Additional changes within the same unbroken Sequence, 
changes from Event to Event, rely on the italics/roman font change. This logic results in 
numerous reversals of italics/roman font and the ultimate removal of a relatively large 
amount of all italics from the new text, as reflected in the Appendix, the meaning 
previously partially conveyed by italics use now more fully conveyed by color.
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A Fifteenth Color - A Fifteenth Chronological Sequence
The application of color and the resulting consistent use of italics described above 

rapidly points to a number of Chronological Assignments as delineated by Ross and Polk 
that become problematic after the application of color to the text. That is to say, color’s 
ability to display the columns of the diachronic/synchronic plotting allows for an easier 
examination of the connections between the Events in each column, the events in each 
Chronological Sequence.

I excerpt one example of such an assignment below. Ross and Polk place the 
italicized words on Lines 2 and 4 within the overall blue Chronological Sequence 
(December 23, 1908). They argue that italics reflects not a change in time on Benjy’s 
part, but rather a change in the focus or depth of his attention to the moment. They state 
that in this instance Faulkner used italics “to indicate a second remembered 
‘conversation’ going on simultaneously [for Benjy] with another” (Ross and Polk 13). In 
their assignment of Chronology to the section, they did not deem such a state of 
consciousness as deserving or indicative of a unique Chronological Assignment in itself. 
The excerpt below remains italicized as in the original text, after the application of roman 
font as base state as argued for previously.

1 “I forgot.” Caddy said. “I thought he had them on.”
2 We went back. “You must think.” Mother said. Hold still now
3 Versh said. He put my overshoes on. “Someday I’ll be gone, and you’ll
4 have to think for him.” Now stomp Versh said. “Come
5 here and kiss Mother, Benjamin.” (Appendix, A-4)

Given color’s ability to indicate by a shift in color a corresponding shift in Benjy’s 
consciousness, regardless of how subtle, Benjy’s “simultaneous” presence in two
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conversations is easily indicated by a corresponding color shift. The continuation o f blue 
at this juncture, as argued for ( or settled on) by Ross and Polk, denies color’s ability to 
reflect fully the variable states of Benjy’s consciousness. These words (“Hold still now ” 
and “NowStomp”) represent a more subtle shift than a leap from one Event to another or 
from one Chronological Sequence to another - but a shift that color can effectively 
convey nonetheless.

These sections and others I encountered throughout the text that represent 
similarly indistinct shifts on Benjy’s part I therefore assigned to an unknown or 
unknowable state of being -- one not easily demarcated by a descriptive date or event but 
easily “marked” by a representative color. This logic transforms the above section into:

1 “I forgot.” Caddy said. “I thought he had them on.”
2 We went back. “You must think.” Mother said. Hold still now
3 Versh said. He put my overshoes on. “Someday I’ll be gone, and you’ll
4 have to think for him.” Now stomp Versh said. “Come
5 here and kiss Mother, Benjamin.”

As before, the role italics performs in the original text, the indication that something has 
occurred, is now carried by the change in color, with the subsequent removal of italics.

At this point, the “received” text of Ross and Polk and this colorized presentation 
are again demonstrably different. Ross and Polk’s work can be seen as an attempt to 
return some sense of print’s traditional linearity to the Benjy section, to reestablish the 
“temporal as normal” (Radloff 59). They label, they encode, they work to delineate 
chronology to no more end, it can be argued, than to delineate chronology. However, in 
the colorized presentation of their work, the labels or dates of each column or each 
isolated element from each column remain unknown. What color adds to the text, rather
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than the “fact” of a date, is a “sense” of connection between isolated paragraphs and 
sections that share the same color -- a sense that Faulkner arguably wished to impart to 
the reader in the first place.

Color can usefully explicate another problematic Event sequence, excerpted 
below following the application of color but retaining the original italics/roman font 
changes.

1 Caddy smelled like trees. “We dont like perfume ourselves.” Caddy said.
2 She smelled like trees.
3 “Come on, now.” Dilsey said. “You too big to sleep with folks. You a big boy
4 now. Thirteen years old. Big enough to sleep by yourself in Uncle Maury’s
5 room.” Dilsey said.
6 Uncle Maury was sick. His eye was sick, and his mouth. Versh took his
7 supper up to him on the tray.
8 “Maury says he’s going to shoot the scoundrel.” Father said.

Ross and Polk establish Line 3 as the first line o f the following blue Chronological 
sequence, December 23, 1908. They argue that this is an instance where Faulkner 
partially italicized Events before returning to roman font, without a subsequent shift 
being indicated by the reversion to roman font (Line 2-3). However, the application of 
color here allows for the use of roman/italics change in the original to be read as 
significant.

Similar to the previous example, where color served to delineate an indeterminate 
state of Benjy’s consciousness, this example also indicates a transition, rather than 
movement from one Event directly to another. The combination of color and italics 
indicates movement from one Event through an intermediate association that is 
essentially isolated to another Event.
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The above excerpt marks Benjy’s consciousness as it flows from a perfumed 
Caddy to an image or memory associating Caddy and odor or any one of thousands of 
such memories which fill Benjy nearly to bursting, each essentially indistinguishable, a 
conglomerate formless memory. Just as past associations of having his galoshes put on 
take Benjy to countless other similar occurrences, each indistinguishable from each, so I 
argue that here the odor of Caddy takes him to essentially all such moments, all such 
associations combined into the driving force that she represents in his life.

The excerpt continues with the non-italicized “‘Come on, now.” Dilsey said’” 
(Line 3). Color’s application to the text now shows the return to roman font here to be 
another shift, a significant layering of meaning onto print by an alteration in its 
appearance. In this series of Event Sequence shifts, color traces Benjy’s “flow” from a 
perfumed Caddy to an unknowable conglomerate associative memory of Caddy and odor, 
and from there to a specific associative memory of Caddy in bed. Such a reading places 
the italicized Line 2 in the fifteenth “unknowable” sequence discussed previously, as 
Benjy is unable to distinguish between any of the myriad images, memories, and 
associations of Caddy and odor and is lost in their vast conglomerate eddy. Changing the 
color assignment to reflect this reading, the excerpt becomes:

1 Caddy smelled like trees. “We dont like perfume ourselves.” Caddy said.
2 She smelled like trees.
3 “Come on, now.” Dilsey said. “You too big to sleep with folks. You a big boy
4 now. Thirteen years old. Big enough to sleep by yourself in Uncle Maury’s
5 room.” Dilsey said.
6 Uncle Maury was sick. His eye was sick, and his mouth. Versh took his
7 supper up to him on the tray.
8 “Maury says he’s going to shoot the scoundrel.” Father said



The application of color to this section allows for the reassignment of Line 3 as 
described above. Additionally, color’s effectiveness as a means of communicating supra 
to the text allows me to argue that this excerpt contains an Event Sequence shift un
indicated in both the original text (that is to say, not marked by an italics/roman font 
change) and missed in the Ross and Polk explication.

I will work through the associative processes o f Benjy’s consciousness in this 
excerpt to demonstrate the need for a further shift in italics at Line 5. Benjy smells 
Caddy after she has washed the perfume off o f her body following her meeting with 
Dalton Ames, a conglomerate association of Caddy and her usual odor of “trees.” This 
association leads to Caddy in a specific event sequence, in bed (Line 3). The “story” 
goes on to record Dilsey removing Benjy from Caddy’s bed, saying to him that he should 
sleep by himself “in Uncle Maury’s room” (Line 4). This leads to yet another shift, 
sparked by the use of Maury’s name, to another Event, one that a close reading of the text 
establishes as occurring at some time before Benjy went to bed.

The next lines, “Uncle Maury was sick. His eye was sick, and his mouth. Versh 
took his supper up to him on the tray” (Lines 6-7) are clearly narrated from downstairs 
(“up to him”). The alternative reading has Benjy lying in bed, clearly remembering 
earlier dialogue, without actually shifting in time to the moment when the dialogue 
occurred around him. Given the conceit of the section, given Benjy’s inability to remain 
fixed in time in a temporally “normal” way, such a reading is denied and this sequence 
must be from before Benjy has been put to bed upstairs.
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The excerpt continues with a discussion between Benjy’s father and mother at the 
dinner table about Uncle Maury and Mr. Patterson, which is again either a clear memory, 
or a continuation of the Event shift at Line 5. The section becomes, following the 
application of italics and color argued for by this reading:

1 Caddy smelled like trees. “We dont like perfume ourselves.” Caddy said.
2 She smelled like trees.
3 “Come on, now.” Dilsey said. “You too big to sleep with folks. You a big boy
4 now. Thirteen years old. Big enough to sleep by yourself in Uncle Maury’s
5 room.” Dilsey said.
6 Uncle Maury was sick. His eye was sick, and his mouth. Versh took his supper
7 up to him on the tray.
8 “Maury says h e ’s going to shoot the scoundrel. ’’ Father said.

The odor of Caddy leads to a conglomerate memory of Caddy and odor, a memory 
indistinguishable from countless others such memories, as now reflected by the line’s 
color. Caddy and odor leads Benjy to Caddy in bed, or more specifically to Benjy being 
removed from Caddy’s bed and being told to sleep in Uncle Maury’s room. Maury’s 
name leads to a discussion at the dinner table regarding Uncle Maury’s inability to make 
it down for dinner.

Another result o f this color reassignment comes at the end of the Event that 
begins on Line 6, when Benjy’s consciousness again returns to an association of Caddy 
and odor with the line, “She smelled like trees'’ (Appendix, A-20). Following the logic 
that demanded the assignment of Line 5 in the preceding excerpt to the fifteenth, 
unknowable Color Sequence, this line is also an instance of a conglomerate memory and 
as such should be colorized not as belonging to the overreaching “blue” chronology, but 
to the “unknowable” conglomerate memory sequence.
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Another instance where color can be used to examine and isolate events within a 
confusing or difficult sequence is contained in the following passage, colorized according 
to Ross and Polk’s delineation of chronology and retaining the original italics/roman font 
use.

1 “Dogs are dead.” Caddy said. “And when Nancy fell in the ditch and Roskus
2 shot her and the buzzards came and undressed her.”
3 The bones rounded out of the ditch, where the dark vines were in the black
4 ditch, into the moonlight, like some of the shapes had stopped. Then they all
5 stopped and it was dark, and when I stopped to start again I could hear Mother,
6 and feet walking fast away, and I could smell it. Then the room came, but my
7 eyes went shut. I didn’t stop. I could smell it. T.P. unpinned the bed
8 clothes. (Appendix, A-16)

This section contains what Ross and Polk posit as one of “perhaps two or three” shifts 
that are not indicated in the original, where, in the original text, there is no shift between 
italics/roman font indicating a temporal or spatial shift on Benjy’s part (Ross and Polk 
23), another instance where the complicated role performed by italics in the original text 
is “obscure” (Blotner 44). They recognize these shifts, indicating that there is one 
definite time period indicated, and one indefinite (23). A close reading of the section 
utilizing the additional tool of color and following the consistent application of italics use 
discussed previously determines what I believe to be three separate Event Sequence shifts 
in the above excerpt. These changes result in the following:

1 “Dogs are dead.” Caddy said. “And when Nancy fell in the ditch and Roskus
2 shot her and the buzzards came and undressed her.”
3 The bones rounded out of the ditch, where the dark vines were in the black
4 ditch, into the moonlight, like some of the shapes had stopped. Then they all
5 stopped and it was dark, and when I stopped to start again I could hear Mother,
6 and feet walking fast away, and I could smell it. Then the room came, but my
7 eyes went shut. I didn’t stop. I could smell it. T.P. unpinned the bed clothes.
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The sequence of transitions is relatively straightforward. The reference to Nancy and 
bones, overheard by Benjy, takes him from an un-knowable instance when he saw the 
bones themselves, gleaming in the ditch, polished and white. The bones demonstrate the 
same qualities (bright, smooth) that Benjy finds fascinating with fire in numerous other 
instances in the text, except here it is as if, to Benjy, fire has been frozen, its fluid smooth 
shape transformed by the gleaming white bones in the ditch. This visual memory sparks, 
again by a close associative leap, movement in Benjy from seeing/remembering the play 
of lights on bones and vines in the dark ditch to the play of light in his bedroom, as he 
“stopped to start again” (Line 5).

Color can be used to differentiate the moment when Benjy saw the bones and to 
follow him through the associative leaps that end with him in his bed as Luster unpins 
him. This is another instance where the layering of meaning brought about by the 
addition of color to the text can be effectively and usefully exploited, another instance 
where the ability o f color to show directly the numerous columns of synchronic 
association without shattering the text’s traditional presentation explicates the inherent

complications of the text.
Partially Italicized Sections and “Obscure” Meaning Clarified 

The logical rearrangement of textual markers demanded by the application of color also 
results in a rearrangement of italics use in areas where Faulkner partially italicizes Events 
before returning to roman text, with this return to roman font indicating no subsequent 
shift. As mentioned previously, in a letter to Ben Wasson in which he discussed the use



of italics, Faulkner indicated that he had added “a few more italics where the original 
seemed obscure on second reading” (Blotner 44). Faulkner did not see italics use as 
following an exact and firm pattern of application. Rather, he used italics/roman font 
where needed in an attempt to clarify the confusing nature of Benjy’s relationship to time 
The excerpt below is one example of this partial italics use, colorized but retaining the 
original text’s italics use.

I hushed and got in the water and Roskus came and said to come to supper and 
Caddy said.

It's not supper time yet. I'm not going.
She was wet. We were playing in the branch and Caddy squatted down and got 

her dress wet and Versh said. (Appendix, A-9)
Here and in many other instances in the original text, Faulkner does not continue

italics use throughout the sequence but merely uses italics to indicate the shift before 
returning to roman, with no subsequent Chronological shift being indicated. Ross and 
Polk establish that the entire Event following Line 4 is within the Chronological 
Sequence reflected by the color change to turquoise. The reversion to roman font at Line 
4 carries no significance and does not indicate an additional shift.

The application of color to the text results in a heightened sensitivity to the 
significance of all layers of meaning carried by print’s appearance and a correspondingly 
increased need for changes to print’s appearance to carry as consistent a meaning as 
possible. Therefore, since the shift originally indicated by this partial italics use is now 
indicated in its entirety by the use of color, the partial use of italics in this and similar 
sequences has been removed from the colorized print text. Removal of italics in this and 
other similar instances again creates a single layer of meaning above and independent of
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the linguistic function of the text. In the sequence under examination here, the text
changes from black — in mid-sentence — to turquoise. One something. Not two. The
resulting text follows.

I hushed and got in the water md Roskus came and said come supper and 
Caddy said,

I t ’s not supper time yet. I'm not going.
She was wet. We were playing in the branch and Caddy squatted down and got 

her dress wet and Versh said, (Appendix, A-9)
The inconsistent partial use of italics on lines 1-3 has been removed. Appendix, page A-
39 lists of instances where such partial italics removal occurs in the Appendix.

The Effect of Color on 
The Reading of the Section 

or
Levi-Strauss meets Roland Barthes 

Levi-Strauss claimed that by reading the text along the vertical columns repeated 
thematic motifs, it would now be possible to “understand the myth” (840). My concerns 
until this point centered on bringing a consistent logic to the alterations in print’s 
appearance and removing the duplication of meaning brought about in some instances by 
the application of color to the text, as well as initial insights into color’s effectiveness as a 
carrier o f meaning. I will now explore the effect that color has on reading, on the 
“received” text as transmitted by prints appearance and linguistic significance. Such an 
analysis will show that what color adds to the text is not, as might be assumed, a means 
of isolating meaning or concretizing detail, of approaching “understanding.” Rather, 
color functions as a means of problematizing detail and shattering any hope of 
establishing a definitive reading of the section.
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Ross and Polk’s work is a shattered partial reprinting of the original black and 
white text, attempting, as stated previously, to bring some sort of linearity back to 
Faulkner’s text, to “restore” the temporal under the assumed premise that the temporal is 
“good” in and of itself. That is to say, their work ultimately argues that an understanding 
of the isolated events in the Benjy section will lead to some sort of understanding of the 
section itself. In much the same way that Levi-Strauss argues that an understanding of 
the repetitive elements in a myth lead to understanding of the myth, Ross and Polk argue 
that an understanding of this internal chronology leads to an understanding, of some sort, 
of the section. However, the addition of color shows that such attempts to extract a 
definitive and definite meaning from the text collapse in the face of the text s plurality, 
most easily and directly evidenced by the multiplication of reading pathways through the 
new colorized edition. The isolation of detail, the establishment of chronology, 
demonstrates the Benjy’s sections internal composition in a way that aids understanding 
of its overall composite identity. Study of the parts, we can say, allows for both a clearer 
understanding of the parts themselves as well as the way in which they are structured, as 
a whole. However, and this point is key, such an understanding does not allow for an 
understanding of the whole as the term was used by Levi-Strauss, as an understanding of 
the text’s one true “meaning.” The text’s complications have been increased, not 
decreased, by the addition of color onto the isolated elements that comprise each

Chronological Section.
As we saw in Chapter One. attempts to determine exact meaning in TSAF or the

Benjy section are a denial that the “discomfiting absence of meaning” as easily located
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(in a traditional sense) in the text is only ameliorated by the “play of relations among the 
individual sections” (Lester 142). The addition of color does not translate into the 
isolation of meaning, into “understanding” in that, as discussed previously, the meaning 
as resident in this text is largely subjective. The Benjy section ( and arguably any text) 
requires the reader to create an internal space where the “isolated elements the various 
facts, impressions, events, etc. that comprise the text can be assembled. As discussed, 
Cleanth Brooks described meaning in the Benjy section as emerging from an 
internalization of “a situation we have come to accept as our own” (105). This 
internalization, this process of assemblage, this internal establishment of connections is 
the process of extracting “meaning” or understanding from the section. Meaning 
therefore resides in the reader, not in the text. Color implies connections, rather than

explicating them.
This point is useful when examining the colorized Benjy section. This new text, 

rather than isolating meaning and serving as a means of “unraveling Faulkner s complex 
tapestry, demonstrates instead the text’s essential plurality, its un-deniable and inevitably 
mutable state. The sheer burden of establishing connections, remembering event and 
significance as required by the original print edition makes meaning in this text arguably 
entirely subjective. The colorized section now presents the reader with multiple 
pathways through the text (as opposed to the front to back, left to right pathway as 
established by print’s traditional form). The subjective nature of meaning as located in 
this text is graphically increased, in that it is now the reader who determines in what
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order events shall be encountered, rather than print or even the author. Meaning is 
clouded and exploded rather than isolated by the addition of color.

The Appendix permits readings along the columns of the synchronic axis. A 
reader can abandon print’s traditional paradigm and follow, for example, all the blue 
sections from the front to the back (or the back to the front) before moving on to a 
reading of the green sections. This reading of the green sections might be interrupted by 
a tum into the turquoise, which might lead to the black reading pathway, etc., etc., in a 
complicated expansion of pathways that does not guarantee that all o f the Isolated
Elements, that all o f the Events, will be read. This representation of Benjy’s world, “the 
way it ought to be,” rather than serving to isolate or concretize meaning, therefore and 
inevitably complicates it. There no longer exists a single text. Rather, every reading

produces, literally, a new text.
Roland Barthes, in “Where to Begin,” asks how one might approach a text and

how to begin any textual analysis:
Suppose a student [is] sufficiently free to dare exploit what structural 
sensibility he may possess, what intuition of multiple meanings; 
sufficiently dialectical, finally, to be convinced that it is not a matter of 
obtaining an ‘explanation’ of the text, a ‘positive result’ (a final signified 
which would be the work’s truth or its determination), but quite the 
contrary — that it is a matter of entering, by analysis, into the writing: in a 
word, to accomplish by his labor, the text’s plural. (79, emphasis his)
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In the same essay, Barthes later describes structuralism as a “cybernetic black box” into 
which is added “A,” a signifier, in order to get “B,” meaning. Structuralism is the study 
of the process of “A” transforming into “B” (81). Contrasted to Levi-Strauss’s 
“understanding” of Oedipus based on a reading of the synchronic columns, the colorized 
Benjy section demonstrates, rather than an understanding, the impossibility of any 
understanding, any one meaning. Barthes’s essay seemingly describes the complications 
introduced into the Benjy section by color’s multiplication of reading pathways and gives 
us one way to explore this new text as a means of entering into the writing ( in that the 
reader now determines the reading pathway.) Color allows a means of intuitively 
exploring the text’s ultimately inexhaustible complications and permutations.

Color adds the ability to link the disparate Events from each column of 
synchronic meaning. In order to assemble the disparate Events of the Benjy section into 
meaning, into understanding, links must be made internally. Therefore, the Link is a 
primary characterisitc of the Benjy section. Color highlights this process of linking and 
making connections, inviting further exploration of how links function in the section. 
However, rather than exploring such an issue in print, in which the link is arguably 
difficult to locate (despite the addition of color) the further translation of the Benjy 
section into a new medium that celebrates the link seems justified, if only for the 
purposes of further exploring how “links” function in this text. This medium is 

hypertext.
The corollaries between hypertext theory and this new colorized Benjy section are 

so close that the next step -  the creation of a hypertext Benjy section where the
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connections between the “isolated element” of each synchronic column are an inherent 
part of the document itself -  promises to demonstrate further how the links function in 
the original print edition. Hypertext’s most distinguishing characteristic is the “link,” the 
connections between discreet blocks of text that are literal and real ( as opposed to 
subjective). In much the same way that today’s technology permits color’s application to 
the section and allows for an exploration of its synchronic component, so too does 
hypertext permit the graphic creation of another view o f the text that literally embodies 
the synchronic connections. In other words, hypertext can demonstrate fully the intuited 
links between sections of the same color, further unpacking and exploring an aspect of 
the original text. Hypertext is yet one more variation on a theme, similar to the 
synchronous view of space/time presented in Duchamp s 1912 Nude Descending a 
Staircase.” The print black and white edition, the color edition, and the electronic 
hypertext edition are all the same object, viewed from slightly differing perspectives, 
using slightly different mediums. The differences in the received text of each variation 
merely demonstrates the ability of the differing mediums to effectively display qualities 
that are inherent in the original. The black and white print text challenges traditional 
print conventions and established reading paradigms. The colorized print text 
demonstrates the internalized nature of the received “meaning” constructed from the 
connections made between the isolated elements of the synchronic columns. Hypertext 
highlights these self-same connections — and in the process demonstrates the irreducibly 

plural nature of the reading experience.
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Benjy Section in Hypertext

***

Hypertext
For my purposes here, a hypertext is an electronic document that consists in itself 

of numerous documents (or text boxes) called linked directly together in a variety
of ways. The reading of a hypertext consists of movement from one lexia to another by 
following established links. Hyperspace is here used as a broader term, indicating the 
existence of links to and from other documents or systems, as well as to other media, i.e. 
images, sound recordings, maps, etc. The newness of this entire field can be judged by 
the fact that the above two terms need to be defined at all, and that in many instances they 
are interchangeable. I separate the two in order to emphasize that this project is 
concerned solely with an intratextual exploration of the Benjy section using hypertext, 
rather than an intertextual exploration. In an intertextual approach to the section, the 
produced hyperspace document might conceivably broaden out with the inclusion of 
maps, direct commentary and annotation, criticism, and other pertinent information.
Such a project, while certainly attractive and feasible, is not what I undertake here.

The project at hand is the creation of a hypertext, linked edition of the Benjy 
section. As stated, the link is the single most important feature of hypertext. In print, 
discreet “facts” are most apparently linked by their textual proximity: A ->B->C->D, as

5 This term has been adopted by hypertext critics from Roland Barthes’s dissection of in S/Z.
His demonstration of the ways that text generates meaning through the repetitive instances of five different 
"semes” prefigures many aspects of hypertext theory and practice.



determined by the linear serial presentation of language in print. Any additional linking 
must take place out of the original system, internally, in the mind of the reader, or as a 
margin note, a reminder. Contrastingly, hypertext is a nonlinear, nonhierarchical system 
that allows and indeed incorporates any number of links between discreet items of 
information. J. Yellowlees Douglas calls hypertext “a way of using the computer to 
‘liberate’ its users from the linear order of the printed page” (189). This liberation, when 
applied to the four “facts” mentioned previously means that their organization, their 
presentation and reception, can be determined by some dictate other than the linear nature 
of a printed text. These four “facts” might be presented, in a hypertext document, by a 
series of dense interlinkings: A-»(C—»D)—»(B—»(A)—>D), etc. The links in a well 
developed hypertext system, as Julian Cowley notes, “may disclose previously concealed 
connections, new alignments that may alter the shape of our knowledge” (129-30). The 
link, in other words, allows us to see the same “facts” in new ways — and perhaps to 
change our understandings of them, to see them as existing in new constructions.

Vannevar Bush, the first to conceptualize a mechanical system of information 
storage and retrieval based on the link, saw such a system to be a means of coping with 
the ever expanding body of information that was, even in 1945, threatening to overwhelm 
scholars (Landow 14). Hypertext (or the memex, the name Bush gave his theoretical 
system) was “intended [by Bush] as a mechanical aid to scholarly labor, not to ordinary 
reading: the associative motion of the link, rather than the straight forward linear motion 
of conventional reading, {being} how scholars work” (Lavagnino 113). Bush imagined a
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system where information retrieval could be simplified, where the burden of making 
connections between disparate facts could be assumed, in part or in whole, by a 
mechanical process. He saw such a system as an aid to memory, in that the connections 
between facts, as established in a system’s users by memory, by thought and the 
association of ideas, could be directly and mechanically incorporated into a system, 

thereby freeing the scholar to make new connections.
The print medium is linear and hierarchical. No matter what the overarching 

organizational premise regarding any print information storage system, the information in 
the system will not be in the perfect order for every user of that system, as each user will 
approach the system with different goals and different aptitudes. The linear, hierarchical 
structure of a print document system is not sufficiently flexible to meet a wide variety of 
specific demands with any but one set series of information presentation. Bush s 
objection to information storage in such a rigid and hierarchical system is that, It [the 
human mind] operates by association. With one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the 
next that is suggested by the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate 
wed of trails earned by the cells of the brain” (Storkerson 134). Bush’s ideas preceded 
hypertext document by decades, but hypertext fully realizes and expands on this initial

theory.
Hypertext is free of the inherent linearity of print, allowing for movement through 

the information in a system “in accordance with some intncate web of trails” other than 
the linear dictate of print. Each user of a hypertext creates different readings of the same 
information, based on the path chosen through the information that comprises the system.
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By choosing links that most readily serve their interests, readers actively participate in the 
production of the “meaning” of the system, in that the extracted information is ultimately 
chosen, not by the author, nor by print, but by their own movement through links.

As stated, the link results in a non-linear presentation of information. Any one 
piece of information, any one text box or lexia can be linked directly to many others. 
Therefore, from any one position in a hypertext it is possible to move to any number of 
other positions — resulting in multiple pathways through the text. J. Yellowlees Douglas 
in “‘Nature’ versus ‘Nurture’: The Three Paradoxes of Hypertext,” writes that in 
hypertext, “Readers are presented with multiple pathways through the text, making each 
of their readings through it a realization of many possible versions, ‘writing’ the text as 
they read” (200). The reader and the author in a hypertext reach not equality but a level of 
parity not easily reconcilable with the traditional “Author as God” attitude adopted by 
Western society. A hypertext is not an immutable, rigid document, and the reader is not 
passive in relation to it. Rather, a hypertext is a fluid document whose shape and 
“meaning” is chosen directly by the reader as a function of the choice of a pathway 
through the lexia. This radical re-configuring of the Author/Reader relationship is one of 
hypertext’s most startling characteristics. The multiplication of reading pathways places 
the reader in a new relation to the document, one that challenges our conceptions, based 

as they are in print.
John Lavagnino, in “Reading, Scholarship, and Hypertext Editions, writes that 

hypertext “is reading as an experience and not as a mere collection of data; it can lead to 
interpretation, but only by way of generating reactions that we subsequently seek to
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describe or explain” (114). Each unique reading elicits, in Lavagnino’s view, a reaction. 
Study of the reaction elicited from any one reading is solely the explanation of that one 
reading. Structuralists have approached the printed text in search of the text s one 
meaning, in part due to the fixed nature of print. The immutable physical reality of a 
printed document lends itself to the concept of a similarly immutable meaning. A printed 
text is.As such, structuralists argue that meaning is similarly fixed and finite. However, 
in a hypertext, in the face of a reader’s direct and active role in producing whatever 
meaning emerges from any one reading, no text or system can have a single meaning. 
Indeed, there is no definitive text, as there is no definitive pathway through the various 
lexia that combine to form the text, and as such, the search for meaning in a hypertext 
document becomes the exploration of “a” reading of the system, a meaning.

Karin Littau, in “Translation in The Age of Postmodern Production: From Text to 
Intertext to Hypertext,” similarly sees a hypertext as a text where the reader “does not 
merely read a finished product [...] but takes as active role in the of meaning
production” (92 emphasis hers). Every experience of a hypertext is a different one, and 
as such the reader plays an increased role in determining whatever meaning can be said to 
emerge from any reading. In hypertext, the received text is determined both by the

author of the hypertext and the reader.
Roland Barthes, writing of an ideal printed text in S/Z, perfectly describes the

fluid electronic medium of hypertext:
In this ideal text, the networks are many and interact, without any one of 
them being able to surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signifiers, not a
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structure of signifieds; it has no beginning; it is reversible; we gain access 
to it by several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively declared to 

be the main one. (6)
Barthes’ ideal text was imaginary -  there as yet existed no medium that allowed for a 
non-linear, non-hierarchical system of information presentation and retrieval. Barthes 
ideal text and an electronic hypertext, a network of links directly integrated into a 
program, non-hierarchically, and in a non-linear medium bear obvious similarities. 
Hypertext forces us to “abandon conceptual systems founded upon ideas of center, 
hierarchy, and linearity and replace them with ones of multi-linearity, nodes, links and 
networks” (Landow 2). Theory meets practice in hypertext. The post-structuralists labor 
to demonstrate the essential plurality of any text -- and any hypertext is easily 
demonstrable as an essentially plural text. Even Barthes’ dissection of in S/Z
would arguably benefit from a translation into hypertext. In hypertext, rather than in 
print, Balzac’s novella could be presented in its entirety. Barthes’s dissection of it into 
lexia would be a series of dense hypertext interlinkings and annotations. In such an 
electronic S/Z the medium itself would graphically demonstrate the proliferation of 
meaning Barthes labors to demonstrate in print, in that the multiplication of reading 
pathways would shatter any sort of linear progression through either Sarrasine or 
Barthes’s commentary on it. Theory would meet practice, and form would support 

content.
Hypertext does not replace print: the media are as different as photography and oil 

painting. The surface resemblance is striking, but the underlying practice and
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implications are radically different. J. Yellowlees Douglas writes, “Hypertext doesn’t so 
much as promise us opportunities to escape the narrow confines of print’s limited 
technical abilities, as it does offer a chance to begin to shape conventions in a new 
environment that may not prove, eventually, to become as limiting as the conventions and 
practices surrounding print” (201). Hypertext is a new medium, one searching for the 
metaphors to define itself as well as searching for its own established conventions and 
boundaries. Currently, spatial metaphors dominate hypertext theory and criticism, in the 
absence of a series of metaphors that obviously “define” the hypertext medium and the 
hypertext experience. With time, undoubtedly the current somewhat indistinct metaphors 
and terms will solidify and crystallize, and the still blurry boundaries of what a hypertext 
is and does will become sharper and more defined. Such developments will no doubt 
produce texts that challenge the very medium of hypertext, in the same way that TSAF 
or, more specifically, the Benjy section challenges the medium of print.

Hypertext is a system that assumes the burden of information retrieval and 
storage. Hypertext functions along associative rather than straight and rigid linear lines. 
Such a system resembles nothing if not an extemalization of the internal space I have 
previously argued for as necessary for an “understanding ’ of the Benjy section. Susan 
Lang, in “Converging (or Colliding) Traditions: Integrating Hypertext into Literary 
Studies” sees links as allowing “topics to be explored at length that might not be pursued 
in a printed text” (295) Hypertext, by assuming some of the burden required of the 
reader in order to make sense of the Benjy section, creates a new perspective from which 
to view the Events of the Benjy section. Additionally, a hypertext Benjy section allows
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the text to be explored in new way, along avenues determined by association and 
intuition, rather than the linear dictates of print. Hypertext frees Benjy from the serial 
presentation of his experience in time as demanded by print, allowing a more fluid 
representation of his relationship to time than that possible in print.

The Benjy Section and Hypertext
Both the Benjy section and Hypertext rest on the same conception of human 

thought — that of the associative leap. Benjy often transits from one Event to another by 
a demonstrable process of association (See Chapter Two). In Benjy, these associations 
go from some sensory detail, ( i.e. getting “hung up” on a nail (Appendix, A-2)) to 
another instance that shares some aspect of the original. Any such two Events are 
separated in the print edition by intervening Events. Hypertext, however, links Events 
directly in a way that arguably better reflects Benjy’s fluid relationship to time, as I shall

establish.
Christine Koch’s “Combining Connectionist and Hypertext Techniques in the 

Study of Texts” describes hypertext’s abilities in terms of familiar spatial metaphors. 
Hypertext, Koch writes, can be seen as a map, and the text is the territory described 
by/on/in the map, composed of “any textual material [...] which is or can be divided into 
logical segments according to some point of view, critical stance, or perspective on the 
text” (210). The “logical stance” for the division of the Benjy section is clearly the use 
and function of time in the section, as established in Chapter One. Such a division is 
identical to that already performed by Ross and Polk and translated into color in Chapter

Two.



Just as the addition of color to print multiplied the reading pathways through the 
text, so too in hypertext does the direct link allow the reader to create the received text by 
the process of personally choosing the pathway through the lexia that comprise the 
hypertext. In Hypertext there is no longer any one reading pathway, no longer a linear 
dictate to Benjy’s wandering in time and space. Hypertext arguably presents a more 
accurate reflection of Benjy’s movements in time, by freeing the experience of these

movements from print’s linear dictate.
The Initial Hypertext

I used the computer program StorySpace to transform the colorized edition of the 
Benjy section into a hypertext document. The colorized Benjy section already represents 
the division of the section needed for its translation into a number of discreet lexia, each 
containing one Event. StorySpace is a relatively simple program that allows for the 
creation of any number of such lexia, as well as providing a means of linking them, 
several different ways of viewing the overall document, and a word search function, 
among other functions. In StorySpace, the transformation of the colorized section into a 
series of linked lexia seemed, initially, to consist of no more than cutting and pasting 
each isolated Event from the colorized document into a StorySpace text window, 
colorizing and italicizing the text, and establishing the links between lexia.

I imagined the hypertext Benjy section as follows: a series of lexia, each 
containing the full excerpted text of one Event from the colorized edition of the section. 
Each lexia would be linked to the lexia that came before and after it in the original print 
edition, a link I named “textual.” Additionally, each lexia would be linked to every other
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lexia from the same column of the diachronic/synchronic plotting (a “synchronous” link). 
My original conception of the hypertext Benjy section retained the use of color to 
indicate shared columns of synchronous time.

I proceeded some way into the establishment of this conception of the hypertext 
Benjy section, as shown below. I have removed the synchronous links from this image 
and placed the text boxes in synchronous columns in the interest of clarity. The lexia 
from the same columns share the date of that synchronous Event, as established by Ross 

and Polk.
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Having progressing thus far in establishing a colorized hypertext Benjy section, I realized 
color and italics as a layer of meaning above that o f language itself as discussed in 
Chapter Two are no longer required. The “meaning” communicated by these second 
level textual markers aided the reader’s establishment of internal links between the 
disparate Events that comprise the section. Rather than merely replicating the print 
experience on a computer screen, I recognized that the link directly incorporates this 
second level communication into the system itself. The hypertext link fulfills, in a more



complete and active way, the intuited link between Events that color and italics use had

helped establish in the print edition.
In the colorized Benjy section, print has been manipulated to carry additional

meaning by alterations to its appearance. These alterations allow for a “sensed 
connection between the separated Events of each Chronological Sequence, items from the 
same columns of synchronous time, based on their shared color. This sensed connection, 
this establishment of some sort of order among the disparate Events that are Benjy’s 
experience in time, is, to use the language of hypertext, the creation of a link.

In the hypertext Benjy section each lexia from the colorized Benjy section is 
linked, directly, to every other lexia from the same column, every other Event that shares 
the same color in the Appendix. Therefore color as a means of indicating these same 
connections is no longer needed. Additionally, italics in the colorized edition indicates a 
shift from one Event to another without a corresponding shift from one Chronological 
Sequence to another. In hypertext, however, every Event is a separate and discreet lexia, 
removing the need for this second level textual marker. This realization prompted my 
removal of all color and italics from the hypertext Benjy section, in that the direct 

incorporation of the link has made their use redundant.
The decision to remove color and italics left the remainder of the process of 

transforming the colorized Benjy section into a hypertext document relatively 
straightforward, if somewhat arduous. Each Event from the colorized section was 
established as a lexia, linked by a “textual” link to those lexia preceding and following it
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in the original print edition, and by a “synchronous link to all the Events from the same

column of synchronous time.
The “textual” link is the default link for the hypertext Benjy section. In this way, 

the default series of lexia encountered by following the basic “default” reading pathway 
through the hypertext document will mimic the pathway as dictated by the original 
section’s presentation in print. The default pathway is selected by merely clinking on the 
open screen with the computer’s mouse. Each click will open the next lexia as 
determined by the default textual link, returning a series of lexia that return a version of 
the Benjy section identical to the print edition. Additionally, I also established a reverse 
series of textual links, making it possible to recreate or retrace the print Benjy section on 
the screen, front to back, back to front. The doubling of these textual links, forward and 
backward, can be imagined as the ability to turn the pages of the section, front to back or 

back to front.
Print has but one structure: front to back, top to bottom, left to right. Hypertext 

has many. For a reader who does not delve at all into the system, the reading experience 
of the default pathway in the hypertext Benjy section and the original print Benjy section 
are relatively similar — both present a shattered narrative, with movement through the 
Events that comprise the section having little or no transition and with meaning 
emerging from the internalization of these Events and the establishment of their relations. 
The greatest difference between the print edition and the default hypertext is the medium 
of presentation (print on paper in the original, pixels on a screen in the hypertext) and the
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degree of the apparent separation between each discreet text (color and italics/roman font

use in the original, individual lexia in the hypertext.)
In this default reading pathway, the hypertext will open on a cover page. Clicking 

anywhere on this page opens a new screen, a brief introduction of The Hypertext Benjy 
Section. Clicking anywhere on the Introduction screen brings up the first lexia, which 
begins as does the printed text, “Through the fence I could see them hitting.” Clicking 
anywhere on that screen follows the textual link to the next lexia as determined by the

original text, and so on.
A hypertext is not, however, a printed document, and as such there are aspects

and features of a hypertext that differ radically from print. Should a reader choose to
explore the additional features of a hypertext system, the Benjy section opens itself up in
a number of new ways, presenting the possibility for new connections to be made and
new insights to be gained. There are now additional pathways through the text -  not

only the textual link, but also the synchronous links.
Ross and Polk established fourteen Chronological Sequences in the Benjy section. 

I additionally argued for an additional Unknowable Chronological Sequence. After the 
establishment of the default textual links, I began to create the synchronous links between 
all of the Events from each Chronological Sequence. In order to take advantage of the 
three-dimensional nature of hypertext, I placed all of the individual lexia that comprised 
each Chronological Sequence into a lexia that represented, graphically, the Sequence 
itself. In other words, I took all the lexia, all the text boxes, and placed them into a 
larger, dated text box. In this way the existence of each Event as part of a particular
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Chronological Sequence is directly incorporated into the underlying structure of the 

hypertext document itself.
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The decision to isolate the Events of each Chronological Sequence and to include the 
dates of each lexia was again determined by my increasing awareness that a hypertext 
document is not a print document. The hypertext reading experience is not a mere 
recreation of the print reading experience on a computer screen. There are aspects and 
features of hypertext that do not exist in print. My decision to incorporate the dates for 
each Chronological Sequence, information not present in any real way in the original 
text, stems from my desire to create an effective and useful hypertext document, not

recreate a print document on a computer screen.
In the hypertext Benjy section, the dates of each Chronological Sequence Lexia 

are not intrusively present. The default reading pathway explores the section without 
encountering the existence of these dated lexia in the system. The inclusion of dates and 
the placement of the Event lexia into larger Chronological Sequence lexia no more alters 
the default reading experience than does the possession of a copy of Ross and Polk’s text,



unopened on my desk. If I do not open the book, if I do not delve into the hypertext, this

information remains inaccessible, not part of my reading.
Once each Event Lexia had been established in a corresponding Chronological 

Sequence Lexia and linked along the default textual path, I linked each Event lexia to 
every lexia in that Chronological Sequence, with a synchronous link. The final hypertext 
Benjy section consists of 125 individual lexia, with over 1700 links between them.

StorySpace relies on spatial metaphors to aid navigation through hypertext 
documents. Indeed, much of hypertext/Internet criticism and theory similarly relies on 
three dimensional models in order to facilitate movement through the “space” behind the 
keyboard. This three dimensionality lends itself readily to the Benjy section -  in that 
many of the same metaphors used to describe the movements of Benjy in time are used 
by hypertext critics to describe movement through a document that is not linear print. 
Trent Batson, in a paper concerned with the use of StorySpace to hold real time 
discussion among students concerning the construction of a classroom hypertext, uses 
imagery that perfectly describes Benjy’s movements in time.

But what if the text is not viewed as a path but instead as the field itself? 
What if your experience as a reader is like wandering around the field, 
seeing the field from many different perspectives, going in circles instead 
of a line? What if you are not led through the landscape but let loose in it?

(202)

The hypertext presentation approaches more completely the experience of following 
Benjy’s movements. The print medium produces a text that is linear, a hierarchically
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organized series of Events, one after another, their order fixed and immutable. In 
hypertext, the reader is free to follow Benjy’s movements along a far greater number of 
possible avenues. The Events remain unchanged. Their order is dictated in hypertext not 
by print, but by a reader’s choice of link. There is now no longer a linear organization to 
the reception of the Events that comprise the section. While the default pattern mimics 
this linearity, it is possible at any time to move away from this reading pathway into 
another either determined by following the synchronous links or by opening lexia at 

random.
Each lexia can be brought into “focus” or expanded to fill the screen. Focusing 

on “ 1900” shows that lexia, that Chronological Sequence, to contain 17 individual Event

lexia.
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The first three words of the Event excerpted in each lexia determine that lexia’s title. The 
image below shows the synchronous and textual links between the Events of this 

Chronological Sequence.
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Each Event lexia is synchronously linked to every other Event lexia contained within this 
Chronological Sequence, as well as textually linked to the Event lexia that precede and

follow it in the original print edition.
Any one Event lexia can be brought into focus. Doing so displays the full text of

that Event. Focusing in on “and Roskus came” opens the Event beginning with those 

three words.

1 G  and Roskus came

] | 0  Back Links History 0 3 D  [ g l l D H I H
and Roskus came and said to 

come to supper and Caddy said,
It's not supper time yet. I'm not going.
She was wet. We were playing in the branch and Caddy 

squatted down and got her dress wet and Versh said,
“Your mommer going to whip you for getting your dress 

wet." __ _________

When the reader uses the mouse to click anywhere in this screen, the textual link is 
followed, and the received text returns to print’s original dictate.

However, each lexia is now linked, synchronously, to every other lexia contained 
within that overall Chronological Sequence. If the reader chooses to explore the
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hypertext further, using the mouse to click on the “Links” button allows the reader to 
actively choose a different reading pathway, “and Roskus came” is linked as shown in 

the following image.
Links from “and Roskus came":
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These synchronous links can now be followed directly. Doing so allows a reader to 
explore the Events of a Chronological Sequence without interruption.

The direct incorporation of the links between Events of the section, previously an 
aspect of the internalization of detail as described earlier, removes a great deal of the 
reader's burden produced by the abandonment of traditional narrative time. The 
assumption of this burden by hypertext frees the reader to explore the text in new, 
interesting ways, as it is now the reader who chooses the order of Events in the hypertext 

Benjy section.
My Reading

Since the reader chooses the order in which the text will be experienced, in a very 
real way the reader “writes” the text. Movement through a series of lexia produces a 
reading -  as the multiplication of reading pathways invalidates the concept of the
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reading that the linearity of print tends to promote. StorySpace acknowledges the 
uniqueness of each reading by incorporating the ability to save “a” reading.

“A reading” can additionally consist of a reader’s comment, added directly to the 
overall document. A reader can also alter and create links, move the distribution of lexia, 
etc. The reader in a very real way rewrites and reshapes the document. If the process of 
“writing” a text consists of establishing the language and determining the order of its 
reception, these aspects of hypertext make every reader of a hypertext document an 
author of that document. My Reading, then, is both a personal account of my own 
exploration of the Benjy section, and a new edition of the Benjy section in itself.

As discussed in Chapter Two, I believe that Benjy s consciousness is at times lost 
in a vast conglomerate series of memories, as in having his galoshes put on, or when he 
encounters Caddy and associates her scent with that of trees. These instances are in the 
hypertext document located in the Unknowable Chronological Sequence Lexia. The 
Document Map shown previously includes this Chronological Sequence, brought into

focus below:

This image shows the two instances I isolated in Chapter Two, where Caddy is associated 
with the scent of trees as well as the instance(s) where Benjy has his galoshes put on.



In print, these Events are separated by intervening Events as demanded by the 
linear serial nature of the print medium. This presentation seems to call logically for an 
interpretation of these instances as separate in time, distinct and unique. In hypertext, 
however, each of these instances can be located and presented as part of the same 
instance, as aspects of one Event rather than unique Events in themselves.

I argue here that this one Event, that of Benjy encountering Caddy/Scent/Trees 
differs from the bulk of Events in the section in that it does not represent a particular 
instance into which Benjy has been drawn but rather the conglomerate result of many 
such instances spread throughout his lifetime. Each instance is part of the whole -  but 
each is also lost in the overall weight and impact that their conglomerate effect and power 
has on Benjy. Since, then, the nature of the link between each such instance is not 
synchronous but conglomerate, representative of only one part of the whole that is 
Caddy/Scent/Trees, in “My Reading” of the hypertext Benjy section, I changed the name

of the links shown above to “conglomerate.”
As any reader familiar with the section will know, Benjy encounters this 

conglomerate Event of Caddy/Scent/Trees in other instances. In My Reading (“a” 
reading) I used the text search feature to locate other instances where Benjy encounters 
Caddy/Scent/Trees. Once located, I linked these instances directly to the Unknowable 
Chronological Sequence Lexia. In this way, my interpretation of Benjy’s
encounters with time can be figured directly into the document, and saved as My 

Reading.”
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I will briefly follow the steps of this process. I first establish a lexia titled 
“Caddy/Scent/Trees” in the Unknowable Chronological Sequence lexia. Once this is 
done, I place the two Event lexia from the Caddy/Scent/Trees Sequence already isolated 
and linked with conglomerate links into the “Caddy/Scent/Trees lexia. I then use the 
hypertext’s text search feature to locate other instances where Benjy is lost in or 

encounters this conglomerate vent.
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She smelled like

The second repetition of the phrase “She smelled like trees” brings me to the 

following lexia.
E3r She smelled like

o n Back Links History

□Txl

She smelled like trees. In the comer it was dark, but I could 
see the window. I squatted there, holding the slipper. I couldn’t 
see it, but my hands saw it, and I could hear it getting night, and 
my hands saw the slipper but I couldn’t see myself, but my 
hands could see the slipper, and I squatted there, hearing it 
getting dark.

In this instance, my “Caddy/Scent/Trees” lexia already contains an instance where this 
exact phrase is used. Rather than removing this phrase and figuring it as an Event in



itself, I can instead link this phrase directly to the other instance where the identical 
image is used, by a conglomerate link. In this way, I firmly establish these words as 
representative of an instance where Benjy is simultaneously encountering a conglomerate 
association of Caddy that bridges time, in that the very words used to communicate this 
encounter exist in more than one locale in the hypertext document and have multiple

textual and synchronous links.
I can save “My Reading” without altering the “original” hypertext document. In 

this way, the more time I spend with the hypertext document annotating, linking and 
establishing my own pathways through the lexia, the more my saved reading will reflect 
an exact extemalization of the links I believe (as reader/author) that the Benjy section

requires in order to reach “a” meaning.
Meaning is plural, then, as are the possible readings of the hypertext Benjy 

section. But are these plural readings, these pluralized meaning aspects of the original 
text, or have they been introduced by the alterations to the text I have undertaken here? 
Does the addition of color to the Benjy section and the further translation of the section 
into a hypertext document result in new texts, or are these variations on a theme?

Conclusion
The creation of a colorized Benjy section and a hypertext Benjy section allow for 

the section’s innate internal complexity to be explored in new ways. As I established in 
Chapter One, the Benjy section abandons linear chronological time and traditional 
narrative structure. The continuing attempts to decipher the section’s internal chronology



can largely be seen as attempts to return the section to a more traditional form, to

understand its meaning by determining its structure.
Levi-Strauss’s approach to Oedipus provides a perfect vehicle for my exploration 

of the Benjy section. The plotting of repeating elements in the search for meaning allows 
me to conceptualize time in the Benjy section in a useful and productive manner, one that 
lends itself to the colorization of the section. The addition of color, the isolation of Events 
in a printed text results in a multiplication of reading pathways through the text and 
therefore a very real multiplication of any “meaning” the text can be said to contain. This 
result greatly resembles hypertext theory and criticism and invites the transference of this 
problematized colorized document into the hypertext medium. This transformation 
brings about a very real proliferation of meaning, and literally shatters print s linear 
rigidity by the direct incorporation of the links between Events in the section.

To what end? Having taken the Benjy section through two permutations, through 
two variations, what have I accomplished? Can the presentation of the Benjy section in 
different or altered media reflect back on to the original text, or are these new texts in

themselves?
The addition of color and the creation of a hypertext Benjy section have, I believe, 

added nothing new to the text. Rather, these additional technological tools focus 
attention on the original text, by bringing to the fore aspects of the original difficult to 
locate in its original medium. Just as a scientist might use a variety and number of dyes 
to mark a slide under a microscope in the interest of exposing and examining different 
characteristics of the substance under examination, so too do the application of color and
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hypertext to the Benjy section demonstrate and clarify the original, focusing attention on 
its inherent characteristics. The substance itself remains unchanged.

The Benjy section requires its readers to internalize the shattered presentation of 
Events in order to establish, in this internal space, the connections between Events 
required for an “understanding” of the section. Color, by providing a visual clue as to the 
nature and extent of this linking, assumes a portion of the reader’s burden while allowing 
the reader to follow multiple pathways through the text. This multiplication of reading 
mimicked, as it were, Benjy’s own state of being. In the colorized print edition of the 
Benjy section, seemingly endless pathways exist through an ever interchangeable series 

of associations, colored Event to similarly colored Event.
The existence of the text as a printed object resists the ultimate literal translation 

of the colorized Benjy section into something akin to Barthes’s theoretical ideal text. The 
text is printed -  and as such, it is a fixed presentation of language received in a linear, 
serial manner. There is a top and a bottom page, a beginning and an end, even after the 
addition of the multiple pathways through the text brought about by color’s addition to 
the text. These limitations restrict Benjy’s movements and they come, not from the text

but from the medium of its presentation.
The translation of this document into a hypertext locates the Benjy section in a 

medium with sufficient fluidity to allow the reader to experience Benjy’s meandering 
with sufficient freedom. In hypertext, Benjy is ultimately and demonstrably free, at least 
of the constrictions imposed on him by print. This hypertext document is not a figuring 
of the Benjy section that returns narrative to its traditional function, “left to right...each in
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its ordered place.” Nor is the presentation of the Benjy section in a colorized print 
version such a return. The original Benjy section itself, in black and white print is a 
direct challenge to this structure. The two new perspectives on Benjy’s meandering in 
time are just that: new perspectives. I have not changed the section itself.

By graphically demonstrating the existence of links between Events, by taking 
what was an internal process and intuitively externalizing it (color) or graphically 
externalizing it (hypertext), these two new perspectives essentially prove the existence of 
these links as located in the original. We begin with the print black and white Benjy 
section. Unpacking it slightly, deciphering some of its internal complexity and using this 
knowledge to create a colorized edition establishes the links between Events as an 
intuitive aspect o f shared color between Events. Further unpacking the section into a 
hypertext document directly establishes these links external from the reader. These two 
new perspectives explore the original text, in the process demonstrating directly the 
internal process of linking demanded of the reader by the original.

Rather than supplanting or replacing the original text, the colorized Benjy section 
and the Hypertext Benjy section supplement it. These two new perspectives demonstrate, 
by their increasing complexity as well as by their multiplication of reading pathways, 
aspects of the original text difficult to locate in its original presentation as a black and 
white printed text. These perspectives allow us to see the section’s complexity from new 
angles, new perspectives, but the section remains itself, t remains a text that challenges 
the very nature of its media. It remains a text that challenges its readers, involves them, 
forces them to ingest and accept its structure and passions. And ultimately, it remains a
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record of Benjy’s tragic, endless, wanderings, his search for that which he has not the 

language to name or the power to acheive.
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Appendix 
The Colorized Benjy Section

Colorization Key
1 . Black April 7, 1928
2. Blue December 23, 1908
3. Cyan 1912
4. Yellow Orange 1908 (Summer) (Replaced Goldenrod for readability
5. Turquoise 1900 (replaced gray blue for readability)
6. Green April 25, 1910 (Caddy’s Wedding)
7. Magenta June, 1910
8. Mahogany 1912
9. Pine Green 1915 (Roskus’s Death)
10. Plum 1906 (Caddy’s perfume)
11. Red 1908-1910 (Caddy and Charlie)
12. Sepia 1910(Benjy’s Castration)
13. Swamp Fire 1900 (Benjy’s name change)
14. Violet red 1908-09 (Caddy’s loss of Virginity)
156-336600 Unknown/ Unknowable Chronology
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The Sound and the Fury 
ByWilliam Faulkner
A A A

April Seventh, 1928.
Through the fence, between the curling flower spaces, I could see them hitting. They 
were coming toward where the flag was and I went along the fence. Luster was hunting 
in the grass by the flower tree. They took the flag out, and they were hitting. Then they 
put the flag back and they went to the table, and he hit and the other hit. Then they went 
on, and I went along the fence. Luster came away from the flower tree and we went along 
the fence and they stopped and we stopped and I looked through the fence while Luster 
was hunting in the grass.

“Here, caddie.” He hit. They went away across the pasture. I held to the fence and 
watched them going away.

“Listen at you, now.” Luster said. “Aint you something, thirty three years old, going 
on that way. After I done went all the way to town to buy you that cake. Hush up that 
moaning. Aint you going to help me find that quarter so I can go to the show tonight.”

They were hitting little, across the pasture. I went back along the fence to where the 
flag was. It flapped on the bright grass and the trees.

“Come on.” Luster said. “We done looked there. They aint no more coming right 
now. Les go down to the branch and find that quarter before them niggers finds it.”

It was red, flapping on the pasture. Then there was a bird slanting and tilting on it. 
Luster threw. The flag flapped on the bright grass and the trees. I held to the fence.

“Shut up that moaning.” Luster said. “I cant make them come if they aint coming, can 
I. If you dont hush up, mammy aint going to have no birthday for you. If you dont hush, 
you know what I going to do. I going to eat that cake all up. Eat them candles, too. Eat all 
them thirty three candles. Come on, les go down to the branch. I got to find my quarter. 
Maybe we can find one of they balls. Here. Here they is. Way over yonder. See.” He 
came to the fence and pointed his arm. “See them. They aint coming back here no more. 
Come on.”

We went along the fence and came to the garden fence, where our shadows were. My 
shadow was higher than Luster’s on the fence. We came to the broken place and went 
through it.

“Wait a minute.” Luster said. “You snagged on that nail again. Cant you never crawl 
through here without snagging on that nail.”

Caddy uncaught me and we crawled through. Uncle Maury said to not let anybody 
see us, so we better stoop over, Caddy said. Stoop over, Benjy. Like this, see. We stooped 
over and crossed the garden, where the flowers rasped and rattled against us. The ground 
was hard. We climbed the fence, where the pigs were grunting and snuffing. I expect
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they’re sorry because one of them got killed today, Caddy said. The ground was hard, 
churned and knotted.

Keep your hands in your pockets, Caddy said. Or they’ll get froze. You dont want 
your hands froze on Christmas, do you.

“I t ’s too cold out there. ”Versh said. “You dont want to go out doors.
“What is it now. ” Mother said.
“He want to go out doors. ”Versh said.
“Let him go. ” Uncle Maury said.
“I t ’s too cold. ”Mother said. “He'd better stay in. Benjamin. Stop that, now.
“It wont hurt him. ” Uncle Maury said.
“You, Benjamin. ”Mother said. “I f  you dont be good, you ’11 have to go to the 

kitchen. ’’
“Mammy say keep him out the kitchen today. Versh said. “She say she got all that 

cooking to get done. ”
“Let him go, Caroline. ”Uncle Maury said. “You ’11 worry yourself sick over him. ’’
“I  know it. ” Mother said. “I t ’s a judgment on me. I  sometimes wonder. ”
“I  know, I  know. ”Uncle Maury said. “You must keep your strength up. I  ’II make you 

a toddy. ”
“It just upsets me that much more. ” Mother said. “Dont you know it does.
“You ’IIfeel better. ” Uncle Maury said. “Wrap him up good, boy, and take him out 

fo r a while. ”
Uncle Maury went away. Versh went away.
“Please hush. ” Mother said. “We’re trying to get you out as fast as we can. I  dont 

want you to get sick. ’’
Versh put my overshoes and overcoat on and we took my cap and went out. Uncle 

Maury was putting the bottle away in the sideboard in the diningroom.
“Keep him out about half an hour, boy. ”Uncle Maury said. “Keep him in the yard,

now. ’’
“Yes, sir. ”Versh said. “We dont never let him get o ff the place.
We went out doors. The sun was cold and bright.
“Where you heading for. ” Versh said. “You dont think you going to town, does you. ’’ 

We went through the rattling leaves. The gate was cold. “You better keep them hands in 
your pockets. ”Versh said. “You get them froze onto that gate, then what you do. Whyn 
you wait for them in the house. ” He put my hands into my pockets. I  could hear him 
rattling in the leaves. I  could smell the cold. The gate was cold.

“Here some hickeynuts. Whooey. Git up that tree. Look here at this squirl, Benjy. ”
I couldn’t feel the gate at all, but I could smell the bright cold 
“You better put them hands back in your pockets. ’’
Caddy was walking. Then she was running, her booksatchel swinging and jouncing 

behind her.
“Hello, Benjy. ”Caddy said. She opened the gate and came in and stooped down. 

Caddy smelled like leaves. “Did you come to meet me. ” she said. “Did you come to meet
Caddy. What did you let him get his hands so coldfor, Versh.

“I  told him to keep them in his pockets. ” Versh said. “Holding on to that ahun gate. ”
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“Didyou come to meet Caddy. ” she said, rubbing my hands. “What is it. What are 
you trying to tell Caddy. ”Caddy smelled like trees and like when she says we were 
asleep.

What are you moaning about, Luster said. You can watch them again when we get to 
the branch. Here. Here’s you a jimson weed. He gave me the flower. We went through 
the fence, into the lot.

“What is it.” Caddy said. “What are you trying to tell Caddy. Did they send him out, 
Versh.”

“Couldn’t keep him in.” Versh said. “He kept on until they let him go and he come 
right straight down here, looking through the gate.”

“What is it.” Caddy said. “Did you think it would be Christmas when I came home 
from school. Is that what you thought. Christmas is the day after tomorrow. Santy Claus, 
Benjy. Santy Claus. Come on, let’s run to the house and get warm.” She took my hand 
and we ran through the bright rustling leaves. We ran up the steps and out of the bright 
cold, into the dark cold. Uncle Maury was putting the bottle back in the sideboard. He 
called Caddy. Caddy said,

“Take him in to the fire, Versh. Go with Versh.” she said. “I’ll come in a minute.”
We went to the fire. Mother said,
“Is he cold, Versh.”
“Nome.” Versh said.
“Take his overcoat and overshoes off.” Mother said. “How many times do I have to 

tell you not to bring him into the house with his overshoes on.”
“Yessum.” Versh said. ‘Hold still, now.” He took my overshoes off and unbuttoned 

my coat. Caddy said,
“Wait, Versh. Cant he go out again, Mother. I want him to go with me.”
“You’d better leave him here.” Uncle Maury said. ‘H e ’s been out enough today.”
“I think you’d both better stay in.” Mother said. “It’s getting colder, Dilsey says.” 
“Oh, Mother.” Caddy said.
“Nonsense.” Uncle Maury said. “She’s been in school all day. She needs the fresh air. 

Run along, Candace.”
“Let him go, Mother.” Caddy said. “Please. You know he’ll cry.”
“Then why did you mention it before him.” Mother said. “Why did you come in here. 

To give him some excuse to worry me again. You’ve been out enough today. I think 
you’d better sit down here and play with him.”

“Let them go, Caroline.” Uncle Maury said. “A little cold wont hurt them.
Remember, you’ve got to keep your strength up.”

“I know.” Mother said. “Nobody knows how I dread Christmas. Nobody knows. I am 
not one of those women who can stand things. I wish for Jason’s and the children’s sakes 
I was stronger.”

“You must do the best you can and not let them worry you.” Uncle Maury said. “Run 
along, you two. But dont stay out long, now. Your mother will worry.”

“Yes, sir.” Caddy said. “Come on, Benjy. We’re going out doors again.” She 
buttoned my coat and we went toward the door.
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“Are you going to take that baby out without his overshoes.” Mother said. “Do you 
want to make him sick, with the house full of company.”

“I forgot.” Caddy said. “I thought he had them on.”
We went back. “You must think.” Mother said. Hold still now Versh said. He

put my overshoes on. “Someday I’ll be gone, and you’ll have to think for him.”
Now stomp Versh said. “Come here and kiss Mother, Benjamin.”

Caddy took me to Mother’s chair and Mother took my face in her hands and then she 
held me against her.

“My poor baby.” she said. She let me go. “You and Versh take good care of him, 
honey.”

“Yessum.” Caddy said. We went out. Caddy said,
“You needn’t go, Versh. I’ll keep him for a while.”
“All right.” Versh said. “I aint going out in that cold for no fun.” He went on and we 

stopped in the hall and Caddy knelt and put her arms around me and her cold bright face 
against mine. She smelled like trees.

“You’re not a poor baby. Are you. Are you. You’ve got your Caddy. Haven’t you got 
your Caddy.”

Cant you shut up that moaning and slobbering, Luster said. Aint you shamed of 
yourself, making all this racket. We passed the carriage house, where the carriage was. It 
had a new wheel.

“Git in, now, and set still until your maw come.” Dilsey said. She shoved me into the 
carriage, T.P. held the reins. “Clare I dont see how come Jason wont get a new surrey.” 
Dilsey said “This thing going to fall to pieces under you all some day. Look at them 
wheels.”

Mother came out, pulling her veil down. She had some flowers.
“Where’s Roskus.” she said.
“Roskus cant lift his arms, today.” Dilsey said. “T.P. can drive all right.”
“I’m afraid to,” Mother said. “It seems to me you all could furnish me with a driver 

for the carriage once a week. It’s little enough I ask, Lord knows.”
“You know just as well as me that Roskus got the rheumatism too bad to do more 

than he have to, Miss Cahline.” Dilsey said. “You come on and get in, now. T.P. can 
drive you just as good as Roskus.”

“I’m afraid to.” Mother said. “With the baby.”
Dilsey w;ent up the steps. “You calling that thing a baby.” she said. She took Mother’s 

arm. “A man big as T .P Come on, now, if you going.”
“I’m afraid to.” Mother said. They came down the steps and Dilsey helped Mother in. 

“Perhaps it’ll be the best thing, for all o f us.” Mother said.
“Aint you shamed, talking that way.” Dilsey said. “Dont you know it’ll take more 

than a eighteen year old nigger to make Queenie run away. She older than him and Benjy 
put together. And dont you start no projecking with Queenie, you hear me. T.P. If you 
dont drive to suit Miss Cahline, I going to put Roskus on you. He aint too tied up to do 
that.”

“Yessum.” T.P. said.
“I just know something will happen.” Mother said. “Stop, Benjamin.”
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“Give him a flower to hold.” Dilsey said. “That what he wanting.” She reached her 
hand in.

“No, no.” Mother said. “You’ll have them all scattered.”
“You hold them.” Dilsey said. “I’ll get him one out.” She gave me a flower and her 

hand went away.
“Go on now, fore Quentin see you and have to go too.” Dilsey said.
“Where is she.” Mother said.
“She down to the house playing with Luster.” Dilsey said “Go on, T.P. Drive that 

surrey like Roskus told you, now.”
“Yessum.” T.P. said. “Hum up, Queenie.”
“Quentin.” Mother said. “Dont let —”
“Course I is.” Dilsey said.
The carriage jolted and crunched on the drive. “I’m afraid to go and leave Quentin.” 

Mother said. “I’d better not go. T.P.” We went through the gate, where it didn’t jolt 
anymore. T.P. hit Queenie with the whip.

“You, T.P.” Mother said.
“Got to get her going.” T.P. said. “Keep her wake up till we get back to the bam.” 
“Turn around.” Mother said. “I ’m afraid to go and leave Quentin.”
“Cant turn here.” T.P. said. Then it was broader.
“Cant you turn here.” Mother said.
“All right.” T.P. said. We began to turn.
“You, T.P.” Mother said, clutching me.
“I got to turn around some how.” T.P. said. “Whoa, Queenie.” We stopped.
“You’ll turn us over.” Mother said.
“What you want to do, then.” T.P. said.
“I’m afraid for you to try to turn around.” Mother said.
“Get up, Queenie.” T.P. said. We went on.
“I just know Dilsey will let something happen to Quentin while I’m gone.” Mother 

said. “We must hurry back.”
“Hum up, there.” T.P said. He hit Queenie with the whip.
“You, T.P.” Mother said, clutching me. T could hear Queenie’s feet and the bright 

shapes went smooth and steady on both sides, the shadows of them flowing across 
Queenie’s back. They went on like the bright tops of wheels. Then those on one side 
stopped at the tall white post where the soldier was. But on the other side they went on 
smooth and steady, but a little slower.

“What do you want.” Jason said. He had his hands in his pockets and a pencil behind 
his ear.

“We’re going to the cemetery.” Mother said.
“All right.” Jason said. “I dont aim to stop you, do I. Was that all you wanted with 

me, just to tell me that.”
“I know you wont come.” Mother said. “I’d feel safer if you would.”
“Safe from what.” Jason said. “Father and Quentin cant hurt you.”
Mother put her handkerchief under her veil. “Stop it. Mother.” Jason said. “Do you 

want to get that damn looney to bawling in the middle of the square. Drive on, T.P.”
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‘Hum  up, Queenie.” T.P. said.
“It’s a judgment on me.” Mother said. “But I’ll be gone too, soon.”
“Here.” Jason said.
“Whoa.” T.P. said. Jason said,
“Uncle Maury’s drawing on you for fifty. What do you want to do about it.”
“Why ask me.” Mother said. “I dont have any say so. I try not to worry you and 

Dilsey. I’ll be gone soon, and then you—”
“Go on, T.P.” Jason said.
“Hum up, Queenie.” T.P. said. The shapes flowed on. The ones on the other side 

began again, bright and fast and smooth, like when Caddy says we are going to sleep.
Cry baby, Luster said. Aint you shamed. We went through the barn. The stalls were 

all open. You aint got no spotted pony to ride now, Luster said. The floor was dry and 
dusty. The roof was falling. The slanting holes were full of spinning yellow. What do you 
want to go that way, for. You want to get your head knocked off with one of them balls.

“Keep your hands in your pockets.” Caddy said. “Or they’ll be froze. You dont want 
your hands froze on Christmas, do you.”

We went around the barn. The big cow and the little one were standing in the door, 
and we could hear Prince and Queenie and Fancy stomping inside the barn. “If it wasn’t 
so cold, we’d ride Fancy.” Caddy said. “But it’s too cold to hold on today.” Then we 
could see the branch, where the smoke was blowing. “That’s where they are killing the 
pig.” Caddy said. “We can come back by there and see them.” We went down the hill.

“You want to carry the letter.” Caddy said. “You can carry it.” She took the letter out 
of her pocket and put it in mine. “It’s a Christmas present.” Caddy said. “Uncle Maury is 
going to surprise Mrs Patterson with it. We got to give it to her without letting anybody 
see it. Keep your hands in your pockets good, now.” We came to the branch.

“It’s froze.” Caddy said. “Look.” She broke the top of the water and held a piece of it 
against my face. “Ice. That means how cold it is.” She helped me across and we went up 
the hill. “We cant even tell Mother and Father. You know what I think it is. I think it’s a 
surprise for Mother and Father and Mr Patterson both, because Mr Patterson sent you 
some candy. Do you remember when Mr Patterson sent you some candy last summer.”

There was a fence. The vine was dry, and the wind rattled in it.
“Only I dont see why Uncle Maury didn’t send Versh.” Caddy said. “Versh wont 

tell.” Mrs Patterson was looking out the window. “You wait here.” Caddy said. “Wait 
right here, now. I’ll be back in a minute. Give me the letter.” She took the letter out of my 
pocket. “Keep your hands in your pockets.” She climbed the fence with the letter in her 
hand and went through the brown, rattling flowers. Mrs Patterson came to the door and 
opened it and stood there.

Mr Patterson was chopping in the green flowers He stopped chopping and looked at 
me. Mrs Patterson came across the garden, running. When I saw her eyes I began to cry. 
You idiot, Mrs Patterson said, I told him never to send you alone again. Give it to me. 
Quick. Mr Patterson came fast, with the hoe. Mrs Patterson leaned across the fence, 
reaching her hand. She was trying to climb the fence. Give it to me, she said, Give it to 
me. Mr Patterson climbed the fence. He took the letter. Mrs Patterson’s dress was caught 
on the knee. I saw her eyes again and I ran down the hill.
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“They aint nothing over yonder but houses.” Luster said. “We going down to the 
branch.”

They were washing down at the branch. One of them was singing. I could smell the 
clothes flapping, and the smoke blowing across the branch.

“You stay down here.” Luster said. “You aint got no business up yonder. Them folks 
hit you, sho.”

“What he want to do.”
“He dont know what he want to do.” Luster said. “He think he want to go up yonder 

where they knocking that ball. You sit down here and play with your jimson weed. Look 
at them chillen playing in the branch, if you got to look at something. How come you 
cant behave yourself like folks.” I sat down on the bank, where they were washing, and 
the smoke blowing blue.

“Is you all seen anything of a quarter down here.” Luster said.
“What quarter.”
“The one I had here this morning.” Luster said. “I lost it somewhere. It fell through 

this here hole in my pocket. If I dont find it I cant go to the show tonight.”
“Where’d you get a quarter, boy. Find it in white folks’ pocket while they aint 

looking.”
“Got it at the getting place.” Luster said. “Plenty more where that one come from. 

Only I got to find that one. Is you all found it yet.”
“I aint studying no quarter. I got my own business to tend to.”
“Come on here.” Luster said. “Help me look for it.”
“He wouldn’t know a quarter if he was to see it, would he.”
‘Tie can help look just the same.” Luster said. “You all going to the show tonight.” 
“Dont talk to me about no show. Time I get done over this here tub I be too tired to 

lift my hand to do nothing.”
“I bet you be there.” Luster said. “I bet you was there last night. I bet you all be right 

there when that tent open.”
“Be enough niggers there without me. Was last night.”
“Nigger’s money good as white folks, I reckon.”
“White folks gives nigger money because know first white man comes along with a 

band going to get it all back, so nigger can go to work for some more.”
“Aint nobody going make you go to that show.”
“Aint yet. Aint thought of it, I reckon.”
“What you got against white folks.”
“ Aint got nothing against them. I goes my way and lets white folks go theirs. I aint 

studying that show.”
“Got a man in it can play a tune on a saw. Play it like a banjo.”
“You go last night.” Luster said. “I going tonight. If I can find where I lost that 

quarter.”
“You going take him with you, I reckon.”
“Me.” Luster said. “You reckon I be found anywhere with him, time he start 

bellering.”
“What does you do when he start bellering.”
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“I whips him.” Luster said. He sat down and rolled up his overalls. They played in the 
branch.

“You all found any balls yet.” Luster said.
“Aint you talking biggity. I bet you better not let your grandmammy hear you talking 

like that.”
Luster got into the branch, where they were playing. He hunted in the water, along the 

bank.
“I had it when we was down here this morning.” Luster said.
“Where bouts you lose it.”
“Right out this here hole in my pocket.” Luster said. They hunted in the branch. Then 

they all stood up quick and stopped, then they splashed and fought in the branch. Luster 
got it and they squatted in the water, looking up the hill through the bushes.

“Where is they.” Luster said.
“Aint in sight yet.”
Luster put it in his pocket. They came down the hill.
“Did a ball come down here.”
“It ought to be in the water. Didn’t any of you boys see it or hear it.”
“Aint heard nothing come down here.” Luster said. “Heard something hit that tree up 

yonder. Dont know which way it went.”
They looked in the branch.
“Hell. Look along the branch. It came down here. I saw it.”
They looked along the branch. Then they went back up the hill.
“Have you got that ball.” the boy said.
“What I want with it.” Luster said. “I aint seen no ball.”
The boy got in the water. He went on. He turned and looked at Luster again. He went 

on down the branch.
The man said “Caddie” up the hill. The boy got out of the water and went up the hill. 
“Now, just listen at you.” Luster said. “Hush up.”
“What he moaning about now.”
“Lawd knows.” Luster said. “He just starts like that. He been at it all morning. Cause 

it his birthday, I reckon.”
“How old he.”
“He thirty three.” Luster said. “Thirty three this morning.”
“You mean, he been three years old thirty years.”
“I going by what mammy say.” Luster said. “I dont know. We going to have thirty 

three candles on a cake, anyway. Little cake. Wont hardly hold them. Hush up. Come on 
back here.” He came and caught my arm. “You old looney.” he said. “You want me to 
whip you.”

“I bet you will.”
“I is done it. Hush, now.” Luster said. “Aint I told you you cant go up there. They’ll 

knock your head clean off with one of them balls. Come on, here.” He pulled me back. 
“Sit down.” I sat down and he took off my shoes and rolled up my trousers. “Now, git in 
that water and play and see can you stop that slobbering and moaning.”
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I hushed and got in the water and Roskus came and said to come to supper and Caddy 
said,

It’s not supper time yet. I’m not going.
She was wet. We were playing in the branch and Caddy squatted down and got her 

dress wet and Versh said,
“Your mommer going to whip you for getting your dress wet.”
“She’s not going to do any such thing.” Caddy said.
“How do you know.” Quentin said
“That’s all right how I know.” Caddy said. “How do you know.”
“She said she was.” Quentin said. “Besides, I’m older than you.”
“I’m seven years old.” Caddy said. “I guess I know.”
“I’m older than that.” Quentin said. “I go to school. Dont I, Versh.”
“I’m going to school next year.” Caddy said. “When it comes. Aint I, Versh.”
“You know she whip you when you get your dress wet.” Versh said.
“It’s not wet.” Caddy said. She stood up in the water and looked at her dress. “I’ll 

take it off.” she said. “Then it’ll dry.”
“I bet you wont.” Quentin said.
“I bet I will.” Caddy said.
“I bet you better not.” Quentin said.
Caddy came to Versh and me and turned her back.
“Unbutton it, Versh.” she said.
“Dont you do it, Versh.” Quentin said.
“Taint none of my dress.” Versh said
“You unbutton it, Versh.” Caddy said. “Or I’ll tell Dilsey what you did yesterday.” So 

Versh unbuttoned it.
“You just take your dress off.” Quentin said. Caddy took her dress off and threw it on 

the bank. Then she didn’t have on anything but her bodice and drawers, and Quentin 
slapped her and she slipped and fell down in the water. When she got up she began to 
splash water on Quentin, and Quentin splashed water on Caddy. Some of it splashed on 
Versh and me and Versh picked me up and put me on the bank. He said he was going to 
tell on Caddy and Quentin, and then Quentin and Caddy began to splash water at Versh. 
He got behind a bush.

“I’m going to tell mammy on you all.” Versh said.
Quentin climbed up the bank and tried to catch Versh, but Versh ran away and 

Quentin couldn’t When Quentin came back Versh stopped and hollered that he was 
going to tell. Caddy told him that if he wouldn’t tell, they’d let him come back. So Versh 
said he wouldn’t, and they let him.

“Now I guess you’re satisfied. “ Quentin said. “We’ll both get whipped now.”
“I dont care.” Caddy said. “I’ll run away.”
“Yes you will.” Quentin said.
“I’ll run away and never come back.” Caddy said. I began to cry. Caddy turned 

around and said “Hush” So I hushed. Then they played in the branch. Jason was playing 
too. He was by himself further down the branch. Versh came around the bush and lifted
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me down into the water again. Caddy was all wet and muddy behind, and I started to cry 
and she came and squatted in the water.

“Hush now.” she said. “I’m not going to run away.” So I hushed. Caddy smelled like 
trees in the rain.

What is the matter with you, Luster said. Cant you get done with that moaning and 
play in the branch like folks.

Whyn’t you take him on home. Didn’t they told you not to take him off the place.
He still think they own this pasture, Luster said. Cant nobody see down here from the 

house, noways.
We can. And folks dont like to look at a looney. Taint no luck in it.
Roskus came and said to come to supper and Caddy said it wasn’t supper time yet.
“Yes tis.” Roskus said. “Dilsey say for you all to come on to the house. Bring them 

on, Versh.” He went up the hill, where the cow was lowing.
“Maybe we’ll be dry by the time we get to the house.” Quentin said.
“It was all your fault.” Caddy said. “I hope we do get whipped.” She put her dress on 

and Versh buttoned it.
“They wont know you got wet.” Versh said. “It dont show on you. Less me and Jason

tells.”
“Are you going to tell, Jason.” Caddy said.
“Tell on who.” Jason said.
“He wont tell.” Quentin said. “Will you, Jason.”
“I bet he does tell.” Caddy said. “He’ll tell Damuddy.”
“He cant tell her.” Quentin said. “She’s sick. If we walk slow it’ll be too dark for 

them to see.”
“I dont care whether they see or not.” Caddy said. “I’m going to tell, myself. You 

carry him up the hill, Versh.”
“Jason wont tell.” Quentin said. “You remember that bow and arrow I made you,

Jason.”
“It’s broke now.” Jason said.
“Let him tell.” Caddy said. “1 dont give a cuss. Carry Maury up the hill, Versh.”

Versh squatted and I got on his back.
See you all at the show tonight, Luster said. Come on, here. We got to find that 

quarter.
“If we go slow, it’ll be dark when we get there.” Quentin said.
“I’m not going slow.” Caddy said. We went up the hill, but Quentin didn t come. He 

was down at the branch when we got to where we could smell the pigs. They were 
grunting and snuffing in the trough in the corner. Jason came behind us, with his hands in 
his pockets. Roskus was milking the cow in the barn door.

The cows came jumping out of the barn.
“Go on.” T.P said. “Holler again. I going to holler myself. Whooey.” Quentin kicked 

T.P again. He kicked T.P. into the trough where the pigs ate and T.P. lay there. “Hot 
dog.” T.P. said. “Didn’t he get me then. You see that white man kick me that time. 
Whooey.”
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I wasn’t crying, but I couldn’t stop. I wasn’t crying, but the ground wasn’t still, and 
then I was crying. The ground kept sloping up and the cows ran up the hill. T.P. tried to 
get up. He fell down again and the cows ran down the hill. Quentin held my arm and we 
went toward the barn. Then the barn wasn’t there and we had to wait until it came back. I 
didn’t see it come back. It came behind us and Quentin set me down in the trough where 
the cows ate. I held on to it. It was going away too and I held to it. The cows ran down 
the hill again, across the door. I couldn’t stop. Quentin and T.P came up the hill, 
fighting. T.P. was falling down the hill and Quentin dragged him up the hill. Quentin hit 
T.P. I couldn’t stop.

“Stand up.” Quentin said. “You stay right here. Dont you go away until I get back.” 
“Me and Benjy going back to the wedding.” T.P. said. “Whooey.”
Quentin hit T.P. again. Then he began to thump T.P. against the wall. T.P. was 

laughing. Every time Quentin thumped him against the wall he tried to say Whooey, but 
he couldn’t say it for laughing. I quit crying, but I couldn’t stop. T.P. fell on me and the 
barn door went away. It went down the hill and T.P. was fighting by himself and he fell 
down again. He was still laughing, and I couldn’t stop, and I tried to get up and I fell 
down, and I couldn’t stop. Versh said,

“You sho done it now. I’ll declare if you aint. Shut up that yelling.”
T.P. was still laughing. He flopped on the door and laughed. “Whooey.” he said. “Me 

and Benjy going back to the wedding. Sassprilluh.” T.P said.
“Hush.” Versh said. “Where you get it.”
“Out the cellar.” T.P. said. “Whooey.”
“Hush up.” Versh said. “Where bouts in the cellar.”
“Anywhere.” T.P. said. He laughed some more. “Moren a hundred bottles lef. Moren 

a million. Look out, nigger, I going to holler.”
Quentin said, “Lift him up.”
Versh lifted me up.
“Drink this, Benjy.” Quentin said. The glass was hot. ‘TIush, now.” Quentin said. 

“Drink it.”
“Sassprilluh.” T.P. said. “Lemme drink it, Mr Quentin.”
“You shut your mouth.” Versh said. “Mr Quentin wear you out.”
“Hold him, Versh.” Quentin said.
They held me. It was hot on my chin and on my shirt. “Drink.” Quentin said. They 

held my head. It was hot inside me, and I began again. I was crying now, and something 
was happening inside me and I cried more, and they held me until it stopped happening. 
Then I hushed. It was still going around, and then the shapes began. Open the crib, Versh. 
They were going slow. Spread those empty sacks on the floor. They were going faster, 
almost fast enough. Now. Pick up his feet. They went on, smooth and bright. I could hear 
T.P. laughing. I went on with them, up the bright hill.

At the top of the hill Versh put me down. “Come on here, Quentin.” he called, 
looking back down the hill. Quentin was still standing there by the branch. He was 
chunking into the shadows where the branch was.
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“Let the old skizzard stay there.” Caddy said. She took my hand and we went on past 
the barn and through the gate. There was a frog on the brick walk, squatting in the middle 
of it. Caddy stepped over it and pulled me on

“Come on, Maury.” she said. It still squatted there until Jason poked at it with his toe. 
“He’ll make a wart on you.” Versh said. The frog hopped away.
“Come on, Maury.” Caddy said.
“They got company tonight.” Versh said.
“How do you know.” Caddy said.
“With all them lights on.” Versh said. “Light in every window.”
“I reckon we can turn all the lights on without company, if we want to.” Caddy said.
“1 bet it’s company.” Versh said. “You all better go in the back and slip upstairs.”
“I dont care.” Caddy said. “I’ll walk right in the parlor where they are.”
“1 bet your pappy whip you if you do.” Versh said.
“I dont care.” Caddy said. “I’ll walk right in the parlor. I’ll walk right in the dining 

room and eat supper”
“Where you sit.” Versh said.
“I’d sit in Damuddy’s chair.” Caddy said. “She eats in bed.”
“I’m hungry.” Jason said. He passed us and ran on up the walk. He had his hands in 

his pockets and he fell down. Versh went and picked him up.
“If you keep them hands out your pockets, you could stay on your feet.” Versh said. 

“You cant never get them out in time to catch yourself, fat as you is.”
Father was standing by the kitchen steps.
“Where’s Quentin.” he said.
“He coming up the walk.” Versh said. Quentin was coming slow. His shirt was a 

white blur.
“Oh.” Father said. Light fell down the steps, on him.
“Caddy and Quentin threw water on each other.” Jason said.
We waited.
“They did.” Father said. Quentin came, and Father said, “You can eat supper in the 

kitchen tonight.” He stooped and took me up, and the light came tumbling down the steps 
on me too, and I could look down at Caddy and Jason and Quentin and Versh. Father 
turned toward the steps. “You must be quiet, though.” he said.

“Why must we be quiet, Father.” Caddy said. “Have we got company.”
“Yes.” Father said.
“I told you they was company.” Versh said.
“You did not.” Caddy said. “I was the one that said there was. I said I would.” 
“Hush.” Father said. They hushed and Father opened the door and we crossed the 

back porch and went in to the kitchen. Dilsey was there, and Father put me in the chair 
and closed the apron down and pushed it to the table, where supper was. It was steaming 
up.

“You mind Dilsey, now.” Father said. “Dont let them make any more noise than they 
can help, Dilsey.”

“Yes, sir.” Dilsey said. Father went away.
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“Remember to mind Dilsey, now.” he said behind us. I leaned my face over where the 
supper was. It steamed up on my face.

“Let them mind me tonight, Father.” Caddy said.
“I wont.” Jason said. “I’m going to mind Dilsey.”
“You’ll have to, if Father says so.” Caddy said. “Let them mind me, Father. “
“I wont.” Jason said. “I wont mind you.”
“Hush.” Father said. “You all mind Caddy, then. When they are done, bring them up 

the back stairs, Dilsey.”
“Yes, sir.” Dilsey said.
“There.” Caddy said. “Now 1 guess you’ll mind me.”
“You all hush, now.” Dilsey said. “You got to be quiet tonight.”
“Why do we have to be quiet tonight.” Caddy whispered.
“Never you mind.” Dilsey said. “You’ll know in the Lawd’s own time.” She brought 

my bowl. The steam from it came and tickled my face. “Come here, Versh.” Dilsey said. 
“When is the Lawd’s own time, Dilsey.” Caddy said.
“It’s Sunday.” Quentin said. “Dont you know anything.”
“Shhhhhh.” Dilsey said. “Didn’t Mr Jason say for you all to be quiet. Eat your supper, 

now. Here, Versh. Git his spoon.” Versh’s hand came with the spoon, into the bowl. The 
spoon came up to my mouth. The steam tickled into my mouth. Then we quit eating and 
we looked at each other and we were quiet, and then we heard it again and I began to cry. 

“What was that.” Caddy said. She put her hand on my hand.
“That was Mother.” Quentin said. The spoon came up and I ate, then I cried again. 
“Hush.” Caddy said. But I didn’t hush and she came and put her arms around me. 

Dilsey went and closed both the doors and then we couldn’t hear it.
“Hush, now.” Caddy said I hushed and ate. Quentin wasn’t eating, but Jason was. 
“That was Mother.” Quentin said. He got up.
“You set right down.” Dilsey said. “They got company in there, and you in them 

muddy clothes. You set down too, Caddy, and get done eating.”
“She was crying.” Quentin said
“It was somebody singing.” Caddy said. “Wasn’t it, Dilsey.”
“You all eat your supper, now, like Mr Jason said.” Dilsey said. “You’ll know in the 

Lawd’s own time.” Caddy went back to her chair.
“I told you it was a party.” she said.
Versh said, “He done et all that.”
“Bring his bowl here.” Dilsey said. The bowl went away.
“Dilsey.” Caddy said. “Quentin’s not eating his supper. Hasn’t he got to mind me.” 
“Eat your supper, Quentin. “ Dilsey said. “You all got to get done and get out of my 

kitchen.”
“I dont want any more supper.” Quentin said.
“You’ve got to eat if I say you have.” Caddy said. “Hasn’t he, Dilsey.”
The bowl steamed up to my face, and Versh’s hand dipped the spoon in it and the 

steam tickled into my mouth.
“I dont want any more.” Quentin said. “How can they have a party when Damuddy’s

sick.”
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“They’ll have it down stairs.” Caddy said. “She can come to the landing and see it. 
That’s what I’m going to do when I get my nightie on.”

“Mother was crying.” Quentin said. “Wasn’t she crying, Dilsey.”
“Dont you come pestering at me, boy.” Dilsey said. “I got to get supper for all them 

folks soon as you all get done eating.”
After a while even Jason was through eating, and he began to cry.
“Now you got to tune up.” Dilsey said.
“He does it every night since Damuddy was sick and he cant sleep with her.” Caddy 

said. “Cry baby.”
“I’m going to tell on you.” Jason said.
He was crying. “You’ve already told.” Caddy said. “There’s not anything else you 

can tell, now.”
“You all needs to go to bed.” Dilsey said. She came and lifted me down and wiped 

my face and hands with a warm cloth. “Versh, can you get them up the back stairs quiet. 
You, Jason, shut up that crying.”

“It’s too early to go to bed now.” Caddy said. “We dont ever have to go to bed this 
early.”

“You is tonight.” Dilsey said. “Your paw say for you to come right on up stairs when 
you et supper. You heard him.”

“He said to mind me.” Caddy said.
“I’m not going to mind you.” Jason said.
“You have to.” Caddy said. “Come on, now. You have to do like I say.”
“Make them be quiet, Versh.” Dilsey said. “You all going to be quiet, aint you.” 
“What do we have to be so quiet for, tonight.” Caddy said.
“Your mommer aint feeling well.” Dilsey said. “You all go on with Versh, now.”
“I told you Mother was crying.” Quentin said. Versh took me up and opened the door 

onto the back porch. We went out and Versh closed the door black. I could smell Versh 
and feel him. You all be quiet, now. We’re not going up stairs yet. Mr Jason said for you 
to come right up stairs. He said to mind me. I’m not going to mind you. But he said for 
all of us to. Didn’t he, Quentin. I could feel Versh’s head. I could hear us. Didn’t he, 
Versh. Yes, that right. Then I say for us to go out doors a while. Come on. Versh opened 
the door and we went out.

We went down the steps.
“I expect we’d better go down to Versh’s house, so we’ll be quiet.” Caddy said. 

Versh put me down and Caddy took my hand and we went down the brick walk.
“Come on.” Caddy said. “That frog’s gone. He’s hopped way over to the garden, by 

now. Maybe we’ll see another one.” Roskus came with the milk buckets. He went on. 
Quentin wasn’t coming with us. He was sitting on the kitchen steps. We went down to 
Versh’s house. I liked to smell Versh’s house There was a fire in it and T.P. squatting in 
his shirt tail in front of it, chunking it into a blaze.

Then I got up and T.P. dressed me and we went to the kitchen and ate. Dilsey was 
singing and I began to cry and she stopped.

“Keep him away from the house, now.” Dilsey said.
“We cant go that way.” T.P. said.
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We played in the branch.
“We cant go around yonder.” T.P. said. “Dont you know mammy say we cant.”
Dilsey was singing in the kitchen and I began to cry.
“Hush.” T.P. said. “Come on. Les go down to the bam.”
Roskus was milking at the bam. He was milking with one hand, and groaning. Some 

birds sat on the barn door and watched him. One of them came down and ate with the 
cows. I watched Roskus milk while T.P. was feeding Queenie and Prince. The calf was in 
the pig pen. It nuzzled at the wire, bawling.

‘T .P .” Roskus said. T.P. said Sir, in the bam. Fancy held her head over the door, 
because T.P. hadn’t fed her yet. “Git done there.” Roskus said. “You got to do this 
milking. I cant use my right hand no more.”

T.P. came and milked.
“Whyn’t you get the doctor.” T.P. said.
“Doctor cant do no good.” Roskus said. “Not on this place.”
“What wrong with this place.” T.P. said.
“Taint no luck on this place.” Roskus said. “Turn that calf in if you done.”
Taint no luck on this place, Roskus said. The fire rose and fell behind him and Versh, 

sliding on his and Versh’s face. Dilsey finished putting me to bed. The bed smelled like 
T.P. I liked it.

“What you know about it.” Dilsey said. “What trance you been in.”
“Dont need no trance.” Roskus said. “Aint the sign of it laying right there on that bed. 

Aint the sign of it been here for folks to see fifteen years now.”
“Spose it is.” Dilsey said. “It aint hurt none of you and yourn, is it. Versh working 

and Frony married off your hands and T.P. getting big enough to take your place when 
rheumatism finish getting you.”

“They been two, now.” Roskus said. “Going to be one more. I seen the sign, and you
is too.”

“I heard a squinch owl that night.” T.P. said. “Dan wouldn’t come and get his supper, 
neither. Wouldn’t come no closer than the barn. Begun howling right after dark. Versh 
heard him.”

“Going to be more than one more.” Dilsey said. “Show me the man what aint going to
die, bless Jesus.”

“Dying aint all.” Roskus said.
“I knows what you thinking.” Dilsey said. “And they aint going to be no luck in 

saying that name, lessen you going to set up with him while he cries.”
“They aint no luck on this place.” Roskus said. “I seen it at first but when they 

changed his name I knowed it.”
“Hush your mouth.” Dilsey said. She pulled the covers up. It smelled like T.P. “You 

all shut up now, till he get to sleep.”
“I seen the sign.” Roskus said.
“Sign T.P. got to do all your work for you.” Dilsey said. Take him and Quentin down 

to the house and let them play with Luster, where Frony can watch them, T.P., and go and 
help your paw.
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We finished eating. T.P. took Quentin up and we went down to T.P.’s house. Luster 
was playing in the dirt. T.P. put Quentin down and she played in the dirt too. Luster had 
some spools and he and Quentin fought and Quentin had the spools. Luster cried and 
Frony came and gave Luster a tin can to play with, and then I had the spools and Quentin 
fought me and I cried.

“Hush.” Frony said. “Aint you shamed of yourself. Taking a baby’s play pretty.” She 
took the spools from me and gave them back to Quentin.

“Hush, now.” Frony said. “Hush, I tell you.”
“Hush up.” Frony said. “You needs whipping, that’s what you needs.” She took 

Luster and Quentin up. “Come on here.” she said. We went to the bam. T.P. was milking 
the cow. Roskus was sitting on the box.

“What’s the matter with him now.” Roskus said.
“You have to keep him down here.” Frony said. “He fighting these babies again. 

Taking they play things. Stay here with T.P. now, and see can you hush a while.”
“Clean that udder good now.” Roskus said. “You milked that young cow dry last 

winter. If you milk this one dry, they aint going to be no more milk.”
Dilsey was singing.
“Not around yonder.” T.P. said. “Dont you know mammy say you cant go around 

there.”
They were singing.
“Come on.” T.P. said. “Les go play with Quentin and Luster. Come on.”
Quentin and Luster were playing in the dirt in front of T.P.’s house. There was a fire 

in the house, rising and falling, with Roskus sitting black against it.
“That’s three, thank the Lawd.” Roskus said. “I told you two years ago. They aint no 

luck on this place.”
“Whyn’t you get out, then.” Dilsey said. She was undressing me. “Your bad luck talk 

got them Memphis notions into Versh. That ought to satisfy you.”
“If that all the bad luck Versh have.” Roskus said.
Frony came in.
“You all done.” Dilsey said.
“T.P. finishing up.” Frony said. “Miss Cahline want you to put Quentin to bed.”
“I’m coming just as fast as I can.” Dilsey said. “She ought to know by this time I aint 

got no wings.”
“That’s what I tell you.” Roskus said. “They aint no luck going be on no place where 

one of they own chillen’s name aint never spoke.”
“Hush.” Dilsey said. “Do you want to get him started.”
“Raising a child not to know its own mammy’s name.” Roskus said.
“Dont you bother your head about her .” Dilsey said. “I raised all o f them and I reckon 

I can raise one more. Hush, now. Let him get to sleep if he will.”
“Saying a name.” Frony said. “He dont know nobody’s name.”
“You just say it and see if he dont.” Dilsey said. “You say it to him while he sleeping 

and I bet he hear you.”
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“He know lot more than folks thinks.” Roskus said. “He knowed they time was 
coming, like that pointer done. He could tell you when hisn coming, if he could talk. Or 
yours. Or mine.”

“You take Luster outen that bed, mammy.” Frony said. “That boy conjure him.”
“Hush your mouth.” Dilsey said. “Aint you got no better sense than that. What you 

want to listen to Roskus for, anyway. Get in, Benjy.”
Dilsey pushed me and I got in the bed, where Luster already was. He was asleep. 

Dilsey took a long piece of wood and laid it between Luster and me. “Stay on your side 
now.” Dilsey said. “Luster little, and you dont want to hurt him.”

You cant go yet, T.P. said. Wait.
We looked around the comer of the house and watched the carriages go away.
“Now.” T.P. said. He took Quentin up and we ran down to the comer of the fence and 

watched them pass. “There he go.” T.P. said. “See that one with the glass in it. Look at 
him. He laying in there. See him.”

Come on, Luster said, I going to take this here ball down home, where I wont lose it. 
Naw, sir, you cant have it. If them men sees you with it, they’ll say you stole it. Hush up, 
now. You cant have it. What business you got with it. You cant play no ball.

Frony and T.P. were playing in the dirt by the door. T.P had lightning bugs in a 
bottle.

“How did you all get back out.” Frony said.
“We’ve got company.” Caddy said. “Father said for us to mind me tonight. 1 expect 

you and T.P. will have to mind me too.”
“I’m not going to mind you.” Jason said. “Frony and T.P. dont have to either.”
“They will if I say so.” Caddy said. “Maybe I wont say for them to.”
“T.P. dont mind nobody.” Frony said. “Is they started the funeral yet.”
“What’s a funeral.” Jason said.
“Didn’t mammy tell you not to tell them.” Versh said.
“Where they moans.” Frony said. “They moaned two days on Sis Beulah Clay.”
They moaned at Dilsey’s house. Dilsey was moaning. When Dilsey moaned Luster 

said, Hush, and we hushed, and then I began to cry and Blue howled under the kitchen 
steps. Then Dilsey stopped and we stopped.

“Oh.” Caddy said. “That’s niggers. White folks dont have funerals.”
“Mammy said us not to tell them, Frony.” Versh said.
“Tell them what.” Caddy said.
Dilsey moaned, and when it got to the place I began to cry and Blue howled under the 

steps. Luster, Frony said in the window. Take them down to the barn. I cant get no 
cooking done with all that racket. That hound too. Get them outen here.

I aint going down there, Luster said. I might meet pappy down there. I seen him last 
night, waving his arms in the barn.

“I like to know why not.” Frony said. “White folks dies too. Your grandmammy dead 
as any nigger can get, I reckon.”

“Dogs are dead.” Caddy said. “And when Nancy fell in the ditch and Roskus shot her 
and the buzzards came and undressed her.”
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The bones rounded out of the ditch, where the dark vines were in the black ditch, into 
the moonlight, like some of the shapes had stopped. Then they all stopped and it was 
dark, and when I stopped to start again I could hear Mother, and feet walking fast away, 
and I could smell it. Then the room came, but my eyes went shut. I didn’t stop. I could 
smell it. T.P. unpinned the bed clothes.

“Hush.” he said. “Shhhhhhhh.”
But I could smell it. T.P. pulled me up and he put on my clothes fast.
“Hush, Benjy.” he said. “We going down to our house. You want to go down to our 

house, where Frony is. Hush. Shhhhh.”
He laced my shoes and put my cap on and we went out. There was a light in the hall. 

Across the hall we could hear Mother.
“Shhhhhh, Benjy.” T.P. said. “We’ll be out in a minute.”
A door opened and I could smell it more than ever, and a head came out. It wasn’t 

Father. Father was sick there.
“Can you take him out of the house.”
“That’s where we going.” T.P. said. Dilsey came up the stairs.
“Hush.” she said. “Hush. Take him down home, T.P. Frony fixing him a bed. You all 

look after him, now. Hush, Benjy. Go on with T.P.”
She went where we could hear Mother.
“Better keep him there.” It wasn’t Father. He shut the door, but I could still smell it. 
We went down stairs. The stairs went down into the dark and T.P. took my hand, and 

we went out the door, out of the dark. Dan was sitting in the back yard, howling.
“He smell it.” T.P. said. “Is that the way you found it out.”
We went down the steps, where our shadows were.
“I forgot your coat.” T.P. said. “You ought to had it. But I aint going back.”
Dan howled.
“Hush now.” T.P. said. Our shadows moved, but Dan’s shadow didn’t move except to 

howl when he did.
“I cant take you down home, bellering like you is.” T.P. said. “You was bad enough 

before you got that bullfrog voice. Come on.”
We went along the brick walk, with our shadows. The pig pen smelled like pigs. The 

cow stood in the lot, chewing at us. Dan howled.
“You going to wake the whole town up.” T.P. said. “Cant you hush.”
We saw Fancy, eating by the branch. The moon shone on the water when we got 

there.
“Naw, sir.” T.P. said. “This too close. We cant stop here. Come on. Now, just look at 

you. Got your whole leg wet. Come on, here.” Dan howled.
The ditch came up out of the buzzing grass. The bones rounded out of the black vines. 
“Now.” T.P. said. “Beller your head off if you want to. You got the whole night and a 

twenty acre pasture to beller in.”
T.P. lay down in the ditch and I sat down, watching the bones where the buzzards ate 

Nancy, flapping black and slow and heavy out of the ditch.
I had it when we was down here before, Luster said. I showed it to you. Didn’t you 

see it. I took it out of my pocket right here and showed it to you.
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“Do you think buzzards are going to undress Damuddy.” Caddy said. “You’re crazy.” 
“You’re a skizzard.” Jason said. He began to cry.
“You’re a knobnot.” Caddy said. Jason cried. His hands were in his pockets.
“Jason going to be rich man.” Versh said. “He holding his money all the time.”
Jason cried.
“Now you’ve got him started.” Caddy said. “Hush up, Jason. How can buzzards get in 

where Damuddy is. Father wouldn’t let them. Would you let a buzzard undress you. Hush 
up, now.”

Jason hushed. “Frony said it was a funeral.” he said.
“Well it’s not.” Caddy said. “It’s a party. Frony dont know anything about it. He 

wants your lightning bugs, T.P. Let him hold it a while.”
T. P. gave me the bottle of lightning bugs.
“I bet if we go around to the parlor window we can see something.” Caddy said. 

“Then you’ll believe me.”
“I already knows.” Frony said. “1 dont need to see.”
“You better hush your mouth, Frony.” Versh said. “Mammy going whip you.”
“What is it.” Caddy said.
“I knows what I knows.” Frony said.
“Come on.” Caddy said. “Let’s go around to the front.”
We started to go.
“T.P. wants his lightning bugs.” Frony said.
“Let him hold it a while longer, T.P.” Caddy said. “We’ll bring it back.”
“You all never caught them.” Frony said.
“If I say you and T.P. can come too, will you let him hold it.” Caddy said.
“Aint nobody said me and T.P. got to mind you.” Frony said.
“If I say you dont have to, will you let him hold it.” Caddy said.
“All right.” Frony said. “Let him hold it, T.P. We going to watch them moaning.” 
“They aint moaning.” Caddy said. “1 tell you it’s a party. Are they moaning, Versh.” 
“We aint going to know what they doing, standing here.” Versh said.
“Come on.” Caddy said. “Frony and T.P. dont have to mind me. But the rest of us do.

You better carry him, Versh. It’s getting dark.”
Versh took me up and we went on around the kitchen.
When we looked around the corner we could see the lights coming up the drive. T.P. 

went back to the cellar door and opened it.
You know what’s down there, T.P. said. Soda water. I seen Mr Jason come up with 

both hands full o f them. Wait here a minute.
T.P. went and looked in the kitchen door. Dilsey said, What are you peeping in here 

for. Where’s Benjy
He out here, T.P. said.
Go on and watch him, Dilsey said. Keep him out the house now.
Yessum, T.P. said. Is they started yet.
You go on and keep that boy out of sight, Dilsey said. I got all I can tend to.
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A snake crawled out from under the house. Jason said he wasn’t afraid of snakes and 
Caddy said he was but she wasn’t and Versh said they both were and Caddy said to be 
quiet, like Father said.

You aint got to start bellering now, T.P. said. You want some this sassprilluh.
It tickled my nose and eyes.
If you aint going to drink it, let me get to it, T.P. said. All right, here tis. We better get 

another bottle while aint nobody bothering us. You be quiet, now.
We stopped under the tree by the parlor window. Versh set me down in the wet grass. 

It was cold. There were lights in all the windows.
“That’s where Damuddy is.” Caddy said. “She’s sick every day now. When she gets 

well we’re going to have a picnic.”
“I knows what I knows.” Frony said.
The trees were buzzing, and the grass.
“The one next to it is where we have the measles.” Caddy said. “Where do you and 

T.P. have the measles, Frony.”
“Has them just wherever we is, I reckon.” Frony said.
“They haven’t started yet.” Caddy said.
They getting ready to start, T.P. said. You stand right here now while I get that box so 

we can see in the window. Here, les finish drinking this here sassprilluh. It make me feel 
just like a squinch owl inside.

We drank the sassprilluh and T.P. pushed the bottle through the lattice, under the 
house, and went away. I could hear them in the parlor and I clawed my hands against the 
wall. T.P. dragged the box. He fell down, and he began to laugh. He lay there, laughing 
into the grass. He got up and dragged the box under the window, trying not to laugh.

“I skeered I going to holler.” T.P. said. “Git on the box and see is they started.”
“They haven’t started because the band hasn’t come yet. “ Caddy said.
“They aint going to have no band.” Frony said.
“How do you know.” Caddy said.
“I knows what I knows.” Frony said.
“You dont know anything ” Caddy said. She went to the tree. “Push me up, Versh.”
“Your paw told you to stay out that tree.” Versh said.
“That was a long time ago.” Caddy said. “I expect he’s forgotten about it. Besides, he 

said to mind me tonight. Didn’t he didn’t he say to mind me tonight.”
“I’m not going to mind you.” Jason said. “Frony and T.P. are not going to either.”
“Push me up, Versh.” Caddy said.
“All right.” Versh said. “You the one going to get whipped. 1 aint.” He went and 

pushed Caddy up into the tree to the first limb. We watched the muddy bottom of her 
drawers. Then we couldn’t see her. We could hear the tree thrashing.

“Mr Jason said if you break that tree he whip you.” Versh said.
“I’m going to tell on her too.” Jason said.
The tree quit thrashing. We looked up into the still branches.
“What you seeing.” Frony whispered.
I saw them. Then I saw Caddy, with flowers in her hair, and a long veil like shining 

wind. Caddy Caddy
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“Hush.” T.P. said. “They going to hear you. Get down quick.” He pulled me. Caddy. I 
clawed my hands against the wall Caddy. T.P. pulled me. “Hush.” he said. “Hush. Come 
on here quick.” He pulled me on. Caddy “Hush up, Benjy You want them to hear you. 
Come on, les drink some more sassprilluh, then we can come back if you hush. We better 
get one more bottle or we both be hollering. We can say Dan drunk it. Mr Quentin always 
saying he so smart, we can say he sassprilluh dog, too.”

The moonlight came down the cellar stairs. We drank some more sassprilluh.
“You know what I wish.” T.P. said. “I wish a bear would walk in that cellar door.

You know what I do. I walk right up to him and spit in he eye. Gimme that bottle to stop 
my mouth before I holler.”

T.P. fell down. He began to laugh, and the cellar door and the moonlight jumped 
away and something hit me.

“Hush up.” T.P. said, trying not to laugh. “Lewd, they’ll all hear us. Get up.” T.P. 
said. “Get up, Benjy quick.” He was thrashing about and laughing and I tried to get up. 
The cellar steps ran up the hill in the moonlight and T.P. fell up the hill, into the 
moonlight, and I ran against the fence and T.P. ran behind me saying “Hush up hush up.” 
Then he fell into the flowers, laughing, and I ran into the box. But when I tried to climb 
onto it it jumped away and hit me on the back of the head and my throat made a sound. It 
made the sound again and I stopped trying to get up, and it made the sound again and I 
began to cry But my throat kept on making the sound while T.P. was pulling me. It kept 
on making it and I couldn’t tell if I was crying or not, and T.P. fell down on top of me, 
laughing, and it kept on making the sound and Quentin kicked T.P. and Caddy put her 
arms around me, and her shining veil, and I couldn’t smell trees anymore and I began to 
cry.

“Benjy.” Caddy said, Benjy. She put her arms around me again, but I went away. 
“What is it, Benjy.” she said. “Is it this hat.” She took her hat off and came again, and I 
went away.

“Benjy.” she said. “What is it, Benjy. What has Caddy done.”
“He dont like that prissy dress.” Jason said. “You think you’re grown up, dont you. 

You think you’re better than anybody else, dont you. Prissy.”
“You shut your mouth.” Caddy said. “You dirty little beast. Benjy.”
“Just because you are fourteen, you think you’re grown up, dont you.” Jason said. 

“You think you’re something. Dont you.”
“Hush, Benjy.” Caddy said. “You’ll disturb Mother. Hush.”
But I didn’t hush, and when she went away I followed, and she stopped on the stairs 

and waited and I stopped too.
“What is it, Benjy.” Caddy said. “Tell Caddy. She’ll do it. Try.”
“Candace.” Mother said.
“Yessum.” Caddy said.
“Why are you teasing him.” Mother said. “Bring him here.”
We went to Mother’s room, where she was lying with the sickness on a cloth on her 

head.
“What is the matter now.” Mother said. “Benjamin.”
“Benjy.” Caddy said. She came again, but I went away.
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“You must have done something to him.” Mother said. “Why wont you let him alone, 
so I can have some peace. Give him the box and please go on and let him alone.”

Caddy got the box and set it on the floor and opened it. It was full of stars. When I 
was still, they were still. When I moved, they glinted and sparkled. I hushed.

Then I heard Caddy walking and I began again.
“Benjamin.” Mother said. “Come here.” I went to the door. “You, Benjamin.” Mother 

said.
“What is it now.” Father said. “Where are you going.”
“Take him downstairs and get someone to watch him, Jason.” Mother said. “You 

know I’m ill, yet 
you—”

Father shut the door behind us.
“T.P.” he said.
“Sir.” T.P. said downstairs.
“Benjy’s coming down.” Father said. “Go with T.P.”
I went to the bathroom door. I could hear the water.
“Benjy.” T.P. said downstairs.
I could hear the water. I listened to it.
“Benjy.” T.P. said downstairs.
I listened to the water.
I couldn’t hear the water, and Caddy opened the door.
“Why, Benjy.” she said. She looked at me and I went and she put her arms around 

me. “Did you find Caddy again.” she said. “Did you think Caddy had run away.” Caddy 
smelled like trees.

We went to Caddy’s room. She sat down at the mirror. She stopped her hands and 
looked at me.

“Why, Benjy. What is it.” she said. “You mustn’t cry. Caddy’s not going away. See 
here.” she said. She took up the bottle and took the stopper out and held it to my nose. 
“Sweet. Smell. Good.”

I went away and I didn’t hush, and she held the bottle in her hand, looking at me.
“Oh.” she said. She put the bottle down and came and put her arms around me. “So 

that was it. And you were trying to tell Caddy and you couldn’t tell her. You wanted to, 
but you couldn’t, could you. Of course Caddy wont. Of course Caddy wont. Just wait till 
I dress.”

Caddy dressed and took up the bottle again and we went down to the kitchen.
“Dilsey.” Caddy said. “Benjy’s got a present for you.” She stooped down and put the 

bottle in my hand. “Hold it out to Dilsey, now.” Caddy held my hand out and Dilsey took 
the bottle.

“Well I’ll declare.” Dilsey said. “If my baby aint give Dilsey a bottle of perfume. Just 
look here, Roskus.”

Caddy smelled like trees. “We dont like perfume ourselves.” Caddy said.
She smelled like trees.
“Come on, now.” Dilsey said. “You too big to sleep with folks. You a big boy now. 

Thirteen years old. Big enough to sleep by yourself in Uncle Maury’s room.” Dilsey said.
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Uncle Maury was sick. His eye was sick, and his mouth. Versh took his supper up 
him on the tray.

“Maury says h e’s going to shoot the scoundrel. Father said. “I told him he'd better 
not mention it to Patterson before hand. ” He drank.

“Jason. ”Mother said.
“Shoot who, Father. ”Quentin said. “What's Uncle Maury going to shoot him for. ” 
“Because he couldn’t take a little joke. ”Father said. 
“Jason. ” Mother said. “How can you. You'd sit right there and see Maury shot down 

in ambush, and laugh. ”
“Then M aury’d  better stay out o f ambush. ” Father said.
“Shoot who, Father. ”Quentin said. “Who’s Uncle Maury going to shoot.
“Nobody. ”Father said. “I  dont own a pistol.

Mother began to cry. “Ifyou begrudge Maury your food, why aren man enough 
to say so to his face. To ridicule him before the children, behind his back.

“O f course I  dont. ”Father said. I  admire Maury. He is invaluable to my own sense 
o f racial superiority. I  wouldn 't swap Maury for a matched team. And do you know why, 
Quentin. ”

“No, sir. ”Quentin said.
“Et ego in arcadia I  have forgotten the latin for hay. Father said. “There, there. ” he 

said. “I  was just joking. ”He drank and set the glass down and went and put his hand on 
Mother's shoulder.

“It's no joke. ” Mother said. “My people are every bit as well born as yours. Just 
because M aury’s health is bad. ”

“O f course. ”Father said. “Bad health is the primary reason for all life. Created by 
disease, within putrefaction, into decay. Versh.

“Sir. ” Versh said behind my chair.
“Take the decanter andfill it. ”

And tell Dilsey to come and take Benjamin up to bed. Mother said.
“You a big boy. ” Dilsey said. “Caddy tired sleeping with you. Hush now, so you can 

go to sleep. ”The room went away, but I  didn’t hush, and the room came back and Dilsey 
came and sat on the bed, looking at me.

“Aint you going to be a good boy and hush. Dilsey said. “You aint, is you. See can 
you wait a minute, then. ”

She went away. There wasn’t anything in the door. Then Caddy was in it.
“Hush. ” Caddy said. “I ’m coming. ”
I  hushed and Dilsey turned back the spread and Caddy got in between the spread and 

the blanket. She didn’t take o ff her bathrobe.
“Now. ”she said. “Here I am. ” Dilsey came with a blanket and spread it over her 

and tucked it around her.
“He be gone in a minute. ”Dilsey said. “I  leave the light on in your room.
“All right. ” Caddy said. She snuggled her head beside mine on the pillow. 

“Goodnight, Dilsey. ”
“Goodnight, honey. ”Dilsey said. The room went black. Caddy smelled like trees.
We looked up into the tree where she was.
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“What she seeing, Versh.” Frony whispered.
“Shhhhhhh.” Caddy said in the tree. Dilsey said,
“You come on here.” She came around the corner of the house. “Whyn’t you all go 

on up stairs, like your paw said, stead of slipping out behind my back. Where’s Caddy 
and Quentin.”

“I told her not to climb up that tree.” Jason said. “I’m going to tell on her. ’
“Who in what tree.” Dilsey said. She came and looked up into the tree. “Caddy.” 

Dilsey said. The branches began to shake again.
“You, Satan.” Dilsey said. “Come down from there.”
“Hush.” Caddy said, “Dont you know Father said to be quiet.” Her legs came in sight 

and Dilsey reached up and lifted her out of the tree.
“Aint you got any better sense than to let them come around here.” Dilsey said.
“I couldn’t do nothing with her.” Versh said.
“What you all doing here.” Dilsey said. “Who told you to come up to the house.”
“She did.” Frony said. “She told us to come.”
“Who told you you got to do what she say.” Dilsey said. “Get on home, now.” Frony 

and T.P. went on. We couldn’t see them when they were still going away.
“Out here in the middle of the night .” Dilsey said. She took me up and we went to the 

kitchen.
“Slipping out behind my back.” Dilsey said. “When you knowed it’s past your 

bedtime.”
“Shhhh, Dilsey.” Caddy said. “Dont talk so loud. We’ve got to be quiet.”
“You hush your mouth and get quiet, then.” Dilsey said. “Where’s Quentin.”
“Quentin’s mad because we had to mind me tonight.” Caddy said. “He’s still got 

T.P.’s bottle of lightning bugs.”
“I reckon T.P. can get along without it.” Dilsey said. “You go and find Quentin, 

Versh. Roskus say he seen him going towards the barn.” Versh went on. We couldn’t see 
him.

“They’re not doing anything in there.” Caddy said. “Just sitting in chairs and 
looking.”

“They dont need no help from you all to do that.” Dilsey said. We went around the 
kitchen.

Where you want to go now, Luster said. You going back to watch them knocking ball 
again. We done looked for it over there. Here. Wait a minute. You wait right here while I 
go back and get that ball. I done thought of something.

The kitchen was dark. The trees were black on the sky. Dan came waddling out from 
under the steps and chewed my ankle. I went around the kitchen, where the moon was. 
Dan came scuffling along, into the moon.

“Benjy.” T.P. said in the house.
The flower tree by the parlor window wasn’t dark, but the thick trees were. The grass 

was buzzing in the moonlight where my shadow walked on the grass.
“You, Benjy.” T.P. said in the house. “Where you hiding. You slipping off. I knows

it.”
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Luster came back. Wait, he said. Here. Dont go over there. Miss Quentin and her 
beau in the swing yonder. You come on this way. Come back here, Benjy.

It was dark under the trees. Dan wouldn’t come. He stayed in the moonlight. Then I 
could see the swing and I began to cry.

Come away from there, Benjy. Luster said. You know Miss Quentin going to get
mad.

It was two now, and then one in the swing. Caddy came fast, white in the darkness. 
“Benjy.” she said. “How did you slip out. Where’s Versh.”
She put her arms around me and I hushed and held to her dress and tried to pull her

away.
“Why, Benjy.” she said. “What is it. T.P.” she called.
The one in the swing got up and came, and I cried and pulled Caddy’s dress.
“Benjy.” Caddy said. “It’s just Charlie. Dont you know Charlie.”
“Where’s his nigger.” Charlie said. “What do they let him run around loose for.” 
“Hush, Benjy.” Caddy said. “Go away, Charlie. He doesn’t like you.” Charlie went 

away and I hushed. I pulled at Caddy’s dress.
“Why, Benjy.” Caddy said. “Aren’t you going to let me stay here and talk to Charlie a

while.”
“Call that nigger.” Charlie said. He came back. I cried louder and pulled at Caddy’s 

dress.
“Go away, Charlie.” Caddy said. Charlie came and put his hands on Caddy and I 

cried more. I cried loud.
“No, no.” Caddy said. “No. No.”
“He cant talk.” Charlie said. “Caddy.”
“Are you crazy.” Caddy said. She began to breathe fast. “He can see. Dont. Dont.” 

Caddy fought. They both breathed fast. “Please. Please.” Caddy whispered.
“Send him away.” Charlie said.
“I will.” Caddy said. “Let me go.”
“Will you send him away.” Charlie said.
“Yes.” Caddy said. “Let me go.” Charlie went away. “Hush.” Caddy said. “He’s 

gone.” I hushed. I could hear her and feel her chest going.
“I’ll have to take him to the house.” she said. She took my hand. “I’m coming.” she 

whispered.
“Wait.” Charlie said. “Call the nigger.”
“No.” Caddy said. “I ’ll come back. Come on, Benjy.”
“Caddy.” Charlie whispered, loud. We went on. “You better come back. Are you 

coming back.” Caddy and I were running. “Caddy.” Charlie said. We ran out into the 
moonlight, toward the kitchen.

“Caddy.” Charlie said.
Caddy and I ran. We ran up the kitchen steps, onto the porch, and Caddy knelt down 

in the dark and held me. I could hear her and feel her chest. “I wont.” she said. “I wont 
anymore, ever. Benjy. Benjy.” Then she was crying, and I cried, and we held each other. 
“Hush.” she said. “Hush. I wont anymore.” So I hushed and Caddy got up and we went
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into the kitchen and turned the light on and Caddy took the kitchen soap and washed her 
mouth at the sink, hard. Caddy smelled like trees.

I kept a telling you to stay away from there, Luster said. They sat up in the swing, 
quick. Quentin had her hands on her hair. He had a red tie.

You old crazy loon, Quentin said. I’m going to tell Dilsey about the way you let him 
follow everywhere I go. I’m going to make her whip you good.

“I couldn’t stop him.” Luster said. “Come on here, Benjy.”
“Yes you could.” Quentin said. “You didn’t try. You were both snooping around after 

me. Did Grandmother send you all out here to spy on me.” She jumped out of the swing. 
“If  you dont take him right away this minute and keep him away, I’m going to make 
Jason whip you.”

“I cant do nothing with him.” Luster said. “You try it if you think you can.”
“Shut your mouth.” Quentin said. “Are you going to get him away.”
“Ah, let him stay.” he said. He had a red tie. The sun was red on it. ‘Look here, Jack. 

He struck a match and put it in his mouth. Then he took the match out of his mouth. It 
was still burning. “Want to try it.” he said. I went over there. “Open your mouth.” he 
said. I opened my mouth. Quentin hit the match with her hand and it went away.

“Goddam you.” Quentin said. “Do you want to get him started. Dont you know he’ll 
beller all day. I’m going to tell Dilsey on you.” She went away running.

“Here, kid.” he said. “Hey. Come on back. I aint going to fool with him.”
Quentin ran on to the house. She went around the kitchen.
“You played hell then, Jack.” he said. “Aint you.”
“He cant tell what you saying.” Luster said. “He deef and dumb.
“Is.” he said. “How long’s he been that way.”
“Been that way thirty three years today.” Luster said. “Bom looney. Is you one of 

them show folks.”
“Why.” he said.
“I dont ricklick seeing you around here before.” Luster said.
“Well, what about it.” he said.
“Nothing.” Luster said. “I going tonight.”
He looked at me.
“You aint the one can play a tune on that saw, is you.” Luster said.
“It’ll cost you a quarter to find that out.” he said. He looked at me. “Why dont they 

lock him up.” he said. “What’d you bring him out here for.”
“You aint talking to me.” Luster said. “I cant do nothing with him. I just come over 

here looking for a quarter I lost so I can go to the show tonight. Look like now I aint 
going to get to go.” Luster looked on the ground. “You aint got no extra quarter, is you.”
Luster said.

“No.” he said. “I aint.”
“I reckon I just have to find that other one, then.” Luster said. He put his hand in his 

pocket. “You dont want to buy no golf ball neither, does you.” Luster said.
“What kind of ball.” he said.
“Golf ball.” Luster said. “I dont want but a quarter.”
“What for.” he said. “What do I want with it.”
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“I didn’t think you did.” Luster said. “Come on here, mulehead.” he said. “Come on 
here and watch them knocking that ball. Here. Here something you can play with along 
with that jimson weed.” Luster picked it up and gave it to me. It was bright.

“Where’d you get that.” he said. His tie was red in the sun, walking.
“Found it under this here bush.” Luster said. “I thought for a minute it was that 

quarter I lost.”
He came and took it.
“Hush.” Luster said. “He going to give it back when he done looking at it.”
“Agnes Mabel Becky.” he said. He looked toward the house.
“Hush.” Luster said. “He fixing to give it back.”
He gave it to me and I hushed.
“Who come to see her last night.” he said.
“I dont know.” Luster said. “They comes every night she can climb down that tree. I

dont keep no track of them.”
“Damn if one of them didn’t leave a track.” he said. He looked at the house. Then he 

went and lay down in the swing. “Go away.” he said. “Dont bother me.”
“Come on here.” Luster said. “You done played hell now. Time Miss Quentin get 

done telling on you.”
We went to the fence and looked through the curling flower spaces. Luster hunted in 

the grass.
“I had it right here.” he said. I saw the flag flapping, and the sun slanting on the broad 

grass.“They’ll be some along soon.” Luster said. “There some now, but they going away. 
Come on and help me look for it.”

We went along the fence.
“Hush.” Luster said. “How can I make them come over here, if they aint coming. 

Wait. They’ll be some in a minute. Look yonder. Here they come.”
I went along the fence, to the gate, where the girls passed with their booksatchels. 

“You, Benjy.” Luster said. “Come back here.”
You cant do no good looking through the gate, T.P. said. Miss Caddy done gone long 

ways away. Done got married and left you. You cant do no good, holding to the gate and
crying. She cant hear you. .

What is it he wants, T.P. Mother said. Cant you play with him and keep him quiet.
He want to go down yonder and look through the gate, T.P. said.
Well, he cannot do it, Mother said. It’s raining. You will just have to play with him

and keep him quiet. You, Benjamin.
Aint nothing going to quiet him, T.P. said. He think if he down to the gate, Miss

Caddy come back.
Nonsense, Mother said.

I could hear them talking. I  went out the door and I  V hear them, and I  went
down to the gate, where the girls passed with their booksatchels. They looked at me, 
walking fast, with their heads turned. I tried to say, but they went on, and I  went along 
the fence, trying to say, and they went faster. Then they were running and I  came to the
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comer o f the fence and I couldn't go any further, and I  held to the fence, looking after
them and trying to say.

“You, Benjy. ’’ T.P. said. “What you doing, slipping out. Dont you know Dilsey whip
you. ”“You cant do no good, moaning and slobbering through the fence. T.P. said. “You 
done skeered them chi lien. Look at them, walking on the other side o f the street.

How did he get out, Father said. Did you leave the gate unlatched when you came in, 
Jason.

Of course not, Jason said. Dont you know I’ve got better sense than to do that. Do 
you think I wanted anything like this to happen. This family is bad enough, God knows. I 
could have told you, all the time. I reckon you’ll send him to Jackson, now. If Mr 
Burgess dont shoot him first.

Hush, Father said.
I could have told you, all the time, Jason said.
It was open when I  touched it, and I  held to it in the twilight. I  wasn t crying, and I  

tried to stop, watching the girls coming along the twilight. I wasn crying.
“There he is. ”
They stopped.
“He cant get out. He wont hurt anybody, anyway. Come on.
“I'm  scared to. I'm  scared. I'm  going to cross the street.
“He cant get out. ”
I  wasn't crying.
“Dont be a fraid cat. Come on. ”
They came on in the twilight. I  wasn't crying, and I held to the gate. They came slow.
“I'm  scared.’’
“He wont hurt you. I pass here every day. He just runs along the fence.
They came on. I  opened the gate and they stopped, turning. I  was trying to say, and I  

caught her, trying to say, and she screamed and I  was trying to say and trying and the 
bright shapes began to stop and I  tried to get out. I tried to get it o ff o f my face, but the 
bright shapes were going again. They were going up the hill to where it fe ll away and I 
tried to cry. But when I  breathed in, I  couldn 't breathe out again to cry, and I tried to 
keep from falling off the hill and I  fe ll o ff the hill into the bright, whirling shapes.

Here, looney, Luster said. Here come some. Hush your slobbering and moaning, now.
They came to the flag. He took it out and they hit, then he put the flag back.
“Mister.” Luster said.
He looked around. “What.” he said.
“Want to buy a golf ball.” Luster said.
“Let’s see it.” he said. He came to the fence and Luster reached the ball through.
“Where’d you get it.” he said.
“Found it.” Luster said.
“I know that.” he said. “Where. In somebody’s golf bag.”
“I found it laying over here in the yard.” Luster said. “I’ll take a quarter for it.
“What makes you think it’s yours.” he said.
“I found it.” Luster said.
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“Then find yourself another one.” he said. He put it in his pocket and went away.
“I got to go to that show tonight.” Luster said.
“That so.” he said. He went to the table. “Fore caddie.” he said. He hit.
“I’ll declare.” Luster said. “You fusses when you dont see them and you fusses when 

you does. Why cant you hush. Dont you reckon folks gets tired of listening to you all the 
time. Here. You dropped your jimson weed.” He picked it up and gave it back to me.
“You needs a new one. You bout wore that one out.” We stood at the fence and watched 
them.

“That white man hard to get along with.” Luster said. “You see him take my ball.” 
They went on. We went on along the fence. We came to the garden and we couldn’t go 
any further. I held to the fence and looked through the flower spaces. They went away.

“Now you aint got nothing to moan about.” Luster said. “Hush up. I the one got 
something to moan over, you aint. Here. Whyn’t you hold on to that weed. You be 
bellering about it next.” He gave me the flower. “Where you heading now.”

Our shadows were on the grass. They got to the trees before we did. Mine got there 
first. Then we got there, and then the shadows were gone. There was a flower in the 
bottle. I put the other flower in it.

“Aint you a grown man, now.” Luster said. “Playing with two weeds in a bottle You 
know what they going to do with you when Miss Cahline die. They going to send you to 
Jackson, where you belong. Mr Jason say so. Where you can hold the bars all day long 
with the rest of the looneys and slobber. How you like that.”

Luster knocked the flowers over with his hand. “That’s what they’ll do to you at 
Jackson when you starts bellering.”

I tried to pick up the flowers. Luster picked them up, and they went away. I began to
cry.

“Beller.” Luster said. “Beller. You want something to beller about. All right, then. 
Caddy.” he whispered. “Caddy. Beller now. Caddy.”

“Luster.” Dilsey said from the kitchen.
The flowers came back.
“Hush.” Luster said. “Here they is. Look. It’s fixed back just like it was at first. Hush, 

now.”
“You, Luster.” Dilsey said.
“Yessum.” Luster said. “We coming. You done played hell. Get up.” He jerked my 

arm and I got up. We went out of the trees. Our shadows were gone.
“Hush.” Luster said. “Look at all them folks watching you. Hush.”
“You bring him on here.” Dilsey said. She came down the steps.
“What you done to him now.” she said.
“Aint done nothing to him.” Luster said. “He just started bellering.”
“Yes you is.” Dilsey said. “You done something to him. Where you been.”
“Over yonder under them cedars.” Luster said.
“Getting Quentin all riled up.” Dilsey said. “Why cant you keep him away from her. 

Dont you know she dont like him where she at.”
“Got as much time for him as I is.” Luster said. ‘Tie aint none of my uncle.”
“Dont you sass me, nigger boy.” Dilsey said.
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“I aint done nothing to him.” Luster said. “He was playing there, and all of a sudden 
he started bellering.”

“Is you been projecking with his graveyard.” Dilsey said.
“I aint touched his graveyard.” Luster said.
“Dont lie to me, boy.” Dilsey said. We went up the steps and into the kitchen. Dilsey 

opened the firedoor and drew a chair up in front of it and I sat down. I hushed.
What you want to get her started for, Dilsey said. Whyn’t you keep him out of there. 
He was just looking at the fire, Caddy said. Mother was telling him his new name.

We didn’t mean to get her started.
I knows you didn’t, Dilsey said. Him at one end of the house and her at the other.

You let my things alone, now. Dont you touch nothing till I get back.
“Aint you shamed of yourself.” Dilsey said. “Teasing him.” She set the cake on the 

table.
“I aint been teasing him.” Luster said. “He was playing with that bottle lull of 

dogfennel and all of a sudden he started up bellering. You heard him.”
“You aint done nothing to his flowers.” Dilsey said.
“I aint touched his graveyard.” Luster said. “What I want with his truck. I was just 

hunting for that quarter.”
“You lost it, did you.” Dilsey said. She lit the candles on the cake. Some of them 

were little ones. Some were big ones cut into little pieces. “I told you to go put it away. 
Now I reckon you want me to get you another one from Frony.”

“I got to go to that show, Benjy or no Benjy.” Luster said. “I aint going to follow him 
around day and night both.”

“You going to do just what he want you to, nigger boy.” Dilsey said. “You hear me.” 
“Aint I always done it.” Luster said. “Dont I always does what he wants. Dont I, 

Benjy.”
“Then you keep it up.” Dilsey said. “Bringing him in here, bawling and getting her 

started too. You all go ahead and eat this cake, now, before Jason come. I dont want him 
jumping on me about a cake I bought with my own money. Me baking a cake here, with 
him counting every egg that comes into this kitchen. See can you let him alone now, less 
you dont want to go to that show tonight.”

Dilsey went away.
“You cant blow out no candles.” Luster said. “Watch me blow them out.” He leaned 

down and puffed his face. The candles went away. I began to cry. “Hush.” Luster said. 
“Here. Look at the fire whiles I cuts this cake.”

I could hear the clock, and I could hear Caddy standing behind me, and I could hear 
the roof. It’s still raining, Caddy said. I hate rain. I hate everything. And then her head 
came into my lap and she was crying, holding me, and I began to cry. Then I looked at 
the fire again and the bright, smooth shapes went again. I could hear the clock and the 
roof and Caddy.

I ate some cake. Luster’s hand came and took another piece. I could hear him eating. I 
looked at the fire.

A long piece of wire came across my shoulder. It went to the door, and then the fire 
went away. I began to cry.
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“What you howling for now.” Luster said. “Look there.” The fire was there. I hushed. 
“Cant you set and look at the fire and be quiet like mammy told you.” Luster said. “You 
ought to be ashamed of yourself. Here. Here’s you some more cake.”

“What you done to him now.” Dilsey said. “Cant you never let him alone.”
“I was just trying to get him to hush up and not sturb Miss Cahline.” Luster said.

“Something got him started again.”
“And I know what that something name.” Dilsey said. “I’m going to get Versh to take 

a stick to you when he comes home. You just trying yourself. You been doing it all day. 
Did you take him down to the branch.”

“Nome.” Luster said. “We been right here in this yard all day, like you said.”
His hand came for another piece of cake. Dilsey hit his hand. “Reach it again, and I 

chop it right off with this here butcher knife.” Dilsey said. “I bet he aint had one piece of 
it.”

“Yes he is.” Luster said. “He already had twice as much as me. Ask him if he aint.” 
“Reach hit one more time.” Dilsey said. “Just reach it.”
That’s right, Dilsey said. I reckon it’ll be my time to cry next. Reckon Maury going to 

let me cry on him a while, too.
His name’s Benjy now, Caddy said.
How come it is, Dilsey said. He aint wore out the name he was bom with yet, is he. 
Benjamin came out of the bible, Caddy said. I t’s a better name for him than Maury

was.
How come it is, Dilsey said.
Mother says it is, Caddy said.
Huh, Dilsey said. Name aint going to help him. Hurt him, neither. Folks dont have no 

luck, changing names. My name been Dilsey since fore I could remember and it be 
Dilsey when they’s long forgot me.

How will they know it’s Dilsey, when it’s long forgot, Dilsey, Caddy said.
It’ll be in the Book, honey, Dilsey said. Writ out.
Can you read it, Caddy said.
Wont have to, Dilsey said. They’ll read it for me. All I got to do is say Ise here.
The long wire came across my shoulder, and the fire went away. I began to cry.
Dilsey and Luster fought.
“I seen you.” Dilsey said. “Oho, I seen you.” She dragged Luster out of the comer, 

shaking him. “Wasn’t nothing bothering him, was they. You just wait till your pappy 
come home. I wish I was young like I use to be, I’d tear them years right off your head. I 
good mind to lock you up in that cellar and not let you go to that show tonight, I sho is. 

“Ow, mammy.” Luster said. “Ow, mammy.”
I put my hand out to where the fire had been.
“Catch him.” Dilsey said. “Catch him back.”
My hand jerked back and I put it in my mouth and Dilsey caught me. I could still hear 

the clock between my voice. Dilsey reached back and hit Luster on the head. My voice 
was going loud every time.
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“Get that soda.” Dilsey said. She took my hand out of my mouth. My voice went 
louder then and my hand tried to go back to my mouth, but Dilsey held it. My voice went 
loud. She sprinkled soda on my hand.

“Look in the pantry and tear a piece off o f that rag hanging on the nail.” she said. 
“Hush, now. You dont want to make your maw sick again, does you. Here, look at the 
fire. Dilsey make your hand stop hurting in just a minute. Look at the fire.” She opened 
the fire door. I looked at the fire, but my hand didn’t stop and I didn’t stop. My hand was 
trying to go to my mouth, but Dilsey held it.

She wrapped the cloth around it. Mother said,
“What is it now. Cant I even be sick in peace. Do I have to get up out of bed to come 

down to him, with two grown negroes to take care of him.”
“He all right now.” Dilsey said. “He going to quit. He just burnt his hand a little.” 
“With two grown negroes, you must bring him into the house, bawling.” Mother said. 

“You got him started on purpose, because you know I’m sick.” She came and stood by 
me. “Hush.” she said. “Right this minute. Did you give him this cake.”

“I bought it.” Dilsey said. “It never come out of Jason’s pantry. I fixed him some 
birthday.”

“Do you want to poison him with that cheap store cake.” Mother said. “Is that what 
you are trying to do. Am I never to have one minute’s peace.”

“You go on back up stairs and lay down.” Dilsey said. “It’ll quit smarting him in a 
minute now, and he’ll hush. Come on, now.”

“And leave him down here for you all to do something else to.” Mother said. “How 
can I lie there, with him bawling down here. Benjamin. Hush this minute.”

“They aint nowhere else to take him.” Dilsey said. “We aint got the room we use to 
have. He cant stay out in the yard, crying where all the neighbors can see him.”

“I know, I know.” Mother said. “It’s all my fault. I’ll be gone soon, and you and 
Jason will both get along better.” She began to cry.

“You hush that, now.” Dilsey said. “You’ll get yourself down again. You come on 
back up stairs. Luster going to take him to the liberry and play with him till I get his 
supper done.”

Dilsey and Mother went out.
“Hush up.” Luster said. “You hush up. You want me to bum your other hand for you. 

You aint hurt. Hush up.”
“Here.” Dilsey said. “Stop crying, now.” She gave me the slipper, and I hushed. 

“Take him to the liberry.” she said. “And if I hear him again, I going to whip you 
myself.”

We went to the library. Luster turned on the light. The windows went black, and the 
dark tall place on the wall came and I went and touched it. It was like a door, only it 
wasn’t a door.

The fire came behind me and I went to the fire and sat on the floor, holding the 
slipper. The fire went higher. It went onto the cushion in Mother’s chair.

“Hush up.” Luster said. “Cant you never get done for a while. Here I done built you a 
fire, and you wont even look at it.”

Your name is Benjy. Caddy said. Do you hear. Benjy. Benjy.
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Dont tell him that, Mother said. Bring him here.
Caddy lifted me under the arms.
Get up, Mau 1 mean Benjy, she said.
Dont try to carry him, Mother said. Cant you lead him over here. Is that too much for 

you to think of.
I can carry him, Caddy said. “Let me carry him up, Dilsey. ”
“Go on, Minute. ” Dilsey said. “You aint big enough to tote a flea. You go on and be 

quiet, like Mr Jason said. ”
There was a light at the top o f the stairs. Father was there, in his shirt sleeves. The

way he looked said Hush. Caddy whispered,
“Is Mother sick. ”
Versh set me down and we went into Mother’s room. There was a fire. It was rising 

and falling on the walls. There was another fire in the mirror. 1 could smell the sickness.
It was on a cloth folded on Mother’s head. Her hair was on the pillow. The fire didn’t 
reach it, but it shone on her hand, where her rings were jumping.

“Come and tell Mother goodnight.” Caddy said. We went to the bed. The fire went 
out of the mirror. Father got up from the bed and lifted me up and Mother put her hand on 
my head.

“What time is it.” Mother said. Her eyes were closed.
“Ten minutes to seven.” Father said.
“It’s too early for him to go to bed.” Mother said. “He’ll wake up at daybreak, and I 

simply cannot bear another day like today.”
“There, there.” Father said. He touched Mother’s face.
“I know I’m nothing but a burden to you.” Mother said. “But I’ll be gone soon. Then 

you will be rid of my bothering.”
“Hush.” Father said. “I’ll take him downstairs a while.” He took me up. “Come on, 

old fellow. Let’s go down stairs a while. We’ll have to be quiet while Quentin is 
studying, now.”

Caddy went and leaned her face over the bed and Mother’s hand came into the 
firelight. Her rings jumped on Caddy’s back.

Mother’s sick, Father said. Dilsey will put you to bed. Where’s Quentin.
Versh getting him, Dilsey said.
Father stood and watched us go past. We could hear Mother in her room. Caddy said 

“Hush.” Jason was still climbing the stairs. He had his hands in his pockets.
“You all must be good tonight.” Father said. “And be quiet, so you wont disturb 

Mother.”
“We’ll be quiet.” Caddy said. “You must be quiet now, Jason.” she said. We tiptoed. 
We could hear the roof I could see the fire in the mirror too. Caddy lifted me again. 
“Come on, now.” she said. “Then you can come back to the fire. Hush, now.” 
“Candace.” Mother said.
“Hush, Benjy.” Caddy said. “Mother wants you a minute. Like a good boy. Then you 

can come back. Benjy.”
Caddy let me down, and I hushed.
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“Let him stay here, Mother. When he’s through looking at the fire, then you can tell 
him.”

“Candace.” Mother said. Caddy stooped and lifted me. We staggered. “Candace.” 
Mother said.

“Hush.” Caddy said. “You can still see it. Hush.”
“Bring him here.” Mother said. “He’s too big for you to carry. You must stop trying. 

You’ll injure your back. All o f our women have prided themselves on their carriage. Do 
you want to look like a washerwoman.”

“He’s not too heavy.” Caddy said. “I can carry him.”
“Well, I dont want him carried, then.” Mother said. “A child. No, no. Not in my lap. 

Let him stand up.”
“If  you’ll hold him, he’ll stop.” Caddy said. “Hush.” she said. “You can go right 

back. Here. Here’s your cushion. See.”
“Dont, Candace.” Mother said.
“Let him look at it and he’ll be quiet.” Caddy said. “Hold up just a minute while I slip 

it out. There, Benjy. Look.”
I looked at it and hushed.
“You humor him too much.” Mother said. “You and your father both. You dont 

realise that I am the one who has to pay for it. Damuddy spoiled Jason that way and it 
took him two years to outgrow it, and I am not strong enough to go through the same 
thing with Benjamin.”

“You dont need to bother with him.” Caddy said. “I like to take care of him. Dont I. 
Benjy.”

“Candace.” Mother said. “I told you not to call him that. It was bad enough when 
your father insisted on calling you by that silly nickname, and I will not have him called 
by one. Nicknames are vulgar. Only common people use them. Benjamin.” she said.

“Look at me.” Mother said.
“Benjamin.” she said. She took my face in her hands and turned it to hers.
“Benjamin.” she said. “Take that cushion away, Candace.”
“He’ll cry.” Caddy said.
“Take that cushion away, like I told you.” Mother said. “He must learn to mind.”
The cushion went away.
“Hush, Benjy.” Caddy said.
“You go over there and sit down.” Mother said. “Benjamin.” She held my face to 

hers.
“Stop that.” she said. “Stop it.”
But I didn’t stop and Mother caught me in her arms and began to cry, and I cried. 

Then the cushion came back and Caddy held it above Mother’s head. She drew Mother 
back in the chair and Mother lay crying against the red and yellow cushion.

“Hush, Mother.” Caddy said. “You go up stairs and lay down, so you can be sick. I’ll 
go get Dilsey.” She led me to the fire and I looked at the bright, smooth shapes. I could 
hear the fire and the roof.

Father took me up. He smelled like rain.
“Well, Benjy.” he said. “Have you been a good boy today.”
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Caddy and Jason were fighting in the mirror.
“You, Caddy.” Father said.
They fought. Jason began to cry.
“Caddy.” Father said. Jason was crying. He wasn’t fighting anymore, but we could 

see Caddy fighting in the mirror and Father put me down and went into the mirror and 
fought too. He lifted Caddy up. She fought. Jason lay on the floor, crying. He had the 
scissors in his hand. Father held Caddy.

“He cut up all Benjy’s dolls.” Caddy said. “I’ll slit his gizzle.”
“Candace.” Father said.
“I will.” Caddy said. “I will.” She fought. Father held her. She kicked at Jason. He 

rolled into the corner, out of the mirror. Father brought Caddy to the fire. They were all 
out of the mirror. Only the fire was in it. Like the fire was in a door.

“Stop that.” Father said. “Do you want to make Mother sick in her room.”
Caddy stopped. “He cut up all the dolls Mau— Benjy and I made.” Caddy said. “He 

did it just for meanness.”
“I didn’t.” Jason said. He was sitting up, crying. “I didn’t know they were his. I just 

thought they were some old papers.”
“You couldn’t help but know.” Caddy said. “You did it just—”
“Hush.” Father said. “Jason.” he said.
“I’ll make you some more tomorrow.” Caddy said. “We’ll make a lot of them. Here, 

you can look at the cushion, too.”
Jason came in.
I kept telling you to hush, Luster said.
What’s the matter now, Jason said.
“He just trying hisself.” Luster said. “That the way he been going on all day.”
“Why dont you let him alone, then.” Jason said. “If you cant keep him quiet, you’ll 

have to take him out to the kitchen. The rest of us cant shut ourselves up in a room like 
Mother does.”

“Mammy say keep him out the kitchen till she get supper.” Luster said.
“Then play with him and keep him quiet.” Jason said. “Do I have to work all day and 

then come home to a mad house.” He opened the paper and read it.
You can look at the fire and the mirror and the cushion too, Caddy said. You wont 

have to wait until supper to look at the cushion, now. We could hear the roof. We could 
hear Jason too, crying loud beyond the wall.

Dilsey said, “You come, Jason. You letting him alone, is you.”
“Yessum.” Luster said.
“Where Quentin.” Dilsey said. “Supper near bout ready.”
“I dont know’m.” Luster said. “I aint seen her.”
Dilsey went away. “Quentin.” she said in the hall. “Quentin. Supper ready.”
We could hear the roof. Quentin smelled like rain, too.
What did Jason do, he said.
He cut up all Benjy’s dolls, Caddy said.
Mother said to not call him Benjy, Quentin said. He sat on the rug by us. I wish it 

wouldn’t rain, he said. You cant do anything.
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You’ve been in a fight, Caddy said. Haven’t you.
It wasn’t much, Quentin said.
You can tell it, Caddy said. Father’ll see it.
I dont care, Quentin said. I wish it wouldn’t rain.
Quentin said, “Didn’t Dilsey say supper was ready.”
“Yessum.” Luster said. Jason looked at Quentin. Then he read the paper again. 

Quentin came in. “She say it bout ready.” Luster said. Quentin jumped down in Mother’s 
chair. Luster said,

“Mr Jason.”
“What.” Jason said.
“Let me have two bits.” Luster said.
“What for.” Jason said.
“To go to the show tonight.” Luster said.
“I thought Dilsey was going to get a quarter from Frony for you.” Jason said.
“She did.” Luster said. “I lost it. Me and Benjy hunted all day for that quarter. You 

can ask him.”
“Then borrow one from him.” Jason said. “I have to work for mine.” He read the 

paper. Quentin looked at the fire. The fire was in her eyes and on her mouth. Her mouth 
was red.

“I tried to keep him away from there.” Luster said.
“Shut your mouth.” Quentin said. Jason looked at her.
“What did I tell you I was going to do if I saw you with that show fellow again.” he 

said. Quentin looked at the fire. “Did you hear me.” Jason said.
“I heard you.” Quentin said. “Why dont you do it, then.”
“Dont you worry.” Jason said.
“I’m not.” Quentin said. Jason read the paper again.
I could hear the roof. Father leaned forward and looked at Quentin.
Hello, he said. Who won.
“Nobody.” Quentin said. “They stopped us. Teachers.”
“Who was it.” Father said. “Will you tell.”
“It was all right.” Quentin said. “He was as big as me.”
“That’s good.” Father said. “Can you tell what it was about.”
“It wasn’t anything.” Quentin said. “He said he would put a frog in her desk and she 

wouldn’t dare to whip him.”
“Oh.” Father said. “She. And then what.”
“Yes, sir.” Quentin said. “And then I kind of hit him.”
We could hear the roof and the fire, and a snuffling outside the door.
“Where was he going to get a frog in November.” Father said.
“I dont know, sir.” Quentin said.
We could hear them.
“Jason.” Father said. We could hear Jason 
“Jason.” Father said. “Come in here and stop that.”
We could hear the roof and the fire and Jason.
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“Stop that, now.” Father said. “Do you want me to whip you again.” Father lifted 
Jason up into the chair by him. Jason snuffled. We could hear the fire and the roof. Jason 
snuffled a little louder.

“One more time.” Father said. We could hear the fire and the roof.
Dilsey said, All right. You all can come on to supper.
Versh smelled like rain. He smelled like a dog, too. We could hear the fire and the 

roof.
We could hear Caddy walking fast. Father and Mother looked at the door. Caddy 

passed it, walking fast. She didn’t look. She walked fast.
“Candace.” Mother said. Caddy stopped walking.
“Yes, Mother.” she said.
“Hush, Caroline.” Father said.
“Come here.” Mother said.
“Hush, Caroline.” Father said. “Let her alone.”
Caddy came to the door and stood there, looking at Father and Mother. Her eyes flew 

at me, and away. I began to cry. It went loud and I got up. Caddy came in and stood with 
her back to the wall, looking at me. I went toward her, crying, and she shrank against the 
wall and I saw her eyes and I cried louder and pulled at her dress. She put her hands out 
but I pulled at her dress. Her eyes ran.

Versh said, Your name Benjamin now. You know how come your name Benjamin 
now. They making a bluegum out of you. Mammy say in old time your granpaw changed 
nigger’s name, and he turn preacher, and when they look at him, he bluegum too. Didn’t 
use to be bluegum, neither. And when family woman look him in the eye in the full of the 
moon, chile bom bluegum. And one evening, when they was about a dozen them 
bluegum chillen running around the place, he never come home. Possum hunters found 
him in the woods, et clean. And you know who et him. Them bluegum chillen did.

We were in the hall. Caddy was still looking at me. Her hand was against her mouth 
and I saw her eyes and I cried. We went up the stairs. She stopped again, against the wall, 
looking at me and I cried and she went on and I came on, crying, and she shrank against 
the wall, looking at me. She opened the door to her room, but I pulled at her dress and we 
went to the bathroom and she stood against the door, looking at me. Then she put her arm 
across her face and I pushed at her, crying.

What are you doing to him, Jason said. Why cant you let him alone.
I aint touching him, Luster said. He been doing this way all day long. He needs 

whipping.
He needs to be sent to Jackson, Quentin said. How can anybody live in a house like 

this.
If you dont like it, young lady, you’d better get out, Jason said.
I’m going to, Quentin said. Dont you worry.
Versh said, “You move back some, so I can dry my legs off.” He shoved me back a 

little. “Dont you start bellering, now. You can still see it. That’s all you have to do. You 
aint had to be out in the rain like I is. You’s bom lucky and dont know it.” He lay on his 
back before the fire.
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“You know how come your name Benjamin now.” Versh said. “Your mamma too 
proud for you. What mammy say.”

“You be still there and let me dry my legs off.” Versh said. “Or you know what I’ll 
do. I’ll skin your rinktum.”

We could hear the fire and the roof and Versh.
Versh got up quick and jerked his legs back. Father said, “All right, Versh.”
“I’ll feed him tonight.” Caddy said. “Sometimes he cries when Versh feeds him.” 
“Take this tray up.” Dilsey said. “And hurry back and feed Benjy.”
“Dont you want Caddy to feed you.” Caddy said.
Has he got to keep that old dirty slipper on the table, Quentin said. Why dont you 

feed him in the kitchen. It’s like eating with a pig.
If you dont like the way we eat, you’d better not come to the table, Jason said.
Steam came off o f Roskus. He was sitting in front of the stove. The oven door was 

open and Roskus had his feet in it. Steam came off the bowl. Caddy put the spoon into 
my mouth easy. There was a black spot on the inside of the bowl.

Now, now, Dilsey said. He aint going to bother you no more.
It got down below the mark. Then the bowl was empty. It went away. “He’s hungry 

tonight.” Caddy said. The bowl came back. I couldn’t see the spot. Then I could. “He’s 
starved, tonight.” Caddy said. “Look how much he’s eaten.”

Yes he will, Quentin said. You all send him out to spy on me. I hate this house. I’m 
going to run away.

Roskus said, “It going to rain all night.”
You’ve been running a long time, not to’ve got any further off than mealtime, Jason 

said.
See if I dont, Quentin said.
“Then I dont know what I going to do.” Dilsey said. “It caught me in the hip so bad 

now I cant scarcely move. Climbing them stairs all evening.”
Oh, I wouldn’t be surprised, Jason said. I wouldn’t be surprised at anything you’d do. 
Quentin threw her napkin on the table.
Hush your mouth, Jason, Dilsey said. She went and put her arm around Quentin. Sit 

down, honey, Dilsey said. He ought to be shamed of hisself, throwing what aint your 
fault up to you.

“She sulling again, is she.” Roskus said.
“Hush your mouth.” Dilsey said.
Quentin pushed Dilsey away. She looked at Jason. Her mouth was red. She picked up 

her glass of water and swung her arm back, looking at Jason. Dilsey caught her arm.
They fought. The glass broke on the table, and the water ran into the table. Quentin was 
running.

“Mother’s sick again.” Caddy said.
“Sho she is.” Dilsey said. “Weather like this make anybody sick. When you going to 

get done eating, boy.”
Goddam you, Quentin said. Goddam you. We could hear her running on the stairs. 

We went to the library.
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Caddy gave me the cushion, and I could look at the cushion and the mirror and the
fire.

“We must be quiet while Quentin’s studying.” Father said. “What are you doing, 
Jason.”

“Nothing.” Jason said.
“Suppose you come over here to do it, then.” Father said.
Jason came out of the comer.
“What are you chewing.” Father said.
“Nothing.” Jason said.
“He’s chewing paper again.” Caddy said.
“Come here, Jason.” Father said.
Jason threw into the fire. It hissed, uncurled, turning black. Then it was gray. Then it 

was gone. Caddy and Father and Jason were in Mother’s chair. Jason’s eyes were puffed 
shut and his mouth moved, like tasting. Caddy’s head was on Father’s shoulder. Her hair 
was like fire, and little points of fire were in her eyes, and I went and Father lifted me 
into the chair too, and Caddy held me. She smelled like trees.

She smelled like trees. In the comer it was dark, but I could see the window. I 
squatted there, holding the slipper. I couldn’t see it, but my hands saw it, and I could hear 
it getting night, and my hands saw the slipper but I couldn’t see myself, but my hands 
could see the slipper, and I squatted there, hearing it getting dark.

Here you is, Luster said. Look what I got. He showed it to me. You know where I got 
it. Miss Quentin give it to me. I knowed they couldn’t keep me out. What you doing, off 
in here. I thought you done slipped back out doors. Aint you done enough moaning and 
slobbering today, without hiding off in this here empty room, mumbling and taking on. 
Come on here to bed, so I can get up there before it starts. I cant fool with you all night 
tonight. Just let them homs toot the first toot and I done gone.

We didn’t go to our room.
“This is where we have the measles.” Caddy said. “Why do we have to sleep in here 

tonight.”
“What you care where you sleep.” Dilsey said. She shut the door and sat down and 

began to undress me. Jason began to cry. “Hush.” Dilsey said.
“I want to sleep with Damuddy.” Jason said.
“She’s sick.” Caddy said. “You can sleep with her when she gets well. Cant he, 

Dilsey.”
“Hush, now.” Dilsey said Jason hushed.
“Our nighties are here, and everything.” Caddy said. “It’s like moving.”
“And you better get into them.” Dilsey said. “You be unbuttoning Jason.”
Caddy unbuttoned Jason. He began to cry.
“You want to get whipped.” Dilsey said. Jason hushed.
Quentin, Mother said in the hall.
What, Quentin said beyond the wall. We heard Mother lock the door. She looked in 

our door and came in and stooped over the bed and kissed me on the forehead.
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When you get him to bed, go and ask Dilsey if she objects to my having a hot water 
bottle, Mother said. Tell her that if she does, I’ll try to get along without it. Tell her I just 
want to know.

Yessum, Luster said. Come on. Get your pants off
Quentin and Versh came in. Quentin had his face fumed away. “What are you crying 

for.” Caddy said.
“Hush.” Dilsey said. “You all get undressed, now. You can go on home, Versh.”
I got undressed and I looked at myself, and I began to cry. Hush, Luster said. Looking 

for them aint going to do no good. They’re gone. You keep on like this, and we aint 
going have you no more birthday. He put my gown on. I hushed, and then Luster stopped, 
his head toward the window. Then he went to the window and looked out. He came back 
and took my arm. Here she come, he said. Be quiet, now. We went to the window and 
looked out. It came out of Quentin’s window and climbed across into the tree. We 
watched the tree shaking. The shaking went down the tree, then it came out and we 
watched it go away across the grass. Then we couldn’t see it. Come on, Luster said.
There now. Hear them horns. You get in that bed while my foots behaves.

There were two beds. Quentin got in the other one. He turned his face to the wall. 
Dilsey put Jason in with him. Caddy took her dress off.

“Just look at your drawers.” Dilsey said. “You better be glad your maw aint seen 
you.”

“I already told on her.” Jason said.
“I bound you would.” Dilsey said.
“And see what you got by it.” Caddy said. “Tattletale.”
“What did I get by it.” Jason said.
“Whyn’t you get your nightie on.” Dilsey said. She went and helped Caddy take off 

her bodice and drawers. “Just look at you.” Dilsey said. She wadded the drawers and 
scrubbed Caddy behind with them. “It done soaked clean through onto you.” she said. 
“But you wont get no bath this night. Here.” She put Caddy’s nightie on her and Caddy 
climbed into the bed and Dilsey went to the door and stood with her hand on the light. 
“You all be quiet now, you hear.” she said.

“All right.” Caddy said. “Mother’s not coming in tonight.” she said. “So we still have 
to mind me.”

“Yes.” Dilsey said. “Go to sleep, now.”
“Mother’s sick.” Caddy said. “She and Damuddy are both sick.”
“Hush.” Dilsey said. “You go to sleep.”
The room went black, except the door. Then the door went black. Caddy said, “Hush, 

Maury” putting her hand on me. So I stayed hushed. We could hear us. We could hear the 
dark.

It went away, and Father looked at us. He looked at Quentin and Jason, then he came 
and kissed Caddy and put his hand on my head.

“Is Mother very sick.” Caddy said.
“No.” Father said. “Are you going to take good care of Maury.”
“Yes.” Caddy said.
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Father went to the door and looked at us again. Then the dark came back, and he 
stood black in the door, and then the door turned black again. Caddy held me and I could 
hear us all, and the darkness, and something 1 could smell. And then I could see the 
windows, where the trees were buzzing. Then the dark began to go in smooth, bright 
shapes, like it always does, even when Caddy says that I have been asleep.
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Instances Where Partial Italics were 
Removed from the Benjy Section

Page 8:
The cows came jumping out of the barn, (italics removed)
“Go on.” T.P. said. “Holler again. I going to holler myself. Whooey.” Quentin 

kicked T.P. again.
Page 9:

At the top of the hill Versh put me down, (italics removed) “Come on here, 
Quentin.” he called, looking back down the hill.

Page 12:
There was a fire in it and T.P. squatting in his shirt tail in front of it, chunking 

it into a blaze, (italics removed)
Then I got up and T.P. dressed me and we went to the kitchen and ate. Dilsey 

was singing and I began to cry and she stopped.
Page 13:

Take him and Quentin down to the house and let them play with Luster, where 
Frony can watch them, T.P., and go and help your paw. (italics removed.)

We finished eating.
Page 16:

They getting ready to start, T.P. said You stand right here now while I get 
that box so we can see in the window. Here, les finish drinking this here 
sassprilluh. It make me feel just like a squinch owl inside (italics removed)

We drank the sassprilluh and T.P. pushed the bottle through the lattice, under 
the house, and went away.

Page 17:
I saw them. Then I saw Caddy, with flowers in her hair, and a long veil like 

shining wind. Caddy Caddy, (italics removed)
“Hush.” T.P. said.

Page 17:
“Benjy.” Caddy said, Benjy. She put her arms around me again, but I went 

away, (italics removed) “What is it, Benjy.”
Page 21:

I kept a telling you to stay away from there, Luster said. They sat up in the 
swing, quick. Quentin had her hands on her hair. He had a red tie.

You old crazy loon, Quentin said. I’m going to tell Dilsey about the way you 
let him follow everywhere I go. I’m going to make her whip you good, (italics 
removed)

“I couldn’t stop him.” Luster said. “Come on here, Benjy.”
Page 23:

Here, looney, Luster said. Here come some. Hush your slobbering and 
moaning, now.(italics removed)

They came to the flag. He took it out and they hit, then he put the flag back.
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Page 27:
Mother’s sick, Father said. Dilsey will put you to bed. Where’s Quentin. 
Versh getting him, Dilsey said (italics removed)
Father stood and watched us go past.

Page 27
We could hear the roof. I could see the fire in the mirror too. Caddy lifted me 

again, (italics removed)
“Come on, now.” she said. “Then you can come back to the fire. Hush, now.”

Page 29:
Jason came in.
I kept telling you to hush, Luster said.
What’s the matter now, Jason said, (italics removed)
“He just trying hisself.” Luster said.

Page 30:
I could hear the roof. Father leaned forward and looked at Quentin.
Hello, he said. Who won. (italics removed)

“Nobody.” Quentin said.


